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coming . . . from Thinkers' Press
Chess Master At Any Age . Mr. X . Approx. 150 pgs, Sep.,
$25.. Exciting possibilites for major improvement.

Hands on POWER CHESS. Les Autt. Approx. 350 pgs.,
Aug., $20.. lmpressive combinational strength increases
through refined and practical applications.

Henrique Mecking Latin Chess Genius. Steve Gordon .
Approx. '150 pgs., July, $15.. All known games plus bio and
information on recent comeback.

The King's Gambit As White 3rd. ed. Bob Raingruber.
Approx. 190 pgs.,Aug., $22.50." Up-to-date theory and practice + detailed exercises. 16 chapters.
Win At Chess. Ron Curry . Approx. 300 pgs., Oct., 918.50.
Big improvements for 1400-'1800 players.
. Subject to change.
New 48 page

chess books , equipment . software catalog available for g1
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Software
in Chess Publishing and
Chess Study for the Macintosh'"
is Now Available from Chess Laboratories
With ChessPublisher, You will be able to Play Over Chess Games,
with an lnteractive Chessboard!
The ChessPublisher gives the Macintosh Owner the Freedom

to Play Through and Edit Chess Games that are in Text Format.
ln other words, with the GhessPublisher, you will have the power to:
1. Print the games of your choice in either algebraic figurine notation or alphanumeric.

2. Support your chess text with full and attractive diagrams.
3. Edit your selected game with the help of an interactive chessboard.
4. Create your own notes (analysis or commentary) to the appropriate areas of the game.
5. Play over the games of your choice from the various chess databases for the Macintosh.
6. OCR Compatible (with menu)

Whether you Play, Study, Teach or Publish Ghess,
the GhessPublisher is the Chess Tool for you!
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Chess Laboratories

South Pasadena, CA 91031, USA
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ELECTRONIC CHESSBOOK
from the publishers of NEW lN CHESS
and producers of NICBASE3 software

Each title includes a book with a theoretical introduction and a
disk with 500 games, 200 with annotations.

The neq unique, Electronic Chessbook on disk willtake you
through hundreds of games, showing every position including
sidelines and annotations!All you need is a modern MS-DOS or
ATARI ST computerto enjoy the famous user-friendly NICBASE3
interface and games annotated by the world's masters.

SPECIAL OFFER:Any 3 titles-$69 + $9 shipping and handling!

SCOTCH OPENING

KING,S INDIAN: CLASSICAL

edited by Jan Timman

edited by Genna Sosonko

SICILIANDEFENCE:2.f

BUDAPESTGAMBIT

edited by Kick

edited by A.C. van der Tak

Langeweg

FRENCH: ADVANCE
edited by Predrag Nikolic

SLAV DEFENCE: MERAN
edited by Rinl Kuijf

RUY LOPEZ: ARKHANGELSK VARJATION
edited by A.G. van der Tak

$25.00

"u.r.

SYSTEM REOUIREMENTS: IBM-conpatible: Mouse,512KB RAM, MS-DOS 2.0,3.5'DS-DD drive, Graphics Adapror
ATARI ST: monochrome mnilor. Shipling: please add $3.50 Comcticut reridenb must pay sales ld.

Yearbook volumes + 8 Magazine issues + 20 Super
Quick Database Update Disks each year make NEW
lN CHESS yourfirst source forcomprehensive coverage of the internationaltournament chess scene. For
complete utilization of database updates, NICBASE3
and NICTOOLS utilities loaded on a hard disk are
required. Ask lor complete price lists.
4
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Send all orders, renewals, ancl payments to:
Al Hendersory Pres.,
CHESS COMBINAilON INC. 2423 Noble station, Bridgeport, cT ffido8-0423
M€sages: Efl)-3*4OEt Fax: 203-3{i0,1703 Internet: 7044,1532@compuserve.om USAT LING CHESSCOM

Exclusive North American distributors of New ln Chess
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NOIES AND COMMENT

fense, proved harder to displace than a
payroll of walruses ... Polgar then stole
a page from the governor's own game

TID Porrncs
or Crrnss
Chess often appears

in the media

as a

crude metaphor for maneuvering in
sports and politics, so we found it refreshing to see the language of contemporary politics used to describe a

plan, systematically downsizing his
team. She privatized his important
pieces. Could Weld really manage with
fewer resources?"
Weld lost both games. Perhaps he

should stick to playing Democratic

recent chess game.
During a visit to Boston in August,
Judit Polgar played a l0-game, $7,500
blitz match against Patrick Wolff. She

politicians.

undercard, Zwzsa Polgar edged Boris

On 27 February 1993, the U.S. Chess

won convincingly, 6-3. (In the

IIAIT oF FAME

Gdko 4/z-3V2, and Zsofia Polgar Hall
crushed Jorge Zamora 3t/z-/z; other
events included an outdoor tandem simultaneous exhibition and an open
bliz toumament.)

of Fame andMuseumwas rededi-

cated in its new home at the U.S. Chess
Center in Washington, DC. Allan Savage sent a

repoft on the ceremony.

About 70 people aaended. Speakformer
U.S. Chess Federation Executive Director who helped establish the original Hall and Museum at uscF
headquarters; John McCrary, current
Chairman of the Board of Directors of
the Hall of Fame, who vrith David
Mehler was responsible for bringing it
to the U.S. Chess Center; and Macon
Shibut, author of t}re new book Paul
ers included Gerald Dullea, the

Morphy and the Fnolution of Chess Tlteoty
(which will be featured in a future is-

*eof

ACJ).

The Hall of Fame andMuseumwas
created in 1986. The uscr had been
receiving various artifacts and a perBefore the evening's big matches, manent facility was needed to house
Judit and Patrick played blitz against them. The attractive new center is big
Massachusetts governor William enough for lectures or small tournaWeld, a Republican who was an avid ments. Thewalls are adornedwith phoplayer in his youth and remains an en- tographs; glass cases throughout the
thusiast. Scot Lehigh provided creative room display the collection. Items on
coverage tn Tbe Boston Globe the next display include memorabilia of early
day (13 August 1993):
"Weld used the imaginative

butun-

proved supply-side opening gambit, a
slashing across-the-board attack, But
Polgar, entrenched in the Sicfian De-

U.S. champions zuch as Charles Henry
Stanley, George HenryMackenzie, and
PaulMorphy; a signed portrait ofFrank
Marshall; Ilermann Helms's famous
Ietter replying to seven-year-old Bobby

AlrrnrceN Cnrss Jounxel
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Fischer's mother; Edward Lasker's

conducted the proceedings with impressive efEciency and a bit of humor.
Although many los did not draw their
minimum bids, several went for over
Champion; and a 45-rpm recording of $1,000. The highest price, $4,,100 (in"The Ballad of BobbyFischer."
cluding the l0% premium), was paid
Not only chess theory but chess or- for a complete Waterford crystal set
ganization is the product ofindividual with a 6Va-inch king. According to
contributions over time. The Hall of Claudia Strauss of the sponsoringMetFame recognizes outstanding indi- ropolian Arts & Antiques Pavilion, the
vidual contributors to both aspeca of auction demonstrated t"hat there is a
chess in the United States. Charter good market for chess collectibles, and

with the losing
move from Yakov Estrin that made
Hans Berliner World Correspondence
chess set; the postcard

members in 1986 were Reuben Fine,
Robert Fischer, Isaac Kashdan, George

Koltanowski, Frank Marshall, Paul
Morphy, Harry Nelson Pillsbury, and
Samuel Reshevsky. Each year since
then, new members have been added:
Sam Loyd and Wilhelm Steiniz in
1987; Arpad Elo and Hermann Helms
in 1988; I.A. Horowitz in 1989; Hans
Berliner in 1990; John Collins and
Arthur Dake in l99l; Arnold Denker
and Gisela Gresser in 1992; and Victor Palciauskas and Pal Benko in 1993.
Savage writes: "The U.S. Chess
Hall of Fame and Museum is a cel-

ebration of democracy, a place where
both players and non-players can be
enriched by American chess historya history that has invited professionals
and amateurs to work and compete together." He believes that through the

more are planned.
=J,:

Fge@ss
FrscrrnnUpram
In our on-the-scene account ofthe Fischer-Spassky rematch last issue, we re-

ported the widely-shared suspicion
among respectable Yugoslavs that

VasiJievic, the mysterious encenter, "our game's origins in this Jezdimir
trepreneur who sponsored the match,

country will be preserved and its contribution to our culture forever sealed,"
and recommends a visit whenever you
are in the area.
You can make financial contribu-

tions to the U.S. Chess Hall of Fame
and Museum through the U.S. Chess
Trust, 186 Route 9W, New Windsor,
NY 12553. You can donate historical
artifacts byuriting to R. John McCrary,
1520 Senate Street #129, Columbia,

sc29201.

C,onsc ONcn...
On 29 April 1993 an auction of sets
and other chess collectibles, including
a few books, was held in New York
City. Auctioneet Geza von Hapsburg
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was a crook and that his Jugoskandic

Bank, which paid up to l5'/" a month
on deposits, v/as a scam. We speculated that perhaps he was financing the
chess spectacle "with the hard-earned
savings of bank depositors." One reader

it was irresponsible
journalism to publish such rumors and
speculation. Perhaps itwas. But Time
reported that in April 1993, about five
months after the end of the "Revenge
wrote to us tlrat

Match of the Century," the Jugoskandic Bant< failed and Vasiljevic absconded to Israel with $l million in
cash

in

a suitcase.

Fischer, according to USA Today,
had deposited most of his $3+ million

of pize money in the Jugoskandic
Bank. When the bank failed he appar-

endy lost his money. He is under in-

Notes and Commant

reported that Fischer was definitely in
Hungary negotiating seriously for the
long-mooted Polgar match. According
to Hungarian state television, Fischer
was staying at a well-guarded house
owned bylaszlo Polgar in the town of
Nagl'rnaros, north of Budapest. The
Budapest spors daily Sport plusz foci
quoted Laszlo Polgar as saying that
conditions for a match had been agreed
to and "all we need now is the right
sponsor." The spors daily also printed

ofFischer in Budapest.
Later, conflicting reports suggested
that Fischer wanted to play either blitz
a photograph

dictrnent by the U.S. government for

chess or "shuffle chess" (with the pieces

The fu-

sarting each game), against eitherJudit
or bothJudit andZstzsa Polgar, for a

violating U.S. law in playing the rearranged on the first rant
Spassky match in Yugoslavia.
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gitive Fischer may now wonder what
he has actually gained by playing the
match with Spassky.
Press reports have created a sketchy
picture of Fischer's reclusive life after
the match. Apparendy he remained in
Belgrade for several months, renting
zuites in a luxury hotel for himself and
his bodyguards. During this time he
seems to have negotiated with Laszlo
Polgar for a match with Judit Polgar,
to be sponsored by Vasiljevic. This
would have been an interesting match,

but despite widespread rumors,
negotations were never close to being
finalized. Vasiljevic ended up sponsoring a match betweenJudit Polgar and
Spassky, won byJudit 5r/21/2.
After the Jugoskandic Bank crashed,
Fischer moved north to a small village
near the Serbian borderwith Hungary.
The August 1993 issue of Chess caried
a peculiar letter fromHungarian grandmaster Andras Adorjan, who claimed

to have visited Fischer at the Aquamarine Health Center on the Serbian/
Hungarian border. He said that Fischer was being held prisoner there,
guarded by four bodyguards and the

Serbian secret police. Fischer (said
Adorjan) was being cheated, betrayed,
and abused. Deeply depressed about
being cheated of his prize money, he
was being poisoned by drugs and
moved and talked like a broken man.
On 6 August the Associated Press

$5

before

million purse.

Perhaps Fischer can't bear all the
publicity that Garry Kasparov is once
again getting after breaking with rlop
in and foundingthe Professional Chess
Association (rce). The veteran Anatoly
Karpov, recipient of Fischer's tide in
197 5,

is also back on the scene

plalng

for the vacant rron world tide.
It is ironic that Kasparov seems to
be succeeding in his fight against rror
where Fischer failed l8 years ago. One
difference is that Kasparov, despite his
occasionally abrasive personality, is a
genuine husderwho backsup his decisions with concrete actions, Kasparov
went out and found new sponsorship
for his pce tide match. Fischer by contrast sulked in his tent. Of course,
Kasparov has the cooperation ofa British opponent who was already mad at
rror for allegedly botching the bidding
process and costing the players significant prize money.In 197 5 Fischer had
to contend with Karpov, a tool of the
Soviet sate.

NnwYom l92T
Grandmaster Arnold Denker sent an
interesting letter about Hanon W
Russell's article on the

NewYorkl92T

tournament (ACJ, #1, pp. 89-104).
Regarding Emanuel Lasker's dispute

AuEnrceN Curss JounNar,
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with Norben Lederer, he

says, "A1-

though Lasker was capable of blowing
up, as he often did with me as his bridge
parmer, his wonderful sense of humor
and fairness lead me to believe that he
would not have made any claim unless
toally justified." He also warns that
"Lederer was one of Capa's greatest
admirers. A worshipper might be closer
to the truth, so you would have to take
that into consideration when reading
many of his letters."
On Russell's doubts about the story
that Capablanca declared he would
draw his last three games, and in fact
fed moves to Nmzovich to make it
look plausible, Denler says "Russell is
right on the mark ... [Capablanca's] Columbia buddies Al Link and Charlie
Saxon must have repeated it at least a
hundred times."
Perhaps this is how it got into a
small book called Nezu York 1927 (ap-

to

parently the only EnglishJanguage
work on the tournamen$. Origrnally
published in 1955 byJack Spence as
volume 15 of "TheAmericanTourna-

were played

ment Series," the bookletwas reprinted
1972 by Chess Digest. Each time it
carried the somewhat misleading by-

nowadays, and

in

line "Alexander Alekhine." Spence
writes in his Editor's Note that he pared
down Alekhine's original annotations,
deleted most of his introduction, and
inserted round-by-round summaries

10 wins, draws not

counting, with the match to be declared
a tie if t}re score reached 9-9. These
are indeed called the "Steiniz rules"

all of the Steinitz

matches approximated them, but it is
not clear whether any followed them
exacdy. Some were played under a bestout-of-20 system, with draws included
in the 20 games; others were played on
a first-player-to-win- I 0-games format,

of but without the 9-9 tie provision.
Steinitz's last tide match (ris second

his own. In the round 19 summary (p.
70) he claims that "Capablanca, in pursuing his non-agression policy, had to
assist Nimzovich in saving a probable
lost position by dicating the last four
moves of the game ..." No supporting
documentation is given. Could this be
the primary printed source for the
spread of this odd rumor?

ConnncrroNs

defeat by Lasker

in 1896) came closest

to Bobby Fischer's version of

the
"Steinitz rules": it was a first-to-winl0 match and did include tle 9-9 tie
provision, but Mr. Blair finds nothing
about anybody being declared champion in the drawn case.
A future issue will include updates
to tlre game analysis io ACj #l based
on reader comments.
Finally, on page ll3 of ACJ#lFred

Wilson inadvertently reported that

material from a letter by F.M. Edge
there is a mistaken generalization on had been removed in the second edipage 46 o{ ACJ #l (Finding Bobby Fis- tion of the Orford Ctmpanion to Chess.
cherby Timothy Hanke). According to In fact it is still there, listed under
Mr. Blair, it is not tnte that all of "Edge" rather than "Morphy," where
Steinitz's world championship matches it was originally. ll
Chess historian Louis Blair writes that

Nuunnn
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TheWorld's Best
Chess Tlainer
Timothy Hanke

M*o

*raelevich Dvoretsky has a calling in life and answers it brilliandy. He is a chess trainer. In recent years he has often been called the
best in the world at what he does, which is to develop talented players
and prepare them for important competitions.
He wasn't always a trainer, of coursel he started as a player. Born in
Moscow on 9 December 1947, he won the Moscow Championship in
1973 andtied for fififi in rJrLe 1974 ussn Championship. He received the
International Master tide in I97 5 , rhe same year that he won the masters' tournament at Wijk aan Zee (from which grandmasters were excluded) with a score of +9=6, 1 % points ahead of the field. Dvoretsky was
the highest-rated ru in the world for three consecutive years in the mid1970s, peaking at 35th place on the rron rating list.
Nevertheless, he was having even more success coaching younger

players than he was as a competitor. He coached three World Junior
Champions in four years: Valery Chekhov n 1975, Artur Yusupov in
1977

, and Sergei Dolmatov in 1978. From 1977 to 1982 he worked with

Nana Alexandria, coaching her to an 8-8 tie with Maya Chiburdanidze in
the 1981 Women's World Championship match. FIis work as a coach

and trainer gradually took over his time and attention, and he never
earned the grandmaster tide that, if he had continued his playing career,
would in due course have been his.
Throughout the 1980s Dvoretsky devoted himself to advanced chess
work of several kinds. He continued coaching his star pupils, such as
Yusupov, who has now been a candidate in four consecutive world chamTimotby Hanke is the Managing Editor of Ameican ChessJournal,

10
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pionship cycles, Dolmatov, who was a candidate once (osing in the first
round to Yusupovl), and Alexei Dreev, who was also a candidate once.
He managed a chess school in Moscow for talented youngsters who were
selected from throughout the Soviet Union. He worked for a Moscow
sports club which paid him a salary for teaching.
All this time he was collecting chess positions on index cards and
classifzing them by theme according to a q/stem he devised. He used
these positions to teach his studens and especially to drill them in areas
where they were weak. Today his collection includes over 3,000 positions; he is always looking for more.
fu Dvoresky became a deep scholar of chess theory, like any scholar
he began to write articles and books. FIis reputation grew and his writings began to be translated from Russian into other languages. Now he
has three books in English: Secrex of Chess Training (1990, with a foreword by Garry Kasparov), Secrets of Chess Tactics (1992), andTrainingfor
the Tou.rnament Player (1993, written with Yusupov). He has also published several articles in Nan In Chess. To stay in step with the times, he is
now worhng on a monumental computer program ncorporaang all of

Ihe
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The collapse of the Soviet Union
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has

tumed chess culture, like every-

in Russia, upside down. "We used to say, 'You get paid for

Lt

Timothy Hanke

nothing and you work for nothing,"' Dvoresky told me, laughing, but
times have changed. The Moscow sports club no longer supports him.
IIis chess school for promisingyoung players has closed its doors. Fornrnately, along with the new freedom to starve, Russians have also received
the freedom to travel abroad and earn hard currency. Dvoretsky now
visits the United States a few times a year to meet with students here,
usually promising juniors. The American Chess Foundation has been
instrumental in arranging these rips. The American players with whom
Dvoretsky has worked include Parick Wolff, rus Maurice fuhley and
Josh Waitzkin, and several senior masters and national masters including
Bobby Seltzer of Boston, now 17 and Massachusets co-champion. He
also teaches every surnmer at Sunil Weeramantry's Casde Chess Camp
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for youngsters in Tarrytown, New York.
What is Dvoretsky like in person? He is a large man who cuts a
slighdy awkward figure in a suit, obviously not a subscriber to GQ magazine. He is very potte, at times almost shy, perhaps because he is not
entirely comfortable speaking English. However, he makes himself understood and his thorough professionalism is obvious in everything he
says. He is modest about his own achievements and prefers to talk about
the successes of his students. However, as I got to lnow him during our
series ofinterviews, his quiet self-confidence became apparent. He knows
the quality of his own work and takes pride in it.
Dvoretsky takes the standard Russian (or Soviet) line in his basic
approach to chess training. He agrees with Bowinnik that improvement
in chess requires rational, rigorous, and continual self-assessment. Weaknesses are to be eliminated or minimized through study and practice
tailored to a player's specific needs. During a game, a player must strive
to understand the key ideas in every position including the basic plan for
each side. Once he understands the key ideas and plans, he should seek a
concrete solution based on the requirements of the position.

The opponent is not ignored. FIis personality, temperament, and
all relevant to the struggle on the chessboard. A
rational player will consider his opponent when making decisions.
chess idiosTncrasies are

Although Dvoresky might object to such a broad label, we may see
as an exemplary product of the Soviet School of Chess along the
lines laid down by Bowinnik in articles published during the 1930s and
1940s, in Botvinnik's autobiography Acbieuingthe Aim, andrnsuch books
as Kotov and Yudovich's Tlte Soaiet Chess School.
On the other hand, Dvores\y's collection of positions arranged by
theme is the unique and principal tool he uses to diagnose and remedy a
player's weaknesses. He once remarked, almost sadly it seemed, "There
is not much more I can do for Yusupov and Dolmatov. They already
know almost all of my positions-at least 2,800 or 2,900-so there is
litde more that I can show them."
Another innovation of Dvoretsky's is the use of studies for training

him
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purposes. "Many players like solving studies," he observes in his book
Secrets of Chess Training. Dvoretsky introduced a new wrinkle to increase
the practical benefit of such work. He sets up the position on a board
without telling his student the stipulation of the problem (e.g., "White to
play and win') and has the student play the position against him as if it
were a real game. Sometimes the result is surprising: 1 1-year-old Alyosha
Dreerr, now a strong grandmaster, found a win in a study labelled "White
to play and draw"! Such incidents prompt Dvoretsky in Secrex of Chess
Trainingto quote the humorous aphorism, "There are no sound studies,
only those that haven't been busted yet."
Dvoresky is a superior trainer not only because of his collection of
positions and irurovative methods, but also because he is a strong player

in his own right. Patrick Wolff, who worked with Mark Dvoretsky for
one week in October 1992 and coincidentallywon the U.S. Championship two montls later, commented, "He is very strong, upper 2500s rroe

strength probably. FIis understanding ofchess is very deep--easily on
the level of a strong2600s player. TrainingwithMarkwas useful. He got
me to work in directions I hadn't thought of before. He is rare in having
a very clear conception ofchess.
"I don't think he could do for me what he could for some playerstake them in hand and manage their entire development," continued
Wolff (I'm too far along now for that and responsible for myself. But
he's very empathic; he's a sensitive person who can relate to other people;
he can tell how a person is strong and wealg and devise a program for
him. He can take someone and create an entire training program: what
and how to study, when and where to play."
Dvoresky himself considers his practical strength to be a significant
asset to his work as a trainer. I asked himabottPositional Chess Handbook
bylsrael Gelfer, who has represented Israel in five Olympiads and coaches
the Israeli national team. "FIis book seems a litde bit like your books," I
told Dvorecky. He replied, "Maybe; I don't know him. But if he is not a
strong player, he may not explain things the right way. Or he may
understand the positions in his bookvery well, but not understand other
positions." I did not detect any vanity in his cornments. He was merely
pointing out the possible limitations of this book and is author, which he
clearly does not believe apply to his own work or to himself.
One tends to trust Dvoretsky's statements because he is not pretentious. He doesn't try to make it appear that he knows more than he does,
nor does he make snap judgments when he is not informed about a
matter. When I asked him about the quality of play in the FischerSpassky 1992 match he refused to comment, saying he hadn't analyzed
the games yet. Dvoretsky is an empiricist who likes to have information
before he ventures an opinion, and he likes to weigh the evidence himself
rather than adopt received wisdom. His integrity is so firndamental that
it goes beyond ethics: it is a way of looking at the world.
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Dvoretsky the Player
From what has already been said about Dvoretsky's methods, one might
conclude that he is a rather dry technical player, a dogmatist who lacks
imagination. This would be a great mistake. Perhaps he is not Tal, but
Dvoretsky is a very creative player as well as a great fighter who specializes in counteratuck. fu a player, he considers himself more of a tactician
than a strategist.
To some extent, his style has been forced upon him because of his
lack of opening knowledge. "Opening theory and I [do] not get on well,"
he remarked ruefirlly in one of his Nna In Chess articles (l99l,ll4). As a
resulthe often emerges from the openingwith aworse position and must
fight an uphill batde. (fhe book of rhe 1974 ussn Championship commented, "Dvoretsky had a reasonable score, but too many of his points
had come from saving dubious positions for him to hope to challenge for
first place.")
The following game is a classic example of Dvoresky's uninspired
opening play redeemed by imaginative middlegame tactics and good
endgame technique. In Secrex of Chess Taxics (pp.117-118), Dvoretsky
describes the context of this game:

It

I

began this tournament without having done
in my openings. In the
first round I had an absolutely hopeless position as early as move ten,
although I subsequendy outplayed my opponent and managed to win.
In the second round, with White, I emerged from the opening with a
should be said that

any training at all, and this showed primarily

clearly inferior position, but eventually almost won the endgame.
This was now the third round ...

Klpencur-DvoRErsKy, OnozronxrozE (USSR Gue) 1978

Srcultr Drmnse 845
1 e4 c5 2

6R

Axd4 Aft 5 Ac3 D'c6 6 Axc6 bxc6
6e4 9c7 9 f4 gb6 10 Ad3 Aa6 11

e6 3 d4 cxd4 4

7 e5 DdS 8
a3

f5!
A mistake.

...

Ae7 and

if

fu Dvoretsky poins oug better
12 c4

then 12 ...

fil

was 11

Axff 13 Axff+ gxf614 thS+ €dA (o r)
White could now secure the advantage with the

12 exf6

simple 15 Axa6l 8xa6 16 Ad2. Dvoretsky writes,
"The d7-square is very wealq and White intends to
play the moves 0-0-0, Ac3 (or Aa5+), and Bf7, in
one order or another. I don't even know what I would
have then done." Instead came:

ls ad2?
1E

L4

Kapengut-Dvoretsky, after 14 ... Bdg

White thinls
16 Aa5.

he

will gain a tempo by threatening
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15 ...

Axd3!!

heard my team-mate Yuri Razuvaev say to our trainer in some
distress: 'Well, Mark isn't exacdy in form-he's just thrown his queen
away.'I had to go up to them and calm them down: 'Maybe I'm not in
form, but I didn't blunder the queen-I sacrificed it!"
16 Aa5 Axc217 Efl f5 18 Axb6+ axb6 19 Ef3 €c7 20 Eg3
Ha4 21 8B?!
Better was either 2 I 8f/ or 2l Hcl.

"I

2I...Hc4t 22Hcl?
"After this, the initiative

passes

conclusively to Black Stronger was

8e2 He4 23 Ee3 with unclear play."
22 ... Ad623 8e2E.e424 Hxc2 Axf4 25 Hg7 Axh2 26 gxe4
fxe4 27 Ed2 Ad6 28 Hd4 cSl 29 Exe4 €c6 30 b3 h5 31 Eh4 b5 32
€e2 Ae5 33 Eg5 Ad4 34 Ehxh5 Ea8 35 Hh3 Exa3 36 Eg8 es 37 94
Ha2+ 38 €f3 Ef2+ 39 €g3 Hbz 40 95 Hxb3+ al €94 Hxh3 42
€>&3 €d5 43 96 e4,+4 Eb8 M aS &ga €c4 0-1
"After this game some of the players began to tease my opponent,
22

saying that anyone could give him odds of a queen and get awaywith it. 'I
have told them that the position was unclear, but they don't believe me,'
Kapengut complained to me over dinner." (p. 119)
Despite his problems in the openings, Dvoretsky scored +4=3 in this
team event, the best result on any board among the men.

'Ghess ls a Very Good Garcer After All"
How did Dvoretsky become a chess trainer?
He told me that originally he had not intended to pursue chess
seriously. He studied mathematics and economics for five years at Moscow LJniversitf Q967 -1972), did very well, and intended to work in one
of those fields. "Besides, I did not think chess was a good career. At this Oigndly he
time I studied chess as an amateur does." However, as aJewin the Soviet
Union he discovered that his job oppornrnities would be limited. One not intfldd to
can only imagine the anger and humiliation he must have felt.
pulsue dre$s
Well, many of us find that life after graduation is not what we
expected. While still a student he had given some lectures for the chess seriously,
faculty at the Institute of Ph1'sical Culture in Moscow. Although he
turned down their offer of a job, he had enjoyed t}re experience. Faced
with reality after receiving his diploma from Moscow University, he
decided: "Chess is a very good career after all."
He started to study and play seriously and immediately enjoyed
successes. He may have been attracted to chess in the first place because
he felt it was a field in which the individual controls his own destiny. Of
course, every player has opponents, but by hard work and strength of
character he has the oppornrnity to overcome them in hand-to-hand

H

combat. Probably many people are drawn to chess because of the aspect

of self-determination.
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However, even as he was having his best results in the mid-1970s, he
began tunring his primary attention to training others. Why this change?
There is a sarcastic saying, "Those who can't do, teach," but in Dvoretsky's
case this hardly applies.
We have already seen that he did not relish studying the openings, a
serious handicap in practical play. He also told me that his health was not

Dvorebky wro

amiltioF.

He

believd UEt ]E
couH not hcome

ffp worfl's hst
player,

ht

ma

trainer it was a

diftnfit matter...

good enough for the strain of frequent competition. Perhaps most importandy he had come to competitive chess at the age of 12, a late start
for a Russian, and did not receive the ru tide until his late 20s.
He also felt frustrated as a player, having discovered that even in
chess there were bureaucrats who limited his opporn:nities. His problem
was shared by almost all Soviet chessplayers in those days. The authorities did not like to grant many travel visas to foreign events, and the very
top players tended to receive most of the visas.
Foreign organizers, too, were not willing to invite too many Sovies
for fear that they would take all the prizes, reducing oppornrnities for
Western players and endangering local interest and support. For example, Yusupov found it difHcult to get as many invitations to foreign
tournaments as he would have liked even after he had been a world
championship candidate.
So Dvoretsky not only limited his own development as a player by
starting late, he also saw that he would have few oppormnities to play in
major events. However, Soviet chess was a house with many mansionsl
he realized that he could find work as a trainer. llis first students were
successful, which meant that he would have further oppornrnities for
interesting work with strong players. He already had a strong talent and
appetite for analytical work; these qualities would be extremely usefirl to
him as a chess trainer and second. Not the least of his strengths as a
trainer is his nurnrring spirit. He found that he genuinely enjoyed helping others and seeing them improve and succeed.
Finally, he was ambitious. Beneath the man's modest and polite
exterior lies a strong personality driven to excel. He believed that he
could not become the world's best player, but as a trainer it was a different matter ...

Dvoretsky's Star Student
One way to judge a ffainer is by his students' practical results. AccordI asked Mark Dvoretsky how he trained his star pupils for their
matches. I asked specifically about his work with Arnrr Yusupov, his
best-known student.
Arnrr Yusupov, born in Moscow in 1960, won the World Junior
Championship in 1977 and became a grandmaster in 1980. His style is
reputed to be solid and accurate. He is not particularly known for sharp
openings, but for sound positional play backed up by incisive tactics
when the position demands them. He is considered goodnatured, mod-

ingly
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est, and gendemanly, with a balanced personality very different

from the popular notion of
chessplayers and other creative
people as temperamental and erratic. At the same time, Yusupov
has a fierce fighting spirit and a keen
sense of justice. It is not too much
to say, perhaps, that Yusupov both
at the chessboard and away fromit
is close to Mark Dvoretsky's ideal

ofa chessplayer.
Yusupov himself gives proper

credit to his teacher. In an interview with Nezr In Ch as (1988, #l ), Yusupov said, "In 1 97 5, when I was 1 5
years old, I sarted to work with Mark Dvoretslqy. At that time I was a
candidate master, but I think that only this work with Mark Dvoretsky
helped me to become a real chessplayer."

Dvoretsky can see in Yusupov's career the practical proof of the
value of his ou'n methods-and a justification, perhaps, for giving up his
own playing career. For even ifa chess trainer finds pleasure in studying
and teaching his subject, he must seek frrlfillment primarily through his
students' achievements. In chess every lesson has a practical impact, and
results are defined objectively by games won and tides achieved.
After several years of good results, Yusupov scored +4-1=10 in the
Montpellier Candidates Tournament in 1985 to place equal first with Doreblq car see
fellow Soviea Andrei Sokolov and Rafael Vaganian. He beatJan Tirrman
in Ywpv's
of The Netherlands handily in their 1986 semifinal candidates' match
+4*l=4. "In this match, with the possible exception of [the] first game, I
was in my best form," said Yusupov in the l/1C interview. "Not only as
pacficd
d
far as the chess was concerned, but also psychologically speaking. I was
prepared to fight in any situation."
the wlue d hb
Then came disaster: after blowing a big lead he lost to Sokolov +3Olltl meftO&4=7 in their 1986 final candidates' match. Sokolov was crushed by Karpov the next year in a special candidates' "superfinal." (Grpov had not ad a jwtificatitn,
been able to enter the cycle earlier because of his 1986 rematch against
peilnp, fu gvrE
Kasparov. Thus rron decided to seed him direcdyto a "superfinal" against
the winner of the candidates'matches.)
up hb orn &yi$
Yusupov's high placing in this cycle caused him to be seeded into the
caleer.
next set of candidates' matches at the round of 14 players in SaintJohn,
Canada 1988. He beat fellow SovietJaan Ehlvest rather easily +2=3 rn a
best-of-six games match. The candidates'quarterfinal match against Canadian Kevin Spraggett in 1989 was a different story. Spraggett, clearly
the weaker player, was well-prepared psychologically and benefited during the match from the help of the Deep Thought computer.

ffirtlF
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The match result was long in doubq finally, after two tiebreakers at
normal time control were both drawn, Yusupov oudasted Spraggett +21=6 by winning a one-hour-sudden-death tiebreaker game. At a joint
press conference afterward, a relieved Yusupov said graciously: "It seems
that Mr. Spraggett has the same strength as I. He is a topnotch player,
certainly among the 10 best in the world." Then Yusupov lost a close

match to Karpov in the 1989 candidates' semifinal, +l-2=5.
In mid-1990 Yusupov's career was temporarily checked by a nonchess incident. After being shot in the stomach by a
thief in Moscow, he almost died.
In the latestworld championship cycle, Yusupov
was again seeded to the candidates'. He began with a
difficult match against Dolmatov in 1991. The situation must have been uncomforable for both players
and for Dvoretsky as well, because the two opponents were both his students. In the best-of-eightgames match, Yusupov drew the first four games, lost
the fifth, and drew the next two games. He had to
win the eighth game to send the match into overtime
'U
and did so. The tiebreak games were all played at a
rapid time control. Yusupov won the first of two
tiebreak games and lost the second, so a second pair
of rapid games was played. He won the first game
and drew the second to win the match by a narrow
score of +3-2=7.
Yusupov's candidates' quarterfinal match against
Ivanchuk in August 1991 was the high point of his
career. Observers considered Ivanchuk a shoo-in to
win; with a2735 rron rating he was ranked #2 in the
world and had recendy won the category 17 tournament at Linares
ahead ofKasparov and Karpov. In fact at Linares, Ivanchuk had defeated
both Kasparov and Karpov as well as Gelfand, Anand, Kamsky, and
Mikhail Gurevich. Insiders like Dvoretsky undoubtedly were aware of
counterbalances, such as Yusupoy's superior match experience and the
personalities of t-he two players: Yusupovwas considered calm and stable
while Ivanchukwas lnown to be a nervous person.
As events unfolded, Yusu,pov turned out to be the one more susceptible to non-chess influences. During this match the coup againstMikhail
Gorbachev took place in the Soviet Union. According to Dvoretsky,
Yusupoy's play was strongly affected by the political events in Moscow.
News of the coup threw Yusupov into despair and he could not concentrate on chess. In the best-of-eight match, once again after seven games
Yusupov faced elimination with the score +1-2=4 against him.
The plot failed within days, and Yusupov responded ebulliendy with
perhaps the two best chess games of his career. He won the eighth game

Hrk
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to force the match into overtime; this game was later voted the secondbest out of 658 games published n Informant 52. Then in the first
overtime game, played at a rapid time control, Yusupov with the black
pieces produced a beautifirl attacking fanasy that was later voted the best
garne of Informant 52, receivrrg 86 of 90 possible points from a panel of

grandmaster judges.
After defeating the second-ranked player in the world in traro of the
best games of the last decade, Yusupov needed a draw in the 10th game
to win the match. After many advenrures, with both players skirting the
edge of defeat, a drawn position was reached-but Ivanchuk had only
seconds on his clock to make the next 15 moves to time control. In Secrex
of Cbess Taxics (pp.18,1-185) Dvoresky writes:

Artur offered a draw, but in reply his opponent

... resigned and

imme-

diately left the playing hall. The judges were confused.
"How did the game end?"-the arbiter asked Yusupov.

"It

drawn."
"But I heard him resign!"
"It isn't important. I offered a draw, and the position is in fact
was

drawn"-the Grandmaster replied.

The game was ruled a draw. Afterward Yusupov told Dvoretsky "I
could have played on until my opponent's flag fell, but why spoil an

Yrsupds matdr

ffiinst lvarffik
in

1991w6the

ligh pdnt d l*s
ca]eel'

interesting game with senseless moves in time-trouble?"
In a disappointing anticlimax, Yusupovthen lostto Timman +24=4
in their 1992 best-of-10 candidates' semifinal match. Yusupov led early
in the match but lost games 4, 6, 8 (stubbornly plry-rng the Petroff
Defense each time), and l0 (on the black side of a Sicilian, an uncharacteristic defense for Yusupov). According to Dvoretsky, Yusupov has had
less energy since he was shot. fu Dvoretsky explains it, the political
events in Russia gave Yusupov enough positive energy to beat Ivanchuk.
In the match against Timman, Yusupov's depleted physical and psychological condition received no such ardficial boost.
I asked Dvoretsky about his work with Yusupov.
Let's say Yusapoa is about

t0

pla.! an imp,rtant rnatch. Hml would tbe two

ofyou train?

First of all, the training must be conducted in a place where it is
possible to relax and to engage in physical sporrs such as tennis. Sport is
always an important part of our preparation. It is a way to focus nervous
energy. fu for the chess worlg it is very important that it be not only
good tJreoretical work, but also very interesting work that engages the
player's attention.
It is imporant, obviously, to analyze positions. Sometimes after
analyzing an opening position we would test it by playing training games
at a quick time control, each of us taking turns playing White and Black.
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Such games are very valuable for finding new ideas. Even during short
games, you find some ideas you wouldn't think of while analyztng.

'We lmewthat
Yusnpv was a

mud stuger
plryer.But

suagett

was

very clever. He

trid to limit

Ywpv's

activity

and avoitld shap
positions."

Another kind of work consists of analyzing special positions which
are designed to train the intuition, to develop the ability to make good
decisions quickly. Staning many years ago, I have developed a special
category within my collection of positions just for this purpose.
If you play a series of short training gamr against Yasupw and do aery
well againx bint, what dnes that da to his confidence?
These are not real training games with a real time control. It is only
training for the opening, to help him understand the ideas. The result is
not as important as checking new ideas and solving the problems of the
opening. The last time we did this the result was good for me, approximately 60"/", but it meant absolutely nothing; it was not a competition.
So you played splrts, ynu also analyzed opming poitians, yuu played short
training games, thm you had intuition exercisu frmn yow colleaion ofpositions.
Haw did you prepare specifically for tbe opponent?
Of course, we analyzed his games. We used to collect games from
various printed sources. Now there is ChessBasel
ForYusupov's matches againstTimman [1986] and Spraggett [989],
I analyzed the games of his opponent carefirlly, with particular reference
to the opponent's style. In studying Timman's games, I saw that Timman often did not see danger. Also he would play too actively when such
play was not called for. I discussed two possible strategies with Yusupov,
The first strategF was to play very solidly and wait for Timman to
destroy his own position. The second strategy was to attack Timman and
ake advantage of Timman's blindness to danger.
Yusupov decided to play actively. For this reason it was very important to train Yusupov's attacking abilities, because from his childhood he
had been primarily a positional player.
Sounds like

Boninnik. He was a poitiunal player who bad to train bimself

in tactin.
Yes. And Yusupovwas able to make the adjustrnent. He played very
well against Timman and won the match.
In the Spraggett match, we lnew t]ratYusupovwas a much stronger
player. But Spraggett was very clever. He lnew that he could not fight
against Yusupovl he was not strong enough. So he tried to limit Yusupoy's
activity and avoided sharp positions. Even with the white pieces, Spraggett
did not fight for the initiative. It was a very difficult match.

How did. Yasapou finally win?

In the final game, Yusupov was lucky because Spraggett got a very
good position! Spraggett played actively, but didn't know what to do and
lost. It wasn't a matter of the time control.
W'hat about the match against Sokoloa?

Sometimes good preparation isn't enough. We had a perfect understanding of Sokolov before the match. The chess magazines were *ititg
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that Sokolov was a very active attacking player, a combination player and
so on. When Ianalyzedhis games I saw that this was nonsense. He had
$eat intuition but he was not able to calculate anything. Players like this
are not able to reahze an advanage well. When you have an advantage
there comes a moment when you must calculate a solution to the position, and psychologically he was not able to do it.
At the start Yusupov outplayed Sokolov, but after that he played
very weakly. He had a great advantage in many games but wasn't able to
win them. He was the stronger player but was in very bad form.
Wry was he in badform?
It was due to a very serious problem [in his personal life] that I was
not able to overcome. Such deails are very important to a chessplayer.
One problem like this can ruin a whole career. Up to this point in the
world championship rycle, he had won every tournament and every
match. He might have been able to beat Karpov.
Yoa nzentioned tbat yuu yourcelf analyzed Sokohv's games. So you anl
Yusupoa would prepare separately, eacb working 0n

lnur

aun, and tben carne

together and discuss what you hadfound?

Yes.
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How m.any hoars a day did yoa work together?
plEqs like
During serious training, quite a lot. Every day we worked several
hours at chess and spent several hours in sport.
Ytlstrpw. Nw
Was it tbe same rnatine nery day, say 9 a.ru. to 2 p.rn. ...
It depended on how he felt. It was different every day, because we tlry botr har/e b
wanted to work when he was fresh. And it is different preparing for each hrte h mdc a
match. Before some matches we did very serious work. Before his last
livirg.
match we did not work so hard, because we wanted him to have energy
and be in good form.
How mucb tinae dn you Eend together before a naxh?
In the first candidates' cycle, we spent a lot of time together and

trained very hard. Now he is living in Germany and playing in many
competitions; we don't see one another as often and we can't spend as
much time together. Perhaps mro to four weel.c.

From the conclusion of this interview we can glimpse the profound
impact on Russian chess culture of the Soviet lJnion's disintegration. In
the old days, the state paid a salary to trainers like Dvoretsky and players
like Yusupov. Now they both have to hustle to make a living. Yusupov
has moved to Germany where he plays for the Bayern Miinchen club in
the Bundesliga, and Dvoretsky travels to the U.S. and other countries to
find students for his lessons and publishers for his books. In the old
Soviet Union, politics was a unif ing force tlat focused substantial state
resources on chess. Recent political events have been a cenrifugal force,
scattering individuals around the world who were formerly concentrated
in one place. Now the critical mass of personnel and resources necessary
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to suppoft high chess culture may no longer exist. Many players whom
the Soviet state developed are now living off their earlier training, but
how will they maintain their forward momentum? And who will develop
and support the next generation ofplayers?

A Survey

of Dvorctslry's Publislred Work

Dvoresky has published several EnglishJanguage articles in the Dutch
magazine Nna In Chess. Most of them appeared several years ago when
New In Chess was not so firll of tournament reports and gave more space
to theory. As mentioned already, Dvoretsky has also published three
books in English and is working on a computer program.

Articles
Ihe cdticd mass

d

pqsonnd and

rcsilrces to
supprt

high

chcs ailfurc

may

no longer exlst in

Rusia.

"Instructive Moments for a Trainer" (MC, 1984, #3) discusses "how a
professional trainer approaches the analysis of games." The trainer is
concerned with critical points in the game-what Dvoreaky, ever the
didact, calls "instructive moments"-which he can lift out of the game
and study. "If it is a game by one of his studens, he direcs [the student's]
attention to the possible causes of mistakes and to the strong and weak
sides of [his] play." Instructive moments may pertain to technical or
pqychological issues.

In "Searching for Practical Chances" (MC, 1984, #4), Dvoretsky
emphasizes "pure sport aspects" of chess "to make things as difficult as
possible for the opponent, taking into account playing strength and style,
the current tournament standings, time left before the time control, etc."
He analyzes three games by studens of his, Schubert-Dolmatov from
Groningen 1977-78,Masculo-Yusupov from krnsbruck 1977, and DreevSaeed from Kiljava l984.In each case the Russian player managed to win
an endgame that was drawn with best play.
Bytheway, alltlree gameswere adjourned andin each case Dvoresky
was instrumental in discovering the winning plan. fu recendy as the late
1930s it was considered unethical for a player to seek help with an
adjourned position (for instance, see BowinniPs account inl chieuingtbe
Airn olhs adjourned game with Levenfish during thetr 1937 match). It
was Soviet chessplayers who most flagrandy broke these gendemen's
rules, forcing other players to follow suit. And yet the Soviets always
seemed to have greater resources, providing their best players with coaches
and seconds and encouraging Soviet players in the same event to help
one another in games against non-Soviets. In this article we see how
crucial it can be to have a sffong, motivated ally to help with the work.
Today Fischer and others are pushing to eliminate adjournmens, mainly
because of chessplaying computers. F{owever, this article reminds us that
adjournments led to unequal competitive situations long before computers entered the picnrre.
"The Feeling for Danger" (MC, 1985, #8) elaborates on Dvoresky's
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theory of defense. He argues that a player whose position is markedly
worse must not simply play "normal" moves that lead inexorably to a
loss, but must search for "away of unexpectedly and dramatically altering the character of the struggle." One unusual way for a player to escape
from a bad middlegame, where all the complications look dangerous, is
to trade down into an inferior endgame which, nevertheless, he knows he
can defend. After Dvoretsky achieved a draw in this manner against
Bakulin in Moscow 1974, Bons Gulko joked that he had never before
seen a player make a combination to lose a pawn and go into a bad
endingl
"Refinements and Additions" (N/C, 1986,#4) presents Dvorets\y's
criticism of published anallses by J* Timman. Dvoresky undertook
this work in preparation for Yusupov's successfirl 1986 match against
Timman.
In "Some Rules for Practical Endgames" (MC, 1987,#4),Dvoresky Peilnp Westqn
analyzes a few sharp rook endings with passed pawns, transposing into playen bdierc
the endgame of rookversus two passed pawns.
"Beyond Theoqy'' (MC, 199I, *14) is quite a long arti cle-12 pagesin which Dvoretsky deeply analyzes several games with related ideas. In
it he states one of his recurring themes: "It sometimes happens that ... the
opening moves ... determine the final result. However, much more frequendy the outcome depends on the skill that the rivals display in the
phases that follow." He adds that even booked-up players may have
surprising gaps in their understanding of openings, because "they are
often unwilling to spend their time on a thorough analysis of the games
they examine, or on a scrutiny of the accompanying annotations."

Books
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Dvoretsky's success as a trainer for top players has given him a worldwide reputation that has trickled down to the rank and file (so to speak).
All three of his books have been published in several languages; he has
found a good market in Western chessplayers who have never met him
but are willing to spend $ I 5 to $2 0 to learn the Secre ts of Ch ess Training or
Sen'ex of Chess Taaicl Perhaps Western players believe that Dvoretsky
will reveal Russian shortcuts to victory they can use in their own games.
If so, they will be disappointed. In fact, I doubt many U.S. players
will take the trouble to plow through any of his boola. They will buy
them for their author's reputation, feel a brief glow of virtue, and put
them on their bookshelves to gather dust with their other chess books.
This is not because Dvoresky's books aren't good. They are superb.
The trouble is, they require effort on the part of the reader. Not for
nothing did Dvoresky tell me, "My system of studying positions is very
good but not easy to employ without a coach." These are interactive
works that force the reader to thinh to search for concrete solutions in
complicated positions, to learn more sophisticated positional ideas, to
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open his mind to the possibility that chess is broader and deeper than he
has previously imagined. I am convinced that the conscientious reader
who works his way through these books two or three times-they are
that rich-will look at the game with new eyes.

Bobby Seltzer says of Dvorealcy's books: "They're excellent, but
aimed at a limited audience, not the average club player. They're very
good for me; I can get a lot out of them. He's putting his whole life's
knowledge into them without making much money. It's a great sacrifice
for him, but he's doing it because he believes it's the right thing. That's
one reason I respect him so much."
Secrets of Chess Tiaining was Dvoretsky's first book available in English. In 1991 it was acclaimed as "Book of the Year" by the British Chess
Federation. However, a friend of mine rated about 2000 uscr told me
with disgust, "I thought I was getting a book on how to train and found
Boblry Sdtcr
that I had bought one on rook endings." Of course it isn't really only
sAB of lhmbky's about rook endings, but the tide was not particularly suggestive of the
actual content. Perhaps the publisher took liberties with the tide to
books: 'They'rc
capitalize on Dvoresky's reputation as a trainer. If so, the strategy was
not
a complete success. The uscr reportedly dropped the book from ia
exdlent, fut
caalog after a number of copies were returned byplayers who said itwas
aimd at a limited too advanced for them.
The book is divided into three main parts: Analysis of Adjourned
audiffce, not the
Positions, The Endgame, and Studies. Since most adjourned positions
arcr{e dub
and nearly all studies are endgames, tlre entire book is really about
endgames. Kasparov writes in the last sentence of his Foreword, "It
player,"
seems to me that any class of player can find much that is interesting and
valuable for himself if he studies Dvoresky's book carefirlly." This bit of
canned rhetoric, while perhaps literally tme, is less revealing than
Dvoretsky's own statement two pages later: "This book is meant for
advanced players-many of the examples chosen are extremely difEcult.
But I think that a less experienced player will find in it many pages that
are accessible and interesting." There are exercises for the reader with
solutions in the back of the book.
As a pointofinteresg in'MarkDvoreskyVersus the Sficon Oracle"
(New In Chess, 1991, #6), English grandmasterJohn Nunn discusses an
experiment in which he tested Dvoretsky's analysis of rook + pawn vs.
rook in Serets of Chess Training against an infallible computer database.
"I had found Dvoreaky's analysis to be of a very high standard (the book
is stronglyrecommended)," writes Nunn, "buthowwould it fare against
the Silicon Oracle? I was particularlyinterested to see whether there was
any pattern in the type of mistakes made by a human being, even if he
was a good analyst." Not surprisingly, Nunn discovers a few subde mistakes by the human. He concludes: "Human beings think in terms of
patterns and experience, but this type of thinking may blind one to the
exceptional situation which does not fall into any pattern." In 1992 Nunn
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published a very interesting book, Secrets of Rook Fndings, devoted entirely to rook + pawn vs. rook and dependent on the same computer
database just mentioned.
h 1992 Dvoretsky's second book, Secrex of Chas Tactia, became
available in the U.S. To all appearances it is a more "normal" chess
handbook than the previous volume, conraining many complete games
with analysis of tactical positions and ideas. Like the previous work,
though, it is written on a high level likely to exceed the grasp of most
chessplayers.
The games are sharp and combative, rich in possibilities. Most were

played either by Dvoresky's two best-known students, Yusupov and
Dolmatov, or by Dvoretsky himself. Consequendy the author has anallzed the games deeply and has profound insighs to offer, besides being
in a unique position to provide anecdotal perspective. Dvoretsky writes:
"I invite the reader into our creative and analytical laboratory by offering
here material which is original and unfamiliar, not available from other
boofts." Particularly compelling is the autlor's insider account of key
games in the 1991 Yusupov-Ivanchukmatch.
The book is studded with "Questions," which are answered in the
following text, and "Exercises," with solutions at the back of the book.
The exercises are no easier than those in the previous book, but highly
interesting and instructive for strong players. English grandmaster Murray
Chandler wrote in his book review, "Reading the text, and just aftempting the analysis, will start you thinking in a new way."
One exercise that started me "thinling in a new way'' is #2.5 (p.
217), shown in Diagram 2.
The only information the reader is given is "Black

to move." To this reader, Black's position looked
grim indeed. I am used to solving Reinfeld-and-

E%,AN,E%E%
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Chemev-qpe problems inwhich one side or the other
forces mate or wins a piece by employing a basic
motif such as smothered mate, lnight fork, or skewer.
To me this looked more like a typical White-to-playand-win position (of course I Axg5 would be completely trivial), and I was baffled.
In the solution at the back of the boolq we learn
that the diagrammed position is from a game Kupreichik-Yusupov, ussR Championship 1980-1981.
Dvoretsky notes: "This is the sort of sharp situation 2a
which Kupreichik-a brilliant attacking player----could
only have dreamt about." Yusupov played 14 ... Exe3! 15 fxe3 Se7.
Dvoretsky then commens: "Black has fuIl compensation for the loss of
the exchange-a pawn, a better pawn structure, and strong squares for
his lcright on the e-fiIe. Objectively the game is roughly equal, but
psychologically Black is in a better position-the atack has been stopped
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and Kupreichik now has to switch to the sort of 'boring' positional
struggle he dislikes." Dvoretsky gives the rest of the game with light
notes through move 53, when Kupreichik resigned. Instructive, |es ...
but hardly the soft of exercise or solution to which an American player is
accustomed.

Dvoretsky's latest boolg Trainingfor tbe Toumammt Player, iswitten with Yusupov and based on the work of their Moscow chess school
for talented youngsters aged 8 to
14. This is more like the book my
2000-rated friend thought he was
getting when he bought Secrex of
Chess Training.

TheMoscow chess school had
six sessions, each one devoted to a
different topic. Training for tbe
Taurnnment Player recapinrlates the
school's first session, on how to
study and improve one's weak areas. Dvoretslcy told me that he
planned a series ofsix bools based
on the six different sessions of the
school, or perhaps five bools ifhe
decides to combine two of the sessions. The next book in the series will
discuss opening preparation.

Training
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for the Tournament Player is divided into several sections.

The first chapter ofeach section seems to be based on an actual lecture
from the chess school. The lecturers include, beside Dvoretsky and
Yusupov, the Russians Mikhail Shereshevsky (who writes about "The
Technique of Studying the Classics') and Alexei Kosikov ("fusessing a
Position and Choosing a Plan in the Middlegame').
Chapters written by Dvoresky include "A Chessplayer's Strengths
and Weaknesses" and "Finding New Ideas." With Yusupov he writes
about "The Technique of Working On Your O\ m Games and Those of
Other Players." Yusupov's conributions include "How to Play as Black"
and "Analping Your Own Games." He notes:
The authors are totally convinced that the serious study of one's own
games is an essential requirement for any chessplayer who wishes to
improve. Therefore the theme "analyzing one's o'um games" occupies
a central place. This book contains specific recommendations on how
such analysis should be carried out.

Trainingfor the Toarnament Player may be Dvoretsky's most accessible book yet, and the series it initiates may be a breakthrough to a new
stage of his career. When all six (or five) volumes are in print, Dvoreaky
will have presented a complete chess training course for masters and
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ambitious amateurs, available to anybody for about $100. Since there is
nothing else like it in English, the series could remain in print for many
years with an impact on generations of students. He will have staked
perhaps his most impressive claim to a place in the literature and history
ofchess.

Computer Program
Without a doubt his new series of bools will sell well in the West.
However, even while he prepares the boofts, Dvoretsky has another
major project approaching completion. It was foreshadowed by two sentences he wrote in I 985 ("The Feeling for Danger," NIC, #8, p. 44):
Of utrnost importance is to solve a series of problems on one's own,
but this is exacdywhere one is confronted with a basic problem. As far
as I lnow, no chess reference book exists in which the problems
arranged according to the skills which could be developed in solving

them.

r-

are
'

Dvoretsky is now hard at work on an interactive computer program
that will solve this "basic problem" by incorporating his entire collection
of positions orgarized by theme. TltJled Chess Training System by Mark
Diorrtsky,the irogrr- is already operational though ioiy.t.o"-pl.t .
The code is still being written by Russian programmers; Dvoretsky hopes
that the first commercial version will be available n 199+. He demonstrated a preliminary version for me in Jun e 1993.The program has nice
color graphics and runs on Ms-Dos systems. All the text is in English. Bill
Kelleher, a uscr senior master who has tried it out in depth, pronounces
it "Fantasticl"
The program explores such themes as prophylaxis, pxwn stlrcture,
exchanging, fantasy and the calculation of long lines, and positional
sacrifices. The endings are classified by material, strlrcture, and thematic
devices such as double threat, interposition, and passed pawn. Basic strucflres are classified by opening including the French Defense, King's
Indian Defense, and so on.
The program has several modes including exercise solving, intuition
training, and playing-mode training. The level of complexitymay also be
selected. The program cannot actually "play chess" against the user, but
the positions for solving come with several variations that the progr:am
"knows." (It seems that the program could be improved by the addition
of a chessplaying engine.) If the user types in a move tlat is part of the
program's book, the program will respond. Of course, the variation
chosen by the user may not be the correct one, in which case the program will hold the draw or even defeat the user-as in a real game.
"You can select studies or practical positions," notes Dvoresky. "I
have now input about 350 positions [as of June 1993] lor training play
against the computer. There are still 1,500 positions for solving to be
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input, and over 1,000 positions for training intuition. There are many
games with several questions in each one. This is a program to help you
train yourself without a coach."
I asked Dvoretsky what the program will cost. "It will be very expensive," he told me. I suggested that he might sell more copies and make
more money if he offered it at a lower price . He replied, "I don't care if I
sell more copies. This material is not for everyone." He is proud of his
work as a trainer over the past 20 years and considers this computer
program to be a kind of summation of his achievement. It seems to be a
matter of principle for him that his work must not go cheap.
A Lesson With Mad< Dvoretsky
In the end, it seemed that the best way to understand
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a chess trainer was
to take lessons from him. So it was arranged that I would take two lessons
while he was visiting Cambridge inJune 1993.
Part of the first lesson is described here. (In the second lesson we
analyzed one of my games, which would not be of interest to readers.)
We looked at rwo positions, presumably from his famous collection, and
discussed in detail one of Yusupov's games. @iscussion of this game,
Gawikov-Yusupov from the 1985 Tunis Interzonal, is not included here
because it would take too much space. Interested readers can find a
detailed analysis in Dvores\y's article "Beyond Theoqy'' in Naa In Chess,

L99t,#4.)
him.

Inevitably the lesson was rather artificial because we both knew that
the training relationship would last for only two days. After Dvoresky
left town, I would be on my own again. He told me, "It's not so easy to
give advice to someone who must work alone. You should gain practical
experience against slighdy better players. To this you must add book
study. It is very important to acquire basic knowledge from good boola
and articles that do not just explain simple concepts in a systematic way,
but how real players, strong players, actually think about the position."
I asked him for a list of books that he recommended for home study.

He suggested the following tides:

r
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Alekhine, My Best Games of Chess 1908-1923 and My Bex Games
of Chess 1924-1937. "These books and Fischer's book My 60
Memorable Games have very good, clever annotations."
Bellin and Ponzetto, Tex Yoar Positional Play.
Bronstein, Zurich International Chess Toumament 1953 (also published as Tlte Chess Snaggle in Praaice). GarryKasparovhas singled
this out as his favorite book
Hort and Jansa, Tbe Best Mwe. "They offer practical positions,
not just combinations, with very good explanations by strong
players who understand the game verywell."
Keene, Learn frarn tbe Grandmaxers. "Not all of his books are
good but this one is."
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Mednis's work seems to exemplify the carefirl, empirical approach

.

.

that Dvoretsky teaches.
Polugayevsky, Grand.rnaster Preparatinn. Dvoretsky spoke highly
of Polugayevslry's analytical ability and his realistic depiction of
how a player copes with home preparation, tournament strategy,
and practical problems at the board.
Shereshevslq, Endgame Strateg.

In "Check Your Library" (Nna In Cbas, 1990, #5), Dirk Jan ten
Geuzendam asked Dvoretsky about his favorite books. Dvoresky said
that he preferred "books that reveal the methods of thinking of the great
masters," not just lists of variations. This interview is highly recommended reading. Not only does Dvoretsky suggest specific books and
authors, but his discussion of why they are good will help the reader to
form his own opinions about other chess literature he may encounter.
In our lesson, Dvoretsky proceeded to show me a position from the
game Alekhine-lTarukower, Vienna 1922 (Diagam3), saying, "Alekhine
gives very concrete evaluations, not just general considerations. He had a
great chess logic, and would not calculate every variation, but the most
important variations very deeply."
"In this position," continued Dvoresky, "White
is to move. He is ahead by the exchange, but Black has
two dangerous connected passed pawns. Can White
win? Can he even draw? There are various possibilities and plans for him, each beginning with a different
first move. This is a dlmamic position requiring not
only calculation but an understanding ofkey ideas."
We examinedvarious candidate moves forWhite,
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for example:

a)Whtte approaches the pawns direcdywith his
kirg. 1 €c4 e4 2&d4 Af4 3 trP e3! and Blackwins
after 4 Exf3 e2.
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b)Whte tries to get in front of the pawns with his
kirg. 1 &c2 e4 3 Ed4l e3 4 €dl if 4 €d3 e2 5 He4
Af+t and White is in zugzwang, wi4r only pawn moves leftl a...Ag3 5
He4 e2+ 6 &d2 Ah+ Z Ee5 to cover the square 95 7...493 with a draw

%

Alekhine-Taftakower

by repetition.

c)Wlttte tries to queen his own pawn while moving his rook behind
the black pawns. I gS e4 2 Hds if 2 96 Ae5 wins for Black, e.g.,3 Ef2
&d7t + €c2 €e6 5 €dl €e6 6 Hfl €f5 wins 2 ... f2 3 Ef5 e3 4 96 e2
5 g7 f1/8 6 g8l$+ &b7 7 Sd5+ €a7 and White cannot win because
of Black s two threats ... e1l8 and ... Edl+.
/) White immediatelymoves his rookto the f-file behind the pawns.
lKh2 e4 2 Eh8+ gd7 3 tr$ Ag3! 4 95 Ad6! 5 Eff Ae5! 6Hf7+ or
6 Ef5 6...€e6 and draws by chasing the white rook back and forth.
Nulrnnn
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Yet there is a winning move for White in the starting position. The
solution begins witi 1 Eds!-"a problem-move, the onlymove to win,"
in Alekhine's words. (Oddly enough, this was the first move I suggested
to Dvoretsky, but I had no idea how to continue.) White combines atack
and defense in a flexible plan. It is imporant to understand that the black
passed pawns will be harmless if they can both be forced onto black
squares, because then the white king can blockade them. White's first
move also prepares to move the rookbehind the pawns after the e-pawn
advances, while cutting offthe black king from the g-pawn. For example,
if now 1 ... f2 2 Hdl (the rook retreats having lured Black to commit his
pawns to unfavorable squares) e4 3 &c2 Af4 4 Ef1 and 5 €d 1 blockades
tlre pawns and wins. Or I ... e4 2 Hf5 Ag3 3 95 e3 (for 3 ... gd7 see the
game continuation below) +HxR e2 5 Ee3 wins because the bishop will
not be able to get back to stop the g-pawn.
The game actuallyended I ... e4 2 Ef5 Ag3 3 95 €d7 4 96 €e6 5
97!€xf5 6 gslg Af4 7 8f7+ €g4 s 896+ Ag5 9 8xe4+ €g3 10

8g6 €ga r1 8xb6 14

For those who are interested, Alekhine gives the entire game with
excellent notes in A4y Best Garues of Chess 1908-1923.

I was entertained by the Alekhine:Tartakower position, but also
dispirited. The truth is that even after Dvoretsky showed me the wiruring
moves, I was not confident I could play the position myself. After the
lesson I studied the position at home for a couple of hours. In the game
continuation after 6 g8l$, for example, what if Black plap 6 ... &f4
instead of the obviously weak 6 ... Af4 chosen by Tarukower? Black
tlrreatens to advance the e-pawn and win; I couldn't find a good plan for
White. Everybody says it's a win for White, but the solution went right
over myhead. Later a friend andlanallzed the position and found what
seemed to be a clear winning method starting with 7 Bb8+ and the
queen approaches the black king with checks, eventually winrring the epawn and./or blocking the pawns' advance by controlling keywhite squares.
It was not a trivial solution for a player belovr master
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level.

Next Dvoretsky showed me the position in Diagtam 4, from the Semi-Slav Defense Q+6), arising
after the moves I d4 dS 2 c4 e6 3 AA Atr 4 D,c3 c6
5 e3 AbdT 6 Ad3 Ab4 7 a3 Aa5 8 &c2 8e7 9
Ad2 dxc4 10 Axc4 e5 11 G0 0-0.
"Simagin showed me this position long ago in the
Pioneer Palace in Moscow. The moves played so far
look normal. In fact, this same position was reached
twice in the 1948 World Championship Tournament,

in the games Bowinnik-Euwe [Round 2]

and

Reshevslqy-Euwe fRound 5]. Simagin told me there is
a winning move for White in this position. A winning
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movel I could not believe it. I could imagine various plans for White, yes,

but

a

winning move?

"What are White's possible plans here? Bowirmik tried a kingside
atack beginning *ith 12 Hael. The atuck was dangerous, but Black
could have defended. Instead Euwe played several weak moves and the
game was soon over. Later in the tournament, Reshevsky tried a different plan for White. This plan featured aggressive play in the center
sartingwith 12 d5. Euwe immediatelymade a mistake, 12 ... c5? [Wad",
Witelry, and Keme, inThe World Chess Championship Botvinnik to
Kasparov reccm:mend, 12 ... Axc3, 12 ... Ab6, and 12... ArZ as all being
better than Eorue's mwel and after 13 d6! White obtained the advantage.
Black cannot play 13 ... 8xd6 because 14 Ab5 gb6 15 b4 wins. Nevertheless with correct play Black did not have to lose the game after 12 d5.
"I told Simagin I could not find the move. Nevertheless it was therel
After 12 Aa2l! Black is practically lost. This is why: to fight against
White's kingside attack and create counterchances, Black needs to place
his bishop on c7 without loss of time. Therefore the ideal next move for
Black is 12 ... Ac7. But if 12 ... Ac7? 13 Ab5l and Black is lost. White
threatens not only 14 dxcT but also 14 Ab4 winning the exchange.
IECO rneak that 12 A.a2 was played in a gante Rogoff-Lumbardy, U.S.
Cbarnpionship 1978,which clntinued 12 ... Axc3 13 Axc3 exd4 14 dxd4
with a clear adaantage for Wite.l When Simagin showed me this idea, I
began to understand the concept of prophylaxis for the first time. You
must not only have a plan yourself, you must understand the opponent's
plan. Before you make a move, you must consider not just how to advance your own plan but how to frusrate the plan of the opponent."
I was impressed by the refinement of Dvorea!y's ideas, particularly
in the Slav example. At the same time I asked myself: Hma releuant are
these ideas to me? Will tbry help nte sclre more points? I dan't knua. The
Alekhine-Tartakower position was just a bit beyond my depth and the
Slav position left me with more questions than answers. Yes, undoubtedly it is a good thing to understand and foil the opponent's plan. However, at my level-2 100 uscr-I don't even know how to make a plan for
White in the diagrammed position, let alone figure out Black's best
response and then prevent it.
It isn't Dvoresky's fault that I am too weak a player to grasp his
examples. Dvoretsky prefers to work only with strong players; he picks
and chooses his studens. When I first heard this, I thought he was being
a litde snobbish. Perhaps he was, but if so he was also being thoroughly
practical and professional. What Dvoreslly has to teach is not equally
valuable to everyone. His collection of 3,000 positions is too advanced
for most amateurs. Beginners and veryyoung players can do as well with
other teachers who know more than enough about chess to address their
relatively simple training problems. The same goes for older players
below master level, like me. Players below master simply don't need
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Dvoretsky's sophisticated services because their problems are too crude.
If this assessment is correct, then it is ironic that Dvoretsky's books
seem to sell so well in English. Certainly they are very fine bools, by all
accounts. But do they really address the problems of the people who buy
them? I wonder.
My own example may be typical. From examining my own games, it
seenrs to me that I lose mainly from blunders due to actical oversights.
Even when I get a bad opening, that does not normally cause me to lose.
This evaluation suggess that my limited study time would best be spent
sharpening my tactical sense by solving tactical problems. There are
many elementary books available to serve this need, such as Reinfeld's
two diagram collections 1001 BrilliantWays to Checkrunte and 1001 Winning Chess Sacrifrca and Carubinaions. In 1986 I raised my uscr rating
over 2000 by working through the first of tlese two bools and then
playrng sharply at the New York Open and National Open. In both
events I surprised myself by saving lost games, games I "deserved" to
lose, with timely tactics.
Tarrasch once wrote, "Tactics is the most important element in the
middlegame." We might add, "and in the opening and the endgame."
Think about ic chessplaying computers are so hard on humans because
they are better at tactics. Some of them are positional idiots, but they
beat most people anyway because they are so good at solving short-term
problems within a two- or three-move horizon.
For what it's worth, I believe that when tle amateur has learned to
hold on to his own pieces and pick up his opponent's loose pieces, he has
made a giant step forward and will probably play at the uscr Class A or
even Expert level.
Even then, it is probably too soon to call in Mark Dvorersky. For the
average amateur to become a uscF master, he will need to learn a certain
amount of endgame theory and opening theory. He doesn't need a
trainer; he only needs a few good books. Ofcourse, independent study of
endings and openings calls for self-discipline of a higher order tlan most
amateurs possess.
When a master has a good understanding of actics, a certain base of
knowledge in the opening and endgame, and wants to improve further-

then he needs a trainer!
I have intentionally oversimplified a chessplayer's development process to make a point. Mark Dvoresky teaches on a level that most players
will never reach. I probably don't need him yet. You probably don't,
either. Bobby Seltzer told me, "When I worked with Mr. Dvoretsky at
Sunil Weeramantry's Checlcnate Chess Camp this summer [1993], I
saw him teaching 1300-rated players. Someone his strengtJr shouldn't be
doing that; it's a waste of his ability." Dvoretsky took pains to talk doram
to the level of these players, and did a good job, too. Selzer praised him
highly for his kindness and generosity even to beginning students. But
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for the man who has guided grandmasters through candidates' marches,
was undoubtedly a long way down.
On the other hand, Seltzer thinks that any master who is ambitious
to rise higher would do well to "spend as much time as possible with him.
I have the highest opinion of him not iust as a trainer but as a man."
Larry Tapper, another strong local master who has studied with
Dvoretsky, echoes Seltzer's advice as well as Patrick Wolffs conunents.
"If I had the time and money, I would definitely take as many lessons
with him as possible," sap Tapper. "He has taken Kotoy's 'steely-warrior' approach-you lnow, forcing yourself to work in a disciplined
manner through all the branches of the analytical tree-and given it a
human face. One reason Dvoresky is such a great teacher is that he is so
empathic. He is very sensitive to human factors and has a keen sense of
individual differences. He will teilor his approach to the player. But you
still have to work hard. His exercises are not for wimps; fhese are not "ldnrct never
Shelby Ly-* positions we're talking about. He's used to workingwith irflib sildenb.
strong masters."
In fairness to Dvoresky, our two lessons together were not a ffue l4leeb$ofi
test of what he could have done for me. He told me that if I were a real, utih fiem.n
long-term student of his, "Probably I would begrn by looking at your
games to determine your problems. Then it would take two to three
years to create a real base and begin to achieve good results. But for quick
improvement we would just look at your weaknesses and I would give
you exercises."
Dvoreaky told me a cautionary tale about Chekhov, the first World
Junior Champion he trained, that sheds light on his methods. I had asked
him, "What ever happened to Chekhov? We never hear anything about
him now." Dvoretsky said, "He is a weak grandmaster. After he won the
championship, other Soviet chess coaches were jealous of me-I was
yonng, only 27 . They persuaded him to give credit to his previous coach
and not to mention me at all. He is not a bad guy, but he thought he
should do what he was told. fu a result I did not receive the Soviet Coach
tide that is given to people who train world champions. I had worked
with him for two years to fix his problems ... he had many problems
because his previous coach was very bad. They only snrdied openings.
And even his openings were bad! I helped him improve his endings, his
positional play, but after we stopped working together he no longer
practiced these things, and he forgot them." Dvoresky's method requires years ofwork to build a base of knowledge and experience. Chekhov
lacked the character to follow this demanding parh and he fell by the
wayside. Yusupov and Dolmatov stayed the course.
Dvoresky's bad experience with Chekhov was a severe blow to his
pride and mayhave made him more cautious and reserved. Nowhe sa1n,
"I almost never invite students. I agree to work with them." The evidence indicates that he prefers to work with srudents who share his high
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to
moral standards, like Yusupov. His policy of waiting {or students
the
that
come to him once led to a comical iituation' Dvoresky saw
Perhaps
coach'
a
have
not
did
admired,
he
whom
vouns Dolmatov,
of
friends
;;d""it;l;;;,,, q d;a not want to invite him, so I told some
his that if he wanted to workwith me, he could call me

"'"

WhenhevisistheU.S.Dvoretskymaylowerhisusualstandards,
students to earn hardcurrency' That doesn't mea1h9

"Hd.;;aker
fr"*i g", standards. It turns out that Dvoretsky !T " yo*F son back
question: "Do you plan to train
ho*. ii

Morcow'
in
chess?"
him

llis

so

I

asked the obvious

answer was matter-of-fact

"No' He has no talent'"

Pandolfini on DvoretskY
"Dvorcbky

b

a

sysHnfidlde[ ]e

tiesto bffikdo{n
a

Fyettoao

and

rchild him."

writer who
Bruce Pandolfini, the prominent American chess teacher and
(the
hero ofthe
th"r" d"p forworkingwithJoshwaizkin

;t"r;_k;*"

at length
book and rrrorire Searcbing for Bobby F*cber), spoke with me
about Dvoretsky.

Pandolfini distinguishes among three types of people

*lt^*t*

fu{"-

*ltlt.h.rrpl"y"rs thJ tuachr, who rnstills basic principles and
for tournamens and may also
-""oftt afl coacb, who prepares peopleA" trainer, who works wi$ adadvise tirem during aoo*"*"rro;
pf"y"rs. "I fiow nobody who does all three thinp"' he-said'

*i

"""."a
p"ia"fn

ri considers Dvorltsky the best chess uainer in the world.
devel"There is nobody else like him arywhere' He is unique in having
very
'ihe
are
collected
he's
positions
oped his ot , o"ittittg system'
zubdeties'
and
sophisticated, containing many
""1n:o
*Ho*.rr.., there aie relati,tely
few players who can benefit firlly
the games of most players are
thing,
one
For
from working *ith him.
he has very well-defined
anotheithing,
For
decided by ri-pl. errors.
he tries to
system-builder;
a
He's
everybody'
methods that don't suit
American
most
Whereas
him'
rebuild
and
zero
break down a player to
on his
build
try
and
him
find
they
as
player
will tak; a

'

teachers
strengths, Dvoretsky ira,

p

-o.. Germanic teaching style'- well' For
"do
well wrth this -stFle,--others.less
may
'iso-. players
*ith;oth
*ot["a
lWaitzkin]' He taughtJosh greater
example, M"rkhrt
certain negative tendencies.' But
overcome
him
helped
.Ui"&"iay and
joJt it.t'.,tt" .yp. of pl"y"r who should be broken down and rebuilt'"
(pandoffi#didnt oifer any more details, but two other sources told
,lr"a Fred Waitzkin, Josh;s father, had quarrelled witl Dvoresky
had
orre. Josh. According to their story, Dvoretsky told Josh that,he
t"lent and with a great deal of hard work could become a grandmaster'
enthusiastic assessments of his son's potential and
Fred was used to

"
-"

-or"

threw Dvoresky out of his apartrnent'
I called Fred waitzkin to ask him if this was true. He told me, "That
never happened. Mark worked with Josh a few times over a three-year
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period and helped him a lot. Josh has a lot of respect for Dvoretsky as a
teacher. Flowever, they have very different personalities. Dvoresky often thinlrs that there is only one \ryay to do something. He's very prescriptive."
It is hard for us to know what really happened between Dvoretsky
and the Waitzkins. However, even if the more dramatic story is not true,
the fact that some people believe it says something about Dvoretsky's
reputation for plain speaking.)
"Nobody in America can do what Mark Dvoretsky has done in
Russia," continued Pandolfini. "We are paid byindividual students who
don't have the money to hire a real trainer. fu a result, none of the
American chess teachers consistendy work with such strong players as
Dvoretsky is used to. Here we have to work with everybody so we must
be more flexible in our approach.
"I have worked with masters and it's very hard. There's no moneary
reward because it takes so much time to prepare for a lesson: I need to do
at least three hours of research for every hour of paid teaching time."
Pandolfini has hit on the major problem of integrating a trainer like
Mark Dvoretsky into the American chess scene. In America, chess teach'We
ers receive their pay from individuals, not from the government.
probably have many potential Yusupovs and Dolmatovs here, but none
of them have the money to pay Dvoretsky for all the time he would need
to spend on their training and development.

Ghess Culturc in the U.S.

'Tte hst
Amqicar FyeF
ne not vtly

storg;Ilry ftn't
udentild

how to

noft ttey dont
lnve rcd dess
culture.'

Dvoretsky has visited the U.S. frequendy in recent years, so I asked him
what he thought ofour chess.
"Chess culture here in America is very lowl" he replied with some
heat. "The best [native] American players, like [grandmasterJoel] Benjamin and [grandmasterJohn] Fedorowicz, frornthe European point of
view are not very strong. They can beat you in a game or maybe win a
tolunament, but they are not long-term threats. They don't understand
how to work, they don't have real chess culture. There are many sides of
chess they don't drink about. Benjamin got a chess fellowship [the American Chess Foundation's Samford Fellowship], but he didn't use it to get
coaching help. He thought he didn't need it. Compared to European
players there are many problems that Benjamin doesn't understand; there
are many things I understand that Benjamin doesn't.
"Look at [Gregory] Kaidanov. In Russia Kaidanov was nobody special, but here he was immediately successfirl. M"yb" Benjamin has more
talent, but Kaidanov is a professional.
"There are also many things that the chess organizers here don't
understand. Young players witl talent should receive serious training
and support, because if one of them developed into a great player it
would be very good for chess in America. When Fischer came along, he
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for chess development in this country. I believe that
America must find a new Fischer. Or maybe not a v/orld champion, but
at least a candidate. But the organizers here do nothing. When [Max]
Dlugywon the WorldJunior Championship, the World Open, the New
York Open, I believe that the best poliry would have been to support
him, to pay for his coach, to affange special training for him. He had a
chance to become a top grandmaster-maybe notworld champion, but a
top grandmaster. It would have been great for this country." [Of course,
Dlugy did get a Samford Fellowship, but no one receives more than two
years of suppoft from the Samford.l
In an interview with Chess Horizons (September/October 1992, p.
18), Dvoresky echoed Pandolfini: "It is a question of money. Parents of
talented youngsters have enough money for a few lessons, but it's not
enough. It's necessary to have enough money for work for many years."
He told me, "The Samford Fellowship is a great idea, but some
players don't use it well. I mentioned Benjamin. Patrick fWolffl was
more clever; he used it to get some coaching. It was also excellent for
Patrick to \ /ork with Anand last year. It helps a practical player to train
another practical player, because it e4poses him to new ideas. These
situations are usually very good for both players."
Chess culture in America may soon get a boost. Dvoretsky is thinking about moving here permanendy. He is worried about the unstable
political situation in Russia, not to mention the chaotic economy. But it
won't be easy for him to get permission to immigrate. For one thing, he
must prove to the authorities that he will be able to make a good living
here. The American Chess Foundation, which has sponsored his lessons
with young players, has been quiedy involved on his behalf, as have
various individuals in the Northeast. If Dvoretsky is able to defeat the
bureaucratic obstacles, Russia's loss will be America's gain. And perhaps
high chess culture, which he fears will decline sharply in Russia due to
the loss of state support, will be transmitted through Dvoretsky and
other emigr6s and preserved in the capialist West.
was very good

Ches fl|turc
Arnedca may

geta
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hct
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Ufnkiry ahut
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pennanently.

A Modest Proposal
The American Chess Foundation has approached a few wealthy individuals to see if they would guarantee Dvoretsky an income, but these
negotiations have not succeeded.
What if the acE were to hire Mark Dvoretsky as their ChiefTrainer,

with

a guaranteed salary?
Some people speculate that the ecr might be reluctant to take this
step because ofcriticism they received for extending special supporr to
Boris Gulko and Gata Kamsky, two earlier Russian emigr6s. The ecr
actually raised a special firnd to help Gulko, but an inaccurate perception
was created that he received help at the expense of American-born

chessplayers. Supporting the prodigy Kamsky after his defection to the
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U.S. was supposed to be a promotional move that\ /ould help to popularize the game in America, but unfornrnately, Kamsky and his father turned

out to be difficult and unpleasant people instead of glamorous media
stars.

Mark Dvoretsky, however, would be a great force for improving the
level of chess culture in America. Instead of selfishly taking from the
q/stem and giving nothing back-like the Kamskys-he might revolutionize itwith his teaching.
Here are the nuts and bols of theplan. Theecrwould give Dvoresky
a firll-time job as their Chief Trainer for, say, $35,000 per year. At first
the money might be raised through private, tax-deductible donations to
the acr.

However, as the ecr publicized the services of their Chief Trainer,
requests would come in for lessons (for individuals and groups), lecflres,
simultaneous exhibitions, coaching for U.S. teams, and so on. The ecr What if fte ACF
would serve as a clearinghouse for these requests and might set up a werc to ltirc ltilailr
sliding scale for lesson fees depending on the ability of students to pay.
Since Dvoretsky prefers to work with strong players, a good portion of hor€blq 6 ftdl
his time would be reserved for that type of work The rest of his time Cl*f Tniner, wi[r
would be allocated to other activities, including research, writing, workguatanbd
ing with promising juniors, and especially training other teachers, coaches, a
and trainers. Quite soon, the income from Dvoretsky's various activities salary?
would be high enough to pay for his salary. Whatever the details, supporting the work ofMark Dvoretsky through such an arrangement would
be an excellent use of ecr funds, firlly consistent with their mission.
The World's Best Ghess Trainer?

The list of strong players that Dvoretsky has worked with in just the past
year is very long. fuide from those already mentioned, he has also worked
with grandmasters Evgeny Bareev, Gregory Kaidanov,Joel Lautier, and
V. Bologan; international master ZsofiaPolgar; and the strongest team
in the German Bundesliga, Bayern Miinchen, which includes Yusupov,
Robert Hiibner, and others.
At the end of our series of interviews I asked Mark Dvoretsky the
one question I had wanted to ask all along: is he really the best chess
uainer in the world?
"I have read many magazine articles that have called me thatl" said
Dvoretskywith a laugh. More soberlyhe continued, "It's not possible to
be the best chess trainer in the world. There are coaches who workwith
begirurers and young players; there are others who work with older
players. There are many sides to chess including positional judgment,
calculation of tactics, and these dap it is very important to have good
opening preparation. It is also very important to be a good psychologist.
I am not a good psychologist and openings are not my specialty. I work
with very strong players and I have my own medrods."
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That was a clever answer, typically modest, and not easily refuted in
ia main points. It is clear, however, if we consider Dvoretsky's achievements as a player, his innovative training techniques, his successfirl students, his articles and books and forthcoming computer program, his
professional posts in Moscow at the sports club and Pioneer Palace, his
famous chess school for talented young players, the testimony of tlose
who have studied with him or heard him lechrre, and his great reputation
among strong players the world over, Dvoretsky is at the very top of his
profession. Bobby Selzer says simply: 'Mark Dvoretsky is a genius who
just happened to become a chess trainer." But he is both less and more
than a genius. His talent for chess is perhaps not of the very highest
order, but he has compensated by hard work. He is a man of integrity
who sees in chess not just a game, but a struggle between two individuals
in which character matters. fu long as people like Mark Dvoretsky see
value in chess, it will transcend sport and take a worthy place in our
culture along with music, art, literature, and the other creative expressions of humanity. ar
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Lein-Dvoretsky,
r'

Mosco\M 1973

Srmegr I,Wll Triurnpb?

Vf/hose

Mark Dvoretslry
A

At

t}r. et t session of our Moscow chess school, Artur Yusupov showed
two of his games (against Anatoly Karpov and Jan Timman) in which
many moves revolved around a single core topic---+ome sort of key

In these games the solution of this problem determined the outcome of the batdes. It was very important to maintain the
tension-while not conceding anything to the opponent-in order to
make the most of the actical oppornrnities.
I would like to show one of myvictories of this nature. For me, it is
noable for its sporting character. It took place during the fourth from
the last round of the 197 3 Moscow Championship. Grandmaster Anatoly
Lein and I had broken away from the pack and were leading wtrh 8yz
points out of 11. This game would determine who won the tide.
strategical problem.

lsrpDvonersKy, Moscow (cH) 1973

Rrrcx D=rence Gl1
I e4 e62 AR dS 3 Ac3

6rfe + eS afdT 5 d4

The "normal" move order is 2 d4 d5 3 4'c3 Atf6 4 e5 dfdT
although more dangerous for Black is 5 f4.
5 ... c5 6 dxc5 |'c6 7 Aft Axc5 8 Ad3
8 ... 0-0? 9 AxhZ+!
9 exf6

5

AR,

tr

*x6

Mark Dztaretsky
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Theory recommends 9 ... Dxf6. However

I

did not like to play

according to theory (pardy because I did not know it well) and frequendy
played outside of it at the first comfortable oppomrnity.
Objectively the lcright capture is the most reliable and my move is
rislly. But I had tried 9 ... Sxf6 in two games prior to the Moscow
Championship, and had acquired some experience with it. Lein certainly
had not faced it before.
An opening's success often comes not from objective circumstances
but from your (and your opponent's) preparation for the game which
unfolds at the board. Undersanding this, I chose with-

out hesitation
10

a

risky variation.

Ag3

Another possibility is 1 0 Ag5 ? Valeev-Dvoresky,
Minsk 1972 continued 10 ...8fl t t Sd2? (the beginning of a bad plan) 0-0 12 0-0-0 Ade5 1l Axe5
!

Axe5 14 R Ad7 15 Ehel Axd3+ 16 Bxd3 Eac8 17
Ae3 Ab4 18 Ad4 Ec4 19 gb1 Efc8 20 8e3 b5, and
Black had the initiative.
Instead of 11 Bd2?

1t

Ah4 or 11 0-0 0-0

12

that one might find

a

10...

White could have tried 1l

Ah4. It

is here, in my opinion,
refutation of 9 ... Sf6.

H 11H(D

1)

Lein-Dvoletsky, after 11 (H)

Already each side's strategical plans can be shown;
thesewill determine the fightformanymoves to come.
Blackwould like to advance the e-pawn, creating a mobile pawn center,
but this is a long way off. Black must first complete his development,
exchange White's most usefirl pieces (the knight on R and the bishop on
d3), and strengthen his d5 square. White on the other hand hopes to
maintain his control of the d4 and e5 squares and blockade the center,
leaving Blackwith a"bad" bishop on c8.

11... ad4
Not 11 ... Ade5? 12 Dxei Axe5 13 AxhT+.
t2 dxd4 Axd4 t3 gd2
At Moscow 1972, R. Kimelfeld played more purposefirlly against
me: 13 8e2 6,c5 14 fuel(14 Ab5 Axb2 15 Eabl Ad7 gives White
nothing) kxaS lS cxd3 (now the pawn grab
'B,s% 15 ... Axcl? 16 bxc3 Bxc3 is suicide-after
,.fi,t%a%
17 Ae5 White with his dark-squared bishop
develops an attack on 97 while Black's light%
%r.N, 'ry squared bishop is useless) 15 ... Ad7 16 Ae5
,ur'lxKrz%D% Axel / 7 Sxei €xe5 1 8 Hxei (D 21.

E% %
iftt
% %.i%

%

friN %

%%

"/,fu.ftrrru

%H#i

At first glance, White's strategy seems to
have worked; he occupies e5 and has a knight
against a"bad" bishop. If White could play f4
and transfer the knight to d4 my situation
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would have been hopeless. However my oppenent did not have enough
time to carry out this plan, and my bishop was not as bad as it appeared.
Black has dynamic resources-namely, the move d4 and play on the
open c-file. I honesdy do not see a way for White to obtain equality.
Let's follow this game for a few more moves.

18...Hoc819fa.

The following variation epitomizes Black s successfi.rl struggle versus White's blockading sftategy: 19 d4 Hc4 20 Ed1 bS 2l Hd2 b4 22
Ae2 Hfc8 23 €fl Hc2 24 €el Bf/ (intending 25 ... Ab5) 25 gdl?
Aa4l 26 b3 Ea2 ! There's a bad bishop for you!
19 ... d4! 20 de2\c2 21Jt?!
Preferable was the simple 2l Eixd4Bxbz
22 Dxe6.Iprobablywould have entered a sharp
four rook endgame, since both 22 ... Ac6 23
Ef2 and 22 ...Hc823 o.c5 followed byEf2 get

Blacknowhere.
21 ... exfJ 22

axd4Vxb2

% % H,s%
,,'tr;t%A% %L

%%%t%
"8,"i"7,

%%

z%tDuu*%'r%
ft"&, % %ft"."ft,

%'H,%Ei

If now 23 He7, then 23 ...Hf/ 24 axfs
Axf5 25 Ee8+ Ef8 26 Exf8+ €xf8 27 Exf5+ 3tr

Analysls

€e7 give Blacka better endgame.
23 Hcl 96!(D 3l

And I enjoyed a comfortable advantage. Now let's return to LeinDvoretsky.
13 ... Ac5 14 Eael Axd3?!

More exact is 14 ... Ad7 with an excellent position for Black. The
hasty exchange gives White extra possibilities.
15 cxd3 Ad7 (D 4)
From this moment a tense struggle begins for
control ofthe central squares.

Ae2 Ab6
White threatened 17 Drxd4 8xd4
16

bious is 16 ... Axb2 ? I 1 7 trb
seventh rank.

1

18 Ae5. Duand the rook reaches the

At this point White could have played

17

d4,bnt

after 17 ... AUS he would have at best a slight advantage, for example after 18 Ae5 (or 18 Ecl l? intending
18 ... Axe2 19 Ae5) 896 (18 ... Se7 19 Ecl) 19 Ecl
(19 Ed1 Eac8 hitting c2)
20

8xd3 Axd3

21

Sd3 (19 ... Eac8 20 A&!?)

Efel. Lein, wanting more, plays a

E% %

?rue%
'',/ft,i

1f,,r',%,a%,

,ry"%,ry',ffi'

%''N%%
"'ffifr%'",,N

%

fr1ru W 7ffift7ffi

?ruHffi,
%'%
4tr

L€ln-Dvoretsky, after 15 ... Ad7

subde central move.
17

ghl!

A multifaceted move! The threat is 18 Ad6 HfI 19 f4 followed by
Ae5 and ad4. 17 ... e5? is not playable because of 18 Ac3 and both
central pawns are under attack.
17 ... Eae8
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Black parries the threat (19
18 Agl!

Ad6 Hil lg f4 e5l) and prepares

e5.

- The logical followup to the the previous move. Suddenly I am not
alttpdry 18 ... e5 due to 19 Af: AcZ (19 ... e420 dxe4 dxe42t&xd7)
20 sc3 ! @etter than 20 d4 e4).At the same time I have to defend
rg"ir"
t9 aR and 19 Ae5 followe dby 20 f4 e0 AD.
18... abs!
Counterattachng the d3 square: 19 Ae5 Bf5 or lg aR &f5 20
.

Ae5 Ad4.

Note that both players are conducring a strategical battle, yet the
means are tactical: concrete sffong moves, short variations, threats,
counterthreats ... This is conclusive proof that there is no r.d iifferen.e
between tactics and strategy-weaftnesses in either of these two areas
will inwitably affect the overall quality of a chessplayer's game and sponing results.

le Ad6

,^Kz

,ry,

Ae5 (nowanswered by2l...Axe5 22 Exe5
"" !la+guardsagainst2l
8xe5).
Less accwate is 20 ... gf5 21 EB followed Uy A.S o.E"i,
White can also-try sacrificing a pawn to improve the
iosition of the
queen with 2I aBl? Axb2 22 Ae5 (If 22 Hbt Ac3, and not 22
d4?
Axft 23 Axfi Axd4l I23 ... gd8 24 Ab4 a+ z5 Axri b6 26 Abt;;
a clear edge;23 ... Ed8 24 Ae5;23 ... Aa3 24
Axa3 Wxf425 Sxf4 Exf4
26Rcl with advantagel24wd4t2.4 axd+ e5 25 olbi a62iacr
trd8
y*qg,l 8xd4 25 Axd4 e5 with a clear advantage for Black) Ar"iZl
Axe5 Eff8 Q3 ...Hc7 24&a5)2+Wb+(orz+$[5).
2l De2
Not the best square for the knighg but White has
a definite idea. If here 21..Axb2? rhen22Ebl, and
on
21 ... Ab6 22 Ae5 Wfs 23 HB the battle for the
center has not ended in my favor.
2r ... Hd8!(D 5)

An important in-between move. It would have
been a mistake to atrack the bishop with the other
rook 21 ... Ed7? 22 Ae5! Axe5 2j fxe5 Bxe5? 24

%:"%
fr'//fl,

Ac3.

2? .Ae5 is not pjssible (the rook on fl hangs)
.
and22 Axd48xd4 23Hxe6$xdi 24Bxd3
leads to a befter endgame for plack. 22 Wb4,though,
Leln-Dvoretsky, after 21 ... Ed8
is tougher to meet. If 22 ... Axd3?l Zl Axd+
Q3...Exd624Bxd6Axfl 25 6xe6)24Ae5!Axg2+
25 &xg2. White has the advantage because of his s*onglypl"..d
pl.Z.r.
But22 ,.Axb2l changes the picture. For exampt.,) j trUt g*a: Z+
Hxb2 Hxd6, or 23 d4 AxeT 24 A;5 E.e7t 25 gx.Z Ex"Z z? X".z

%%
D

w ZO f4 ad4!

Iry

t

^

Axii

Aifi
g*.

The cri-tical response is 23 HR, with the following possibilities:
a) 23 ... Ac6? 24 d4 e4 Ac5 d4[2.4 ...b625"4ng6 26
Ebl with
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big plus; 25 ... d4l25 Sxb2 Axf: Z0 gxf3 e5 with a slight edge for Black)
a5 (forced, as White threatened Ae5) 25 8c5 a4 26 a3l and the bishop is
trapped on b2.
b) 23 ... Aa6
bl) 24 Ac5 b6? Q4... Ec8! 25 AxaT Ac3 26 Axc3 8xc3 with
equaliry) 25 Ag1 Hc8 26 8a4! with a small advantage.
b2) 24Kbt b6l intending 25 Hxb2 Exd6; if 25 8a4 Exd6 (25 ...
Axd3 ? 26Bxd3 E;lld6 27 8b3 Ae5 forced] 28 fxe5 8xe5 and White is
better) 268xa6Rc7 27 8a4Kdc7 is unclear. If instead 24 ...Hfd7?! 25
Ac5 Hc7 (25 ... Hc8?? 26 Hxb2 Hxc5 27 8xc5 8xb2 28 Sc8+) 26
AxaT (if 26 Ad6 EcdT is forced but equalizes) Hc2? (26... Ac3l) 27
Ad+ Ect* Q7 ... Axd4 28 Axd4 Sf/ leaves White with the advantage)
28 Excl Axcl and BlacPs position lools very suspicious because of the
bad bishop on cl.
c) 23 ...a5!7 24 Sc5!? Aa6l and Black is OI! as is the case after
either 24 8xb5 Hxd6 or 24 &xa5 E;y.d6 25 *xb5 Ec6.

22 Aa3 Ab6
I can breathe more easily. White's pieces have been driven away
from e5, and I have a strategic advantage. Of course that does not mean I
have a won game.
The grandmaster M. Matulovic paid a great deal of attention to
opening theory. He is said to have kept scrupulous records of the outcomes of his opening duels and derived a lot of his pleasure in chess from
tlem. His tournament results, though, were notablyworse. I wanted to
win this game, but not at the hasty expense of skipping the middlegame.
For that to happen I could not relax-I had to work further.

23 A.c3 4c6248e2
A new problem. The pawn is under attaclg but 24
Ad6 and mypositional advantage is a memory.

24... AcTt
Another important in-berween move. After 25
8xe6 Sxe6 26 b<e6 Axf4 or 26 ... Hxl4 the two
bishops give Black an endgame advantage.

25 Ac5 Ee8 26 Asl (D 6)
Evidendy, White is ready to quit trying to block
Black's pawns with his pieces and is preparing to play
d4, forever preventing the break e5. Since my opponent did not have much time left, I decided to switch
from strategy to tactics. Can you find and calculate a
combination for Black here?

26... Axf4!?

I

saw quickly enough the variation 27 93 8xc3l!
28 bxc3 d4+ 29 8g2l (worse is 29 8e4 Ad2 30 trxf7
Axel) Axg2+ 30 Sxg2 AdZ HxfT Axel 32Wb7

... He8 allows 25
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&c3 (D 7), and
pinned my hopes on the strength of the pawn on c3. For example, if 33
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HxaT? Ec8, or 33 €R? Ec8 (33 ... c2? 34
Hc7) 34 Ae3 c2 35 Act (a series of "on17/'

Ac3 36 HxaT (36 €e2 Ad4 37 &d2
a clear advantage) Hfg+ l7 &g2 (37
€e2 Ad4 38 Hc7 Ef2+3e €elExh2) Ad4
3 8 Ec7 Hf2+ 39 gh3 h5l and Black is clearly
moves)

trf8 with

better.

All the same, after the superior 33 Ec7
White should still be able to draw, but from a
practical point of view BlaclCs decision was

corect. White did not have enough time to calculate all the consequences and simply took me at my word.

27 Axa7lt gh4 28

Agl Ado 29Bxf7 &xf7

Black's advantage is beyond doubt. He has two strong bishops, and
the e5 break I have been dreaming about since the opening can no longer
be stopped.
30 d4 €g8 31 Hfl h6
A threat is often strongest when it is h*grg in the airl Black is not
in a hurry to advance in the center, preferring at first to make quiet
moves that improve his position. Such actics are especially effective
during an opponent's time pressure.

32 13 eit 33 gf2?
Losing, but White's position is already difficult. My light-squared
bishop threatens to enter the game with great force.
33 ... 8xf2 34 Axf2 E8! 35
Lein counted on this move when he exchanged

€sl

'% ,% ?ruwry,
%i%
% 7f,
'%A7&'%
Vft,

,%
%%r%%

% % %H,#i

Leln-Dvoretsky, after 36 Ae2

queens. Grim is 34 dxe5

Axe5

35

€gl

d4.

35 ... exd4
Only here did my opponent realize that he could
not recapture on d4 due to 36 ... AxhZ+.
36 Ae2 (D 8)
Unfornrnately, a major flaw in my chess at this
time was a tendency to make superficial decisions after the game had already been decided. ( do not like
to even tl-fnl about how many points got awayl) This
is a classic example. I saw that I had a won position
and considered rwo moves: 36 ... Ab5 and 36 ... d3.I
instandy calculated 36 ... Ab5 37 Eel AxhZ+ lS

dismissed it due to my
opponent's having good positional compensation

€xh2 Hxf2 39 dxd4,

(strong Lnight versus bad bishop), and chose 3 6 ... d3 . But this evaluation
is wrong. First, after 39 ...Hxb2 in the variation above I would have not
one, but two, extra pawns, and second, it would have been possible to
transfer the bishop to the strong post e4 via d3.

36... d3? 37
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To my unpleasant surprise I found it difficult to break through
White's fortress. He is going to play h3 and Edl, and what am I supIf 37 ... Ac5, then 38 AB.
37 ... Aa4!? 3s b3 Ad7
The bishop is going to 94. The h*g.g flag on Lein's clock makes
this threat so dangerous that he gives up the a-pawn.
39 Edl Axa3 40 trxd3 Ad6 41 h3 Ea8
The game was adjoumed here, with White sealing his 42nd move. Black has a healthy extra pawn and
the advantage of the two bishops. It appears that the
win is a matter of technique. That is at least what I
thought before analyzng the position. Closer exami,fK
nation bore this out, but it took me a long time to find
posed to do?

%
''%tr

,,1*

%
%i%''%.%
% 9)i %n%
''%frr
,,ffi,'

thewinningplan.

%,%,,,,,w%Vn

a2 gaKaz {D 9l
Verybadhereis43 AB? Hal+44&92 Ab5, but
fascinating is 43 Af5l? While analyzng this I made a
serious mistake which could have cost me dearly.

,

'//////t
I

%.,%%

%
Ei

tr
Lein-Dvoretsky, attet42".Ea2
a rook endgame, leaning towards a variation which I thought was a forced win.
Because of this I did not seriously consider the bishop endgame after 43
... Ahz+tl 44&s2.! (44 S(h2? Hxf2+ 45 €g3 Axf5 46 Hxd5 [46 Hc3
Hc2 46 Ee3 Hc2 47 gxl5 d4 wins for Blackl Ae6 47 Hd6147 Ed8+ EfSl
Ef6 and Blackis winning) Axf5 45 gxf5 Af4 46&R (a6 Exd5?? Ae3)
Hd2 47 Exd2 ${ot 47 Hc3 Ae5) Axd2 (D 1O); I did not see how I could
break through with my king.
'"ry"g%
Many years later (after a "hole" had been
'".,ft
found in the analysis of the rook endgame) I
''/ft,
looked at the bishop endgame again and found
that there was indeed a win.
9

I planned to enter

%%
%%%
% %t%fr%
%t%. %

&fr 4e €e2 As5 s0 €d3 Af6
5l Ae5 Af6 52 g.d+) 51 Af2 zK',ry%"^K.,nK
Ae5 52 Ah+ g0 53 fxg6+ €><96 5a Af2 h5 55 '"ry"%zN'"rynr%
Ae3 (or 55 €e3 €gs s6 €R gf5 57 Ab6
Anatvsts
d4) €fS 56 Ad2 Af4! 57 Ael Ac7 58 Ad2 10 tr
(58 gd4 gf4 59 Sxd5 €B followed by Ag3
and €g2 wins for Black) Ab6 59 Acl Agl 60
Ad2 d4! 61 Acl €e5l (61 ... Ae3? at once
48 Ad4

(not 50 ... h5

does not work because of 62 Axe3 dxe3 63
Sxe3 €e5 64 gB! with a draw-the pawn is
onbT) 62 Ad2 Ae: 63 Axe3 (otherwise 63 ...
c&f4) dxel 64 €xe3 b5l (D 1L)

In this position 65 €B €d4

White,

&fs

do 65 b4
66€8 b4.

Nulrnnr

as

2

€d5

loses for
66 gd3 h4 and 65 h4

ryZry%re%ry%

"r"K'"u%w*rK
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Back to the rook endgame. This is the
variation I planned to play: 43 ... Axfs 44 gf
(44 Exd5? Eal+) Ea5 (positionally ttreatening 45 ... Ae5) 45 Ad4 Ac5l (until now, the
White king could not approach the e3 square)
+6&n Axd4+ 47 Hxd4 Eb5 48 b+&f7 49
€e3 (D U2l +9... €rO 50 gf4 h5 51 h4 b6.

White is in zugzwang and must lose

a

second

pawn. However, I. Smirin noticed while study-

ingthisvariation in mybookTlte Art ofAnalysr (the original Russian-language edition of Secrex of Chess Training) trat
rfter 52 €R 9><f5 53 €e3 €e5 53 €d3 Blackis unable to use his two
extra pawns due to the tragicomic position of his rook. Black can tty 51 ...
Hb6 (instead of 51 ... b6) 52 Exd5 Hxb4+ 53 €g3 b6 54 gh3 Ebl+ S5
€g2, but to no avail.
An important topic at the Dvoretsky/Yusupov school was the study
of contemporary endgames in master practice. One homework assignment was to veritz my anallsis of 43 Af5. I expected that after the above
mentioned mistake was found, my studens would concentrate on the
bishop endgame. To my surprise Vadim Zvyagtrntsev and Maxim
Boguslavsky found a way to improve Black's play in the rook endgame.
In place of 49 ... €f6? correct is 49 ... €e7! If 50 gf4, then 50 ...
€f6 51 h4 h5 leads to the zugzwang, but with the pawn on b7. Then
after 52 €B €>d5 53 €e3 €e5 Blacks rook can escape to the b6
square. And if 50 €8, then 50 ... €d6 51 gf4 (ropeless is 51 Eg4 €e5
52 HxgT Hxb4) Hb6 followed by Ec6 and Ec4.

Thus 43 Af5!? ultimateh would have not saved the game, but it
would have given Black serious problems. However, the move Lein
acnrally played proved no less difEcult to crack.

43 &92!?

Lein's moves have logic. He wants to maintain his king at B, and
then, having played his bishop to 93 or f4, offer an exchange of darksquared bishops. If Black declines he wants to leave the bishop on e5.
Then all of White's pieces are ideallyplaced, the pawn on d5 is securely
blockaded, and Black has to guard against the threat Af5.
How can I improve my position? It is obvious that if I can get my
bishop to e4 the game will be over. Butwhat do I do about Af5?
At first I had hopes for 43 ... h5 ,t4 gxh5 Ae8 (intending a5 ... Axh5
followed by A96 and Ae4) 45 E.e6 (+5 afi Ac5) Afll! 46 Exd5 Ae7!
But I saw nothing decisive after 45 €g1l Axh5 46 afi .
I looked at*3 ... Ac5 44 €B Ae8 (44 ... Ab5? 45 Axb5 Hxf2+ 46
€g3) a5 Ae3 496, but the rook endgame after 46 afi Axf5 47 gxf5
Axe3 48 9xe3 gave me nothing more than a draw.
Eventually, after examining these and other variations, I found the
right way to win.
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43 ... Ac5 44

gA

If 44&g3,then 44... Ae8 45 Ae3 A96

a6

%e%
%'rft,

Af5

Axf5 47 gxf5 Axe3 48 trxe3 €ff.

4...h511
Here my opponent thought for a long time.
Clearly he did not expect this move.
45 Ae3
Insufficient is 45 gxh5 Axh3. I planned to meet
45 Ag3 with the waiting move 45 ... €h7 in order to
meet 46 Af4 or 46 Ae5 with, as in the gane,46 ...h4!

%,,N

%t

%fr%

4s... h4!(D 13)

,ffi.,ffi,

'''%"fr'm,

',rrrMw%fr

,,ffi,,ffi,

Black fixes the pawn on h3 and makes it a real
Lein-Dvoretskv, after 4s.'.
wealness; the threat is 46 ... Eh2 (the king is barred 13 n
from the square g3). ff the bishop moves from e3,
Ab5l can be played. The tactical justification of Black's plan can be seen
in tlre variation 46 afi Hhzl +7 Axc5 Exh3+ 48&e2 Ab5 49 Ae3 (or
49 6e3) Hh2+.

h4

46 Ec3 Ab6
+6 ...b6?! would give White counterplay after 47 b4l Axb4 48 Ec7
Aa449 Af5lbutnot after49 Ae6? Adl+ 50 gf4Ad0+;.

47 a|fs?l
Lein overlools my tactical idea. More stubborn is 47 ore2 (against
which I intended 47 ... Ad8) or 47 Hc2.

47...Hh2t48De7+
48 Axb6? Hxh3+.

48...8f7 49 Axd5 Exh3+
The game is decided! The position has opened up and the two
bishops can finally show their true strength.
50 gf4 ad8t 51 Ecl ac6 52 ab6
52

Edl €e6!

52 ... EfJ+
Also possible is 52 ...

Axb6 S: Axb6 Exb3 54
€h5.
53 €e5 Ag5 5a Hc3? 0-1

€96

as

D'c4

€f0!

5S gS+

56 Ae5+

White resigned after making his 54th move. I remember this game
one of the best of my career. a&
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Art in the
ComputerAge
Chess

Noam D. Elkies

Ia\

\-lhess, the clich6 reminds us, is at once sport, science, and art. Over
the past decade, computer technology has gready affected all three aspects of the game. Many a chessplayer has felt the computer's impact on
the competitive sport of chess: minutes after being paired

as

White

against grandmasterJohn Nunn, one can list the moves of all of Nunn's
recent ga.mes against 1 e4, then call up the latest theory on the Marshall
Gambit and later, if the game is adjourned, have the assistance of a2400rated handheld computer in analyzing the position. (fhe widespread
availability of strong chess-playing computers has even more radically
transformed the world of correspondence chess, where computerassisted analysis is forbidden but practicallyundetecable.) The computer's
powers of exhaustive analysis have also pushed back the frontiers of chess
science, revealing unexpected possibilities and outcomes in many positions with only four, five or (most recendy) six men on the board, and

btitg,og about a new appreciation of the inexhaustible depth of our
ancient game. The artistic side of chess----comprising the glorious combinations and subde maneuvers of tournament play as well as the distilled beauty of composed endgames and problems-has likewise been

profoundly influenced by the computer. If the computer's contribution
here is not as familiar as its opening databases or 244-move forced wins,
it is because chess art gratia arai is itself hidden from the eye not only of
the public but also of too many chessplayers.
Thus I devote the next section of this article to a brief exposition of
the nature of the arg comparingitwith the competitive and the scientific
Noarn Elkies is a USCF Master, an endgame catnplser, and an occasional problanist.
He is Professor of Mathematics at Harztard Uniaersity, and liues in Cambridge, MA.
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aspects of the game as well as with more familiar arts such as music or
poetry. I then oudine the revolution that modern computers have brought
to the aft, whether as destroyers of classic and contemporary works, as
assistants to today's composers and judges, or as partners in the creative
process. I conclude with some predictions and speculations on the future

of the art and its interaction with ever more powerfrrl and

versatile

computers.

What is Ghess Art?
The early Arabic manuscripts on chess, predating by cenruries the adoption of the modern rules of the game, already contain composed positions ("mansubat') alongside opening analysis and
illustrative games and combinations. These compositions served the practical purpose of illustrating ideas
and stratagems in purer form than could be found in
most actual games, but the construction of such positions was itself a creative act and soon became an
aspect ofchess pursued and enjoyed for is own sake.l
For instance a chess manual might nowadays use a
position Iike Diagram 1to show the stock smothered- ''%.;,
mate combination I Se6+ €h8 2 €rf7+ €g8 3 6h6+
€h8 4 Bg8+! trxgS 5 €rf7 nlerte.
Note that this is not an actual game position but a
paradigm fromwhich all the pieces notinvolved in the
combination have been stripped except the white king, 1tr
without which the position would be illegal, and the
black rook on c8, without which White already has an overwhelming
advantage and wins easily even without the queen sacrifice. Diagram 1
already shows some of the aesthetic feanrres of a chess study: an economic and natural initial position, and a brilliant and (to the uninitiated)
surprising finale balanced by a fine distinction in the first move (1 Bd5+?
€hS Z orf7+ HxfT!). On the other hand, the play is short and entirely
forced, an unintemrpted sequence of checls with no room for Black
counterplay. Even worse, there is an alternative win in 3 Ad8+l €hg +
Sxc8. This may make the position more valuable for chess instruction,
since it now shows two distinct tactical motifs; but the queen sacrifice
loses its artistic standing once exposed as a gratuitous brilliancy in a
prosaically won position.2

%

%

':, % %

,ffi,ffi,,ry
Whlte to play and wln

1 . Much more infomation about the history of chess conposition m be fomd in the second
edition of Hooper and Whyld's excellent Orfml Cmpanim a Cbes (Oxford Univereity Press,
1992), especially in the entries "composition," "mmnba," "problem," "problen history," md i'study."

2, The Oxfrd Cmpanrbz cites mder "Philidor's legacy" a position by Lucena c.1497 (over
birth!) similar to my Diasrm l; I tinkered with the oosition to brins out
a few firther points. A-fier t &dS*l c&itA Z AniEtll!
; $xf/ g.l/hite no lonser has 8"xc8*
200 years before Philidor's

mating) Black can likely dmw with 3 ... h6, intending to_set up ablockade with EfO. edding
the dual solution I AaS* €hS 4 8xc8.

pam on f2 would eliminate

Nvurrn

2
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black
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refined artistic setring

seems, next to
zngzwang,the least likely denouementin such a wideopen position; and yet ... I 8g5! €e6+! The ad-

vanced extra pawr is doomed, but White can still
activate his pieces by threatening to promote it. The
other defense 1 ... AxdT lands Black in a surprising

mating net after 2

df4l2 €gf ! The only square

where the king will not later be vulnerable to checla.
Black's next four moves are forced on pain of mate or
loss of rhe queen, e.g.2 ...Axd7 3 Ag4+ €f/ (€d6 4
Sc5 mate) 4 Ah5+ and 5 8e5 mate, or 3 ... gd6 4

8g3+! €d5 (€e7 5 8e5+ €fl 6 Ac4+ and 7 Ad3+)
5 Ac4+l €xc4 6 8b3+. 2 ...&xd7 3 6c5+ €c8 4
Aa6+ €b8 5 Sg3+ Ba8 Black s king seems to have staggered to safety,
but 6 Ab7+! AxbT 7 adTl forces Sd8 to stop mates on b6 and b8,

cenhry, dress

frourishd

a

Whlte to play and win

Seletsky

Duri(ile

We turn to Diagram 2 for

of this theme. A smothered mate

a tull

frtr[d arthm.

when the smothered mate materializes: 8 8bg+tt ExbS 9 Ab6 mate!
Note the rich content Seletsky created with only 9 clessmen: sharp
tactical play on both sides, several subde quiet moves by White, and a
final crescendo of sacrifices climaxing in a novel picnrre of smothered
mate with all three escape squares blocked by pieces rather than pawns.3
Diagram 2 is an example of a chess sudy or endgame composition,
where White must demonstrate a win or draw against best play, but
without a fixed limit on how many moves it ukes. (fhe word "endgame"
may be somewhat misleading here: while most studies do in fact use the
sparse material typical of an endgame to achieve economy of force, they
tend to be more clear-cut and often much more actical than most
endgames arising in actual play.) This distinguishes a study from aproblem, whete the goal must be achieved within a set number of moves.
Thus in a direct-mate problem (the oldest and most familiar genre),
White typically sars with a clearly winning position but most give mate
in at most a specified number of moves against best defense. Diagram 1
would not qualifi' as a mate in 5 because Black can delay the mate with
the ridiculous 1 ... Ef7; but even if this were fixed (say by adding a Black
bishop at d8) the problem would grate on aesthetic astes, not only
because ofthe forced play but also because the only side variation 2 ...
Exf/ allows a shorter mate. For a genuine problem setting of this theme,
consider Diagram 3, a miniature (a composition with seven or fewer
pieces) by Belschan: After 1 6fl! moving the bishop allows the mates
1 ...

Axfl 2 8xf1+ €hZ I Ad6

mate or 1 ... Ad5

2&A

and 3

8g1(h2)

3. Seletsky'sstudy(Diagmm2)wonFirstPrizeinthe1933compositioncontestofSbakmaty
itis #1096 in Sutherlmd md Lomer's 12i4 Modm En)-Gane Sadies (1938, reprinted in

a SSSR;

1968 by Dover), where the try 2
'
&ne t mi Black holds.

*es
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(instead of 2

€gl)

is refuted by

z ... €xiZ

I

b.i* €cg +
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mate, and otherwise White carries out the threat 2
th2+!trxhz r Ag3 mate.a
Especially during the past century, chess compositio_n has, unbeknownst to most Western chessplayers,s floorished to a firll-fledged arr form, .o*pt.t"
with a variety ofgenres, schools and styles, a canon of
classic compositions, dozens of competitions each year,
and many books and several periodicals devoted to
the art. There are also avant-garde composers who,
not satisfied with the classical forms, invent new ('fairychess') stipulations or pieces. Most of these innovations are soon forgotten, but a few have entrenched
themselves (qpically because they let composers show 3 D Belschan
otherwise impossible effects), and a handfirl have even
been elevated ftom"fair1/'to "orthodox" status. For instance problemists
have long granted orthldo4g to helpmates, in which Black and White
cooperate to get Black mated in a set number of moves, and recendy
FIDE's Commission on Chess Composition officially raised selfrnates,
in which White has a set number of moves to force Black to administer
checknate against his will, to the same status.
Yet an imporant feature distinguishes our art from that of the sculptor
or novelist in addition to subjective sandards such as originality and
beauty it must also submit to the objective criterion of soundness. Cfhit,
as we shall see, is why computers affect our art much more direcdy.) A
Rembrandt painting might be declared a classic one generation and pass
out of critical fashion the next, but it will never be summarily discarded
because it does not follow the laws of perspective; nor will a Brahms
intermezzo be disqualified from the repertorybecause it flous the counterpoint rule against parallel fifths. Yet we will and do deny a brilliancy
prize to a beautifrrl combination played in a position easily won by mundane methods, let alone an incorrect combination that succeeded only
because the opponent did not find the best defense. Even worse, rhen,
for a composition created away from tournament stress to succumb to a
"cook" (an alternative solution or a refutation): the composition, however venerable and beautifii, will be cast our in disgrace. We shall see
several examples of this later in the article, so I illustrate *re point here
with a couple of recendy discovered alternative wins in over-the-board
combinations that had been copied many times from one anthology to
the next without cofltment.

ru
Mate ln 3

4. Belschan's mate in 3 (Diagram 3) is taLen from Brom's *Key Krackers" colm in rhe
october 1992 issue of cbes Life;itiieinally appeared in cbas Rniru,ihere it won 2nd Honorable
Mention in 1938.
5 . The an is probably more widely recognired as such in Eastem Europe; indeed the Orfrl
.
^
Cmpanion.repons_that
already in 1928 the Ruisian govement bestowed on the endgame wilrd
Troizky tlre tide "Honored Art Worker."
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I Exc6! &xc6 2
gr<bs
The
point
3 ... &xa4 4
3
Aa4+!
8xb5+!!
for
the scenic
is
mate.
Black
opted
5
Ac3+ €b3 Adz
route to his doom: 3 ... €c4 4 b3+ €d3 (now the
rook on 96 is no longer pinned) 5 Ab5+ €e4 6
Eg4+ €f5 7 A'e3 mate! Gorgeous-and entirely
superfluous, since as Avni noted White had an elementary win with 1 Sc2 when either the rook on f6
or the bishop on c6 must fall (1 ... Exfl 2 8xc6+ and
&xb6).
Diagram 5 (Augustin-Bongrantz) might pass for
an endgame composition: 1 tr! €h7! A subde defense, disposing of the mating threas €96 and 8e8+
and preparing2 *g7 Sf/+! 3 8xfl salemate! 2 f7
€e5+! This queen sac seen$ to tunn the tables, as 3
Bxe5, 3 95 8xe6 4 f8/W, and even the intended
3 8f5+ all meet 96 mate. Still White laughs last with
3 95! 8xe6 4 Eld+l and wins. Three queen sacrifices, a stalemate defense, and an underpromotion
From Diagram 4 play concluded

,%
,%

Tietz-Ramisch, Cailsbad 1898

%%%p,

%%#,frT,

within four moves in

a

queen endgame! But I noticed

some years ago that 2 8f5+ immediately forces a won
pawn endgame (2 ... 8xf5+ 3 gxf5 gxf6 4 €ga €g7 5
6 €e4 @e7 7 €d5 gd7 8 h5), so none of
€f4
the fireworks after 2 f7 was needed.6

gf/

Our discussion of the computer's influence on
chess art begins
AuEustln-Bongrantz

with such demolitions found by or

with the aid of computers.

The Gomputel as Destloyel

There are several different ways to use the computer to look for flaws in
a chess composition or combination. First and most obviously, the computer can exhaustively search all continuations from a given position up
to some given depth. Second, one can evaluate a position with sufficiendy scant material by having the computer investigate all possible
positions with exacdy that (or less) material. Finally a computer program
that plays a strong tournament game of chess can also deeply analyze art
endgame study or combination, and occasionally find a resource that
human commentators have overlooked.

6. Both Diagrams 4 and 5 cm be found, for instance, in Chenev's Cmbinatiw, tbe Hean of
Cless (Dover, 1967). Amatzia Ami mouced his improvement on Tietz-Ramisch in m article
"Shattering myths: The glorious combinations of yore" (in Hebrew) in theJme 1992 issue of the
Israeli magazine Shahmat. The combination, while superfluous, is at least somd: declining the
Queen wiih z ...&blql) lands Black in a hopeless position after 3 Bxe8 Exfl + 8xee"1+...
Exdl + 5 Bc2). In Diarm 5 it is not entirelv trivial for White to emloit the extra oam, as witness
the-plausible attempo i B.s* €hz 2 Bg6i €g8: I ro 8es+ + 8is Se8+ md i €96l? Bxg4*
2
€h7 I h5t Wd4! md Black drawsl

€fl
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The first approach is the most straightforward application of the
computer's prodigious data-crunching speed, which allows it to try literally all possibilities in a problem @e it a direct mate problem, a helpmate,
or a more exotic species) and thus unequivocally rule on its soundness.
Nowadays it is entirely feasible to solve a two- or three-move problem
this way on an ordinary home microcomputer, and even many fourmove problems can be done within an hour. Helpmates have proven
especially vulnerable to this brute-force approach: in many helpmate
anthologies compiled before the computer age one readily finds problems with one or more alternative routes to mate despite the composer's
best efforts to assure a unique solution.
The second approach intensively exploits also the computer's great
storage capacrty, since all positions with the given set of pieces must be
accessible simultaneously. This has been applied most spectacularly to
endgame analpis, though with slight changes the algorithm can investigate problems too, and some progress has been made in that direction.
Almost all endgames thus analyzed turned out to contain resources not
seen by human experts, and in many cases the computer has overturned
human expectations of a win or draw from a general starting position.
Still, with a few notable exceptions such as queen and pawn against
queen @8t€8 in computer endgame shorthand), the hundred or so
endgames that have yielded to complete computer analyses occur only
rarely if at all in master practice: torunament endgames usually feature
much pawn play, but the algorithms work best with endgames that have
at most one pawn.7 For instance none of Lewis Stiller's 6-man endgames
witi optimal lines stretching over 100 moves is lnown to have occurred
in practical play. But many endgame studies, which tend to use few
pawns for the sake of economy of material and feature a greater variety of
material imbalances than is typical of practical play, have crucial sidevariations that reach positions amenable to complete computer analpis.
Before the computer age, composers of necessity relied on fallible human analysis and judgment to evaluate these positions; now their compositions must be scrutinized anew.
For instance, the soundness of Seletsky's snrdy @iagram 2) hinges
on the evaluation of the endgame of queen versus bishop and knight
arising after 3... gd6 4 8g3+ gd5 5 A.+*t Sxc4 6 Eb3+ Sxc5 7
8a3+ (or 5 ... €xc5 6 8a3+). Fornrnatelyhere the computervindicates
the studybyconfirminghuman analpis thatconsidered all such endgames
won for the queen (except for a few known positional draws). Other

Btrrc fte
computs 4e,
colnpc€rs

m

fallible

fldysris

did

lurnn
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7. Exhaustive analysis of chess games becomes harder with each additional pam because one
must consider each of the four endgames resulting fiom the pam's promotion. Thus a 6-man
endgame including one or two pams wou.ld genemlly be about four or 4r = 16 times harder than
one with no pams. The only such endgames that have been attempted on the computer have a pair
of pams blocking each otler, so a piece or pam mret be captued before either pam cm promote.
Foi instmce ChEron's analysis odthe .nd'gr-. €trttrzj€At(al)
with drrk-rqo"r'.d Bl""k
"
bishop has been checked by exhaustive computer malysis.
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studies, both classic and modern, have not fared so

well. Two examples follow:
In the position of Diagram 6 White is only down
the exchange, but both his minor pieces are loose and
one mustfall after I Ag7 rufl 2 Af6Hf7 3 Ag5 Hf5
because if White stops Ee5+ with 4 Af6 then 4 ... Ef4
(intending Ee4+ or A96) decides; but White has an

ingenious defense in 4 Acl! Ee5+ 5 €d2 Exe8
stalemate! In 1 986 I found an improvement for Black:
5 ... 496! soon wins a piece without allowing salemate, e.g. 6af6Ke6 7 AgaAh5 8 Ae3 Ec6! 9 Aany
Hc2+. But recent exhaustive supercomputer analysis

€EA€AA revealed
the unexpected fact that the stronger side always wins
from generic positions provided the bishops move on squares of opposite
color! Thus the entire analyrsis of Diagram 6 is based on a false premise:
After 3 ... €xb2 Black must win in due course even
without any immediate threats.s
In Gillberg's study (Diagram 7) the main line runs
1 d7 Edl 2 b7 At+ 3 Ae4+! Bc6! 4 Ad6!! and

White to play and draw

,%

w%%%%
%,ffi,K"2'*

by Lewis Stiller of the endgame

White is stalemated on either 4 ... Eal+ 5 €b8
€xd7 (else 6 €c8) or 4 ... Axd6 5 bS/g! AxbS e
d8/g Exd8. Several variations depend on the out-

come of borderline rookversus knight endgames, e.g.
3 ... gb6 4 b8/S+ Axb8 5 €xb8 HxdT 6 €c8 €c6 7
Af6 draws, but after Black's 3 ... €c6! White must
avoid 4 b8/g? Axb8 5 Sxb8 ExdT 6 €c8 He7 and
the laright falls. This study was submitted to a composition contest in Israel judged by Dr. Lars Falk,
White to play and draw who consulted a computer database at the University
possibilities
of Limburg to check all these
and fonnd a decisive error: after 1 ... Ag5l 2 de4+ €xb6 I Dxg5 @c7 4
d88+ (4 Ae6+ €xd7 is even worse) €xd8 White was supposed to
draw, but Blackwins in at most 26 moves with best play starting 5 &a7
gd7! 6 Afl Edl 7 €b6 gd6 8 Ah+ trtt+ etc. Thus Black can force a
win after all, and the composition was disqualified.e
Finally, any snrdy may be analyzed by a general-purpose chesspl"yrng computer. Note that programming such a computer is, at least
conceptually, much harder than the straightforward algorithms used for
our other two approaches (exhaustive analysis of problems and complete

%%%T

%E%%%

7 tr Gillberg

gtrgA

8. The Shigis study (Diagram 6, #868 of 1234) appeared in 1928 in Zadacbi b Endy. 1214
lists it as an "amended position," meaning it was already modified to fix a previous cook. My
refutation (5 ... A96 etc.) was published in Larry Evms' colm in the May 1986 Cbas Life.

9. Gillberg's Diagram
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database generation), and furthermore litde might seem to tre gained by
ie while no human has the speed or patience to try literally every possible
sequence in a mate-in-four or list all positions with two Bishops against a
Knight, we do already have very strong human chessplayers, so adding a

handful of champion computers appears to offer no
qualitative improvement to the analysis. But a strong
computer does not play like an equally-rated human:
weaker in strategical evaluation and planning, it compensates with much more accurate tactical analysis,
and being less prone to "chess blindness" it may see
through optical illusions that have snared strong humans. Also, once a sffong chessplaying program has
been created for torunament or research use it takes
negligible further effort to have itanalyze an endgame
composition. Thus, especiallyin tactical positions, the
computer has a good shot at uncovering possibilities
that have escaped the composer and later anallsts, and
occasionally will refute the composer's basic idea.
One of my own compositions, based on a wellknown Rinck study, was demolished in this fashion.
Rinck's original, shown in Diagram 8, is far from easy
despite is short solution because there are manyblind
alleys----of which I Ec7+ Hd7 2 8c5+ €d8 looks
like a typical example, until one finds the wondrous 3
€h6!! winning by mutual z,,tgzu,ang!
In Diagram 9 I tried to elaborate Rinck s idea by

adding several quiet moves and a "thematic try"
wherein White is foiled by the same zugnvang.The
main line of myintended solution runs 1 H,ft+ &g5 2
trg6+ €h5 3 8e6!Eg5+48f2!! Not4€fll? gh7!

''#t ?ru
%%

%%fl{,%
'ry.^?',ffi'&

%%%%
%%%%

,ry.K.,ffi.,ffi
8 tr

Rinck

Whlte to play and win
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(forced) and the zugzwang is on the wrong foot, e.g. 5
White to
€f2 d3 6 Hf6? 8a7+. 4 ... gh7! Forced since 4 ... 9 tr etries
mate) allows 6 Eh6
Bfg+ S Ef6 8a3 (else 6
mate, but now 5 €f1!! produces the Rinck zugzwang, *ith the additional point that 5 ... d3 6 Etr! wins (the pawn blocks checla on d3 and
b1). If instead 3 ... Ecl+ 4 &P,l8S+! Not 4 ... Ec2+ 5 €el Ecl+ 6
€d2 etc. 5 Ef6 Ec2+ 6
Ecl+ 7 &e2 d3+! 8 €d2 wins the rook
(8 ... Ec2+? 9 €dl and the mate threats decide), but Black can still tryfor

play and win

th3

€fl

perpetual check 8 ...

8b4+! 9 €xcl Sc3+ 10 €bt Bt+1cZ;+ f f

€aZ1af; 8a4+ 12 €b2 gb4+ 13 gb3 8d2+, since 14 €a3 Sa5+ 15
Sa4 8c3+ wins the rook. My analysis continued 14 gbl! 8e1+ 15
€a2! (olagram 10) and White finally escapes after 15 ... 8d2+ 16 gb2
Sa5+ 17 8a3 8d2+ 18 €b3 etc.
But when inJanuary 1990 I wrote PeterJansen at Carnegie Mellon
University challenging the computer Deep Thought to solve my end-
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game, the machine found that Black can draw

,ryr%""m%'"ryr%t%

after all with 15 ...

€al 8e1+ 17 gbl

'ryr.%"m"%'"ry,'*tK

After 15

pecs Black, fighting for a perpetual checlq to
pause for such a movel yet White cannot exploit the respite: there are no usefirl checls
(the Black queen on e2 covers b5 and e5, and

€a2

17 HfS+
Black threatens
18

Exdl 8xd1

dll€,

16

8a5+, nor of course 16

€a3 8e7+) when Black is out of checks but
has the resource 16 ... d2!! One hardly ex-

T"%.ry%(%ry%
10r

Se2+! 16 Eb2 (not

€g4

doesn't help), and meanwhile

dllg

White

has nothing better than 17 Ed6
drawing. Chess (and chess composition) is toughll0
so

A$istant and Partner
The computer's contribution to the art has been constructive
The Gomputer as

Exhaustive

datdases

dqt

corhin pusitims
of surpisiEly ridt

afttic coftqt.

as

well

as

destructive. Naturally the same computer prograrns that demolish old
chess compositions can help today's composers create sound ones, in
many cases freeing composer, solver and judge from worrying about
refutations and alternative solutions. Likewise new theoretical discoveries about the endgame undermine old studies but also suggest possibilities for new ones. Finally, exhaustive daabases often contain positions of
surprisingly rich artistic content, which the composer can dig out by in
effect collaborating with the computer, combining its immense capacity
for storage and precise calculation with his own aesthetic sensibilities.
Edison's Rule dictates that for every moment a composer takes to
hit on a new idea, 99 moments will be spent refining it into a finished
setting. Many of these99 arc spent looking for and fixing coofts, often in
vain as we have seen. But now the computer can free problemists of
much of this drudgery by automatically screening prospective settings,
allowinghumans to not onlyspend their time more productivelybut also
have the certainty that their creations, whatever their artistic merit, are
sound. But artistic quality tends to rise too as deeper and more difEcult
themes can be realized without increasing the risk of error. Competition
judges, too, can relegate the clerical task ofverifying soundness to the
computer and concentrate instead on gauging the artistic content and
origrnality of the problems. Once the computer has certified a problem,
human solvers can still turn offtheir own computer and enjoy the challenge and discovery of ptzzhng it out with the added asswance that the
intended solution, and only that solution, works; a solver who prefers
cook-hunting can still work on long-range problems beyond the
10. Rinck's srudv (Diam 8. #llI5 of 12341 aooered 1926 n Bssler Nochrichtm.Toveifv
the zugzwmg after I €ttOtt"not. the lines 3 ... 8xcZ4 Bm mate, 3 ... ExcT (8a8) + 8fS*, I .1.
Sutti,l) + Ecg mare, 3 ... Edl(2,3) 4 ge7 mate; were it vvhite's nrm he couid not mainain the
bind: 4 €g5ft5) Hd5+! or 4 €gol €bt*. I4y ill-fated study on the sme rJreme was published in
Sbfumtt (April1990). Black's altematives on moves I and 2 allow White to bombard the king with
checks leadins to mate or decisive material gain, e.s. t ... €e3 2 8eO. €dZ I BaZ+ €di +Efl+

€e4
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computer's reach and the more open-ended endgame compositions.
The computer cannot in general certify the soundness of an endgame composition, though it may corroborate it by not finding any
coofts; but it can otherwise contribute to the creation of new studies.
When Troitzky broke new ground in the endgame of two knights versus
pawn he illustrated many of his discoveries by composing studies whose
analysis depends critically on the fine points of his theory. New
computer-generated theory can likewise inspire new endgame compositions. For instance, when Ken Thompson and (independendy) Ofer
Comay found the forced win of two bishops against a lnight they not
only cooked many old studies but also spawned a new generation of
endgame compositions that rely on the correct evaluation and thus would

not have been possible before the compurer age. It will surely not be long
before studies also exploit Stiller's work on €EA€AA and other
recent results on 5- and 6-man endgames.
Some of these endgames cannot be evaluated in general by the
material balance alone; we have seen in connection with Gillberg's study
(Diagram 7) rhat this is already the case with rook against knight. When
this happens, it means that there are some positions with that material Nery Cgmput€g.
requiring precise play to avoid crossing the line separating the drawn

gffiatd

tteqy
or lost positions; occasioni'lly the play *ill be sl interesting
that th9 position may be a suitable climax for an endgame composition cat iqlire new
(not only a supporting variation as above), or may even be regarded as a
study irits or^ righi-i" which case, of course, the database can con- endgame
firm its soundness. But such positions must be extremely rare among the C0mp96ithns.
literally billions of database entries. How to pick them out of that huge

fr"r" thJ#on

haptack?

The same difficulty occurs when searching for problems with few
pieces: One can easily enumerate, say, all helpmates with king and hright
versus king and knight, or all mates-in-two with queen and two lrrighs

against a bare king, but there will be only a few gems hidden among the
scads

of sound yet pedestrian problems we will find. Indeed, it is as

present too hard a challenge for artificial intelligence to teach rhe computer what makes a problem or snrdy interesting to us. Instead we im-

pose a few further conditions that the computer can readily test; for
instance for the mate-in-two we might require that White's first move
not be a check and either sacrifice a piece or give the Black king an
additional flight square, and that ar least one of the mates occur arvay
from the edge of the board. This cuts the space of merely sound problems doum to a manageable size while preserving most of the good ones,
so that the human programmer/problemist can search the remaining list
for the positions he likes best.ll
€8AA€

mates-in-t o ma €A€A
helpmates have in fact been fomd more
weedilg exhaustive lists as oudined here. More recent work along these lines
include_my investigation of fairy help-salemates witl king against king and grassholper, which
revealed a considerable variery ofeffects given the extreme paucity ofmaterial.
1

thm

1. Nice

a decade ago by
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In endgame databases one fiuidi approach is to generate a list of
mutual zugzwangs-those rare positions tlat are won only when it is the
opponent's nrn to move. Even in six-man endgames with all pieces
distinct, with a toal of over 100 billion positions, one usually finds at
most a few hundred mutual zmgzwangs, many of which give rise to the
kind of distinctive play prized by composers and solvers of studies. For
instance, consider the endgame with a king and mro

,,%

(€88€88).

queens on each side
Most chessplayers would expect that with such material any position
must produce either a short flurry of checks ending in
mate or a forced queen trade and a draw. But Stiller
has forind positions where against best defense it takes
more than 40 checl.<s to beat the king into submission,

K,,ry,,ry,,ry
,,%,.%,^%

and even more incredibly positions of mutual
z'trgz*vang where neither side has a usefirl check but
any move will allow onel

%%%wN
tg, % % ''%ffi

11 Elll

Stiller

Diagram 11 gives one of these positions. Black's
queens keep a long-distance eye on all the approaches

to Black's king, but cannot maintain the guard with
Blackto move: if the queen on a7 budges then thgl
or 8a2 mates, while if the queen on f6 moves then
8f1 or 8b2; €bl loses to 8c2+, and Blackhas neither a reasonable check nor a miraculous stalemate
escape. White to move can certainly force a draw by

Mutual zugzwangt

,,%
,ry",ry.ffi.%

%%%%

trading queens on 91, but cannot maintain the bind:
most moves allow Black to start checking and at least
force a pair of queens offthe board, and Bhh3(h5) is
adequately met by 8b2 since after Sd1(f1)+ 8b1,

pinning the queen, White can make no further

,^'',ry,ry'ry

p.ogress.l2
To reach this position in an endgame composition (Diagram fl) I rotated it by 90 degrees so that
each side can a promote to a queen during the intro-

12 tr

ductory play, avoiding "obtrusive force" (promoted

Elkies

White to play and win

pieces in the initial position). The solution is I 8g7+
Not I 8d6+ &xg2.2 f8l8 (interpolating further checks does not help)
when 2 ... th3+ 3 €g5 8e3+ forces either perpetual check or a queen
trade, drawing. I ... €h2 2
2 Se5+ 9<g2 3 f8/S Sh3+ a €g5
with
and Ae4 draws, but now 2
loses to 3 Bf4+

bllg

ftlBIf

€hl

€g1 a Ae4+ and

'bL/W

mate. Thus, Black ries for perpetual checlg and not
with 2 ... Sdt+l 3 AB. 2 ... Sb5+ 3 €h6 gbe+ + Ac6! Not yet 4
€>&7 bl/g+ 5 €h8 gbSl drawing. Now Black must take the bishop
12- The mutual

z\gml\g shom in Diagram

11 was discovered by Lewis Stiller in the

summer of 1992.
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4 ... Se3+ 5 Sg5 Sxg5+ 6 €xg5 bI/W 7 8f2+ mates. 4 ...

because

€xh7 b1/8+ So Black does manage to give the first checkin
the four-queen endgame, but he is still in mortal danger. 6 €h8 ghf !
Black not only cannot continue checking, but must play this modest
move to avoid being himself checked to death! For instance, 6 ...892 7
8c7+l €g1 8 Sfc5+l ghl 9 Sh5+ and the Black king soon perishes
from exposure. But against the quiet 6 ... ghl White wins only with 7
8fg8!!, a second quiet move in this most tactical of endgames, bringing
about the Diagram I1 z:ugzwang.l3
For this study I used the computer only to find the key zugrwang,
working out the analysis of that and related positions on my own. I was
fornrnate that the analysis was reasonably straighdorward, since at present
the data for a single 6-man endgame are too unmanageable to store and
inspect later at one's leisure. But 5-man daabases are small enough (only
a billion or two positions ...) to explore interactively, and likely contain
manybeautifirl studies, with solutions clear-cut enough forhuman minds
to comprehend yet intricate enough to inspire wonder and admiration. I
close this section with such a sflrdy discovered (this seems here more
accurate than "composed') byJohn Nunn in the €Sb€B database.
As with my Diagram 12, this one is based upon a position of mutual
zugz*vang, but here it is augmented with several quiet tempo moves,
some of which invite checlg and a variety of king- and queen-trapping
motifs. Many dozens of studies have been composed with this material
before, but Diagram 12, aesthetically at least comparable with the best of them, has the additional merit of
guaranteed soundness. The analysis belowis based on
Nunn's commentary and information extracted from
8xc6+

5

the database.

%%
%%

,''%,w

The setup in Diagram 1il is clearly better for White
than the typical drawish queen and Lnightversus queen
position, but the win still requires incredible subdety.
For starters the natural discovered check throws away
the win, since after 1 €d6+? €a8 Black can keep the
knight from ever joining the attack I Ad6+! €a6!
The first point is that 1 ... €b6 2 SfSt is a mutual
nrgzwar.g, White winning only because it's Black's
White to play and wln
turn; e.g. 2 ...8a63 8f2+ €a5 4 8dZ(et;+ €b6 5 13 E Nunn
gd8
gb2
6
Sb4+ €a7 €c7 or 2 ...&a6 3
when 3 ...
4 Bd3+ &a7 5 Ac8+, 3 ... €a7 4 &c7 Se7+ 5 €c6, and 3 ... gb6 4
8d5! €a6 5 8b7+ €a5 6 8bl! €af 7 @c7l all spell Blacks doom.If
instead I ... €a7 White transposes to the last line with 2 €d8+ €b6 3

%

,,ry,

t.,x,

1

3. IcomposedDiasmm l2especiallyforthisarricle. If

3€s4thennotl...Bb4+48f4*

€xf4+ 5 €xf4'or I ... Sfs* + Sxfs Axfs* s €f<n+l wimins'rs ... Ut* o #nf*t U"ir ...
Ars*l + €f+1n+1 Bc4+ md draws. tf 5 ... 8e+* o €hs wins sinc! after 6 ... Bfr+- i Sho glr.k
can no longer promote his
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gh3 ! But not 2 gf5 €b6l and having lost the
move Black draws. Now besides 2 ... &b6 3 gf5! Black has only rwo
defenses that do not lose to a sequence of forced checks: 2 ... &a7 and
2 ... &a5 when 3 Sa3+ reaches the same position two moves earlier.
Now 3 Sa3+ 8a6 4 Sc5+ Sa8 holds, so 3 bc8+ @a6 4 Ba3+ €b5 5
Ad6+ gb6 6 8b4+ €a6 and now the only way to win is 7 8c3!,
surprisingly allowing Bg4+ but t}reatening to close in decisively with 8
€c7 (8 ... €e7+ 9 €c6) when the white queen's position leaves Black no
chance. Thus 7 ... €b0 and White must find 8 gd8!, when Black can
no longer avert the loss of queen or king, e.g. 8 ... 8f1 9 6c4+ gb5 10
Sa5+l or 8 ... gh5 9 Ac4+ €c6 10 6e5+! gb5 (10 ... gd5/d6 11
8c4/c6+ again skewers the queen) 11 8b3+! €c5 12 Bc4+ €bO 1l
8b4+ €a6 14 Ba4+ and the queen finally falls after 14 ... gb6 15
Ad7+ or 15 d.c4+.r+

I

c7 +

&

a6 4

8b7+

etc. 2
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The speed and storage capacity of computers continue to grow rapidly,
and will probably not reach their ultimate limits for decades. In the
process they will surely bring new and often surprising developments to
chess aft. While specific details carurot be predicted with any assurance,
general trends can be discerned or foreseen. In this closing section I
consider the computer's future effect in three spheres: the exhaustive
analysis of increasingly complex endgames, the compilation of anthologies of chess studies and problems, and the eventual understanding and

creation of chess art by the computer.
The large and growing list of exhaustively analyzed, endgames poses
an increasingly acute challenge to devotees of endgame composition:
many studies created by humans for the enjoynent of humans now stand
or fall on reams of analysis much too opaque for humans to comprehend.
It is no wonder that endgames such as €HA€AA, now lnown to take
typically over 100 moves and in the worst case over 200 moves to win
against best defense, could not be accurately evaluated by human experts:
Who can with any degree of confidence analsrze a sequence of 223
moves, itself conaining innumerable side variations? Even worse, how
can we judgewhether aninstance of €HA€AA iswon or drawnwhen
the difference can depend ona244-move wiruring procedure or a long
delicate defense of a barely drawn position? Yet study composers working on a difficult theme often have no choice but to allow some side
variations involving such unfathomable endgames. We can hardly expect
every composer and solver to have access to an idle supercomputer with
nothing to do but evaluate a 6-man chess position, or to wait for the 2lst14. Num published Diagm 13 in Scbaknd Nedrland ll/1991. Jn van Reek used it in a
shoft note on "Computers md the Endgme Study" in EG 104 (2/92),whch also brings up some of
the issues I discms in the concluding section of_this artic-le. Nm has used the databiseslo deeply
probe several other 5-man endgmei, noub! €EtBE (see his book Sere x of Rook Endings). ' '
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cenflrry machine that will resolve an 8-man endgame. Even if and when
that becomes possible we have, ifwe're lucky, a sound but fundamenally
incomprehensible study.
It may be that the same computers that produce these vast databases
will also help us understand them. For instance the English endgame
guru A. J. Roycroft has recendy deduced from the €AA€6 analysis a
step-by-step guide through the maximum 66-move winning process for
human chessplayers, and a few other such endgames may soon yield their
secrets. Still, new databases are being generated much faster than they
are understood, and it will be a long time if ever before we can look (with
human eyes only) at a €HA€66 position and tell whether it is drawn
or not with best play. The endgame community may soon find itself
forced to adopt a radical proposal due to Roycroft: When a study depends on the outcome ofan unclear variation that can only be determined by computer analysis, the composer should be allowed to assume
any desired outcome, provided it is reasonable and consistent among
different variations of the same endgame, even if future or even present
exhaustive daabases contradict this assumption. This very controversial
proposal would sacrifice the standard of absolute soundness to preserve While cmrutgs
study composition as an art made by and for humans. Such an assumpcil atily be
tion would still be a (nonfatal) aesthetic infraction, detracting fro- th"
study's artistic effect much like a very long and extraneous side-variation. Uogfanmd b
Note that compositions such as Nunn's Diagram 13, even though found
nny des
with the aid of th" .o*poter, need not be peialized if humans .".r follo* sdve
and appreciate all the relevant analysis afortiori.
Besides soundness and aesthetic merit, a chess composition is also
judged on originality. For instance, a study or problem sho*irrg all four
promotions becomes less impressive if one knows an earlier composition
that achieved the same ask and with a cleaner setting-this even if the
newer composition was created independently, *itliorrt knowledge of
the earlier effort. But there is at present no foolproof way to detect such
anticipations: we can only rely on the individual and collective memory
of .o-por"r, and solvers, and the handfirl of thematic indexes .ompilei
before the computer age at great personal effort and treasured as invaluable, albeit incomplete, resources by judges of composition contests.
The difEculty is not transferring the diagrams and solutions to digital
format, which is a straighdorward if tedious project; indeed, a collection
of over 20,000 endgame studies, said to represent over half the published
literature, is already in production. But we are still a long way from being
able to locate all known endgames showing two Novoury interferences
or a specific stalemate pattern. There is as yet no satisfactory design for a
computerized anthology that would allow for such thematic search, but
such an anthology would be great boon, not only putting the judge^
ment of originality on a much firmer footing but also making possible a
complete survey of the state of the art and its frontiers.
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In such an anthology the themes

associated

with

each composition

would probably have to be recognized and entered by hand, together

with the diagram, stipulation and solution: While computers can easily
solve many chess problems, they have yet to be programmed to recognize the feaflrres we value in them. Indeed, with some rivial exceptions
like counting material or flight-squares, teaching a computer to understand, as opposed to just solve, a chess problem or study is a refractory
problem of artifical intelligence, probably on a par with the appreciation
of any other art form. Perhaps the only way we will surmount this hurdle
is by working on what must be the ultimate challenge in the application
of the computer to chess art: programming a firll-fledged composer. ar
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TheMyrteryof
Bad Bishops
Boris Gulko

T

l. *"r rr.ry difficult to understand chess before Wilhelm Steinitz came
along. Then Steiniz g?.ve us rules to follow. But is it really that much
easier to understand chess after Steinitz?
Who could use all of Steinitz's rules in practice? Perhaps only one
man-Steiniz himself. To prove that the king is a fighting piece, he
sometimes began the game 1 e4 e5 2 f4 exf4 3 6c3 th4+ 4 €e2. He
liked to keep all his pieces on the back rank because there they were best
placed for defense. He preferred to keep his pawns on their original
squares; according to his theory this conferred an advantage in the endgame, where the option of moving them either one or two squares
increased the chances ofbringing about zugzwang. But these were very
idealistic rules, and only a genius like Steinitz could consistendy create
positions where they worked.
Still, some of Steiniz's rules survive and are commonly followed
today. One of them is to keep your pawns on squares opposite in color to
those of your bishop; a bishop that travels on the same color squares as
your pawn structure is thus called a "bad" bishop. Let's begin to e4plore
the m1'stery of bad bishops with one of the best illustrarions from recent
practice of this simple, almost obvious rule.
Knnpov-hrmen, Bnl1992
Stlv Drrrnse D45
1 d4 d5 2 c4 c6 3 Ac3 af6 4 e3 e6 5 AA AbdT 68c2 Ad6 Z
Ae2 GO 8 04 Ee8 9 Edl Se7 10 h3 b6 11 e4 Axe4 12 €rxe4 dxe4
13 8xe4 Ab7 14 Af4 (D 1)
Bmis Gulko is a former champion of the Souiet Unian who anigrand to tbe (Jnited
Sntes in 1986. From 1987-1989 be was Grandmaster" in Residence at Harttard
Uniztersity. He now liau in Nru Jenry.
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With his last move, White begins a logical plan:
He wants to exchange

as many pieces as possible,
except for the light-squared bishops. IfWhite can do
this, and also prevent Black from playrng c5, Black
will be left with a bad bishop on b7.

14... Ead8 15 Axd6 8xd6 16 Ae5! Axe5

of

Black cannot prepare c5 with l6 ... Aa8 because
l7 dxdT ExdT 18 c5! and the bishop is shut in

anyhow.
17 dxe5 8c7 18 AA Aa8 (D 2l 19 Exd8!
By exchanging rooks White yields the initiative
to Black and even loses a pawn, but he keeps the
Karpov-Lautler, after 14
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bishop on a8 restricted by the pawn on c6. This
illustrates another rule: If your opponent's position
contains a weakness, exchanging pieces that are not
related to that weakness will increase your advantage.
19 ... Exds 20 Edl Exdl 21 Axdl gd8 22

AA gd2 23b38xa224b4l8al+25 Bh2 8a6
268d4t

The natural26 b5 8c8 27 bxc6 96 would not
have promised much, since both of White's pieces
would be forced to protectthe pawn on c6, while the
black a-pawn would be free to advance.
26... Sc8 27 cSt (D 3l
White realizes his plan-the bishop on a8 isnow
desperately bad. It is remarkable that even with an

extra pawn, Black cannot suryive.
27 ...bxcS 28 8xc5 a6

Themoststubborn defensewas 28... Bb8, after
which the bishop would have some chance of escaping prison on a8 via b7 and a6.
29 8e7t g63oh4 h5 31 €g3 gb7 32 BxbT
AxbT 33 €f4 €fB 34 €g5 €e7 35 Ae4 (D a)
A classic illustration of the advantage of a good
bishop versus a bad bishop. Black is defenseless.

Aa8 36 B Ab7 37 94 Aa8 38 gxh5 gxh5
Ab7 40 AfJ Aa8 41 €xh5 1-0

35 ...

39 f4

as he often has, made victory seem easy once
he had a positional advanage. But chess would be too

Karpov,

simple a game if any of these "rules" worked very
often, or even more than half of the time. Let's consider the typical French Defense pawn strucnre, with white pawns on
c3,d4, and e5 againstblackpawns on c5, c5, and e6.
It is commonly thought that Black's light-squared bishop is bad,

Karpov-Lautler, after 27 c5
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and his dark-squared bishop is good. ObviouslR this is because Black's
center pawns on e6 and d5 restrict his light-squared bishop, while at the
same time staying out of the way of the dark-squared

bishop. Thus, in the French Defense, Black often
tries to exchange his light-squared bishop and retain
his dark-squared bishop.
But ifwe examine White's basic pawn sfiucture,
we reach the opposite conclusion: The light squares
are weak, whereas the dark squares are guarded by
pawns. So if it can infiltrate behind enemy lines,
Black's light-squared bishop can become more active
than his dark-squared bishop!
The next, rather unusual game, played shordy

after I arrived in the United States, illustrates this
possibility.

%%%%
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Karpov-Lautier, after 35
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(U.S. Oner) 1986

I e4 e62 d4 d,5 3 Ac3 Ab4
gd7 8 AbS ae 9 Axc6 8xc6

4 e5 b6 5

8ga Af8

6 a4

Dc67 ah3

Now the light squares in White's camp will be weak, but White's
plan is to avoid the f1-a6 diagonal with his pieces, and thus keep Black's
light-squared bishop "out of work." (This idea will recur, with considerably more success, in one of our later examples, Petrosian-Gufeld.)

l0 0-0 a5 1l Af4 Aa6l?Hel0-H) 13 Ae3 ah6l4 ghs 96?
An error. I could have obtained an excellent position with 14 ...
Ab+ t S Ad3 Axc3 16 Axc3 Af5, butl overlookedWhite'snextmove.
1s gdl! afs
A position typical of our theme could have arisen after 15

... Ab4?
Axe6 fxe617 Axh6 Axc3 18 bxc3 8xc3 19 He3 8c6 20 ER \Mith
advantage for White, as Black's dark squares are weak and White's

16

"bad" bishop on h6 is very strong.
16 D.ce2tlrlS t7 c3 95 1S Ad3 8c4 19
Ae7 2O Sd2 Axe3 21 AcS!(D s)

Aecl

A beautiful combination-White is ready to
sacrifice a rook and two pieces for the queen. The
main variation runs 21 ...bxcS 22 b3 &fl+ 23 Hx[l
6xfl24 8c2 cxd4 25 adll dxc3 26 Sxc3 Ab4 27
Axb4 axb4 28 8c6! Ab7 29 gb5 Ad2 30 a5! with
a dangerous attack, but after 30 ... Axb3 31 Ebl
ad2!32Exb4 Ac4a strange position arises inwhich
Black should be able to defend. Ifinstead 3l a6 (31
Ea2!? is also interesting) then:
a) 3r ... Aa8l2 Edl (32 trbl Ad2 33Exb4 Ac4)
c5 is also strange, but Black is probably better.
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b)3t ...Dxat32gxb7+(32 axbT+€b8 33 *a6c5)€d7 33 8b5+
&e7 34 Sb4+ is at least equal. But White could improve earlier with
25 cxd4!Ab4(forced, asWhite threatened Ad3)26da2 (26 €c6 Ab7
27 9bS Ad2) gb7 27 6xb4 axb4 28 8c5 with a clear advantageWhite will hit Black's weak pawns and king, and the two rools are
terribly passive, although Black mi ght be able to organize a defense with
28 ... Eb8 and... Hhc8.
So rather than enter these complications, Black
turns down the rook and prefers to get for the queen
iust two bishops, one "bad" and one "good."
21 ... Axc5 22b3 Ae7 23bxc46xc4248c2

g4t25 A& Edss 26 o,b2 dxb227 8xb2h428
8c2 Hh5 29Rabl Ac4! (D 6)

running out ofuseful ideas. Nowwe can
power
ofBlack's two bishops. The darkcompare the
White

is

squared one is restricted by White's pawns, and will
play a minimal role in the coming attack. By contrast,

the light-squared bishop is crucial in exploiting
White'sweaklightsquares, and
more than a rook.

is

in factworth much

Ac4

30 Ee3 As5 31 trd3 Ah6
31 ... Axd3 32 8xd3 would be a bad bargain,
gaining an exchange but leaving White with the advantage.
32 Efl Ef5 33 93
It is easier to criticize this move than to find a better one. 33 h3 is
bad because of 33 ... Efg5, after 33 f3 €b7 34 fxg4? Ae3+ White is
mated, and the quiet 33 Eddl h3 34 93 HR followed by Eg8-g5-f5
would give Black full conaol of the entire board.
33 ... trh8! 34 Efdl Efhs 35 8e2 hxg3 36 *g3 (D ?) Ae3+

Chesney-Gulko, after 29 ...

Amodestrole fora "good" bishop-deflectingWhite's queen from
"bad bishop" on c4 is superior

e2-but in the resulting position Black's

,%,.9%

% ?ru
%'rf,,
''/fr, %i%
,lfr %r%'N

%i'lru'%8,
ft%4Tru, %i%
%'T .H%
,ffi,,,%,,KW#,
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to White's queen. (Black's rooks of course play their
parts as welll)
37 8xe3
After3T Hxe3 Axe2 38 Exe2 Ef5 White, down
a pawn with several more weak, is lost; stubborn
defense with 3 7 €hl would land White in an equally
hopeless endgame after 3 7 ... Exh2+ 3 8 8xh2 Hxh2+
39 €xh2 Ag5, when after a) +0 E3d2 Axd2 41
Exd2 Ab3 +2 Hn Axa4 43 Exf/ Ac2! or b) 40&92
b5! (40 ... AUI 41 Eal!, but not 41 Efl? Axa4 42
Hxfl Ac2) 41 axb5 a4 42 &f2 (42 H3d2 Ab3l wins;
42 b6? a3t 43 H3d2 143 &f2 Axd3 44 Exd3 Ac1

winsl Ab3lwins) Axd3!43 Hxd3
Chesney-Gulko, after 36
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each case

Black wins on the queenside.
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37 ...Hxh2 38 8g5
There are no other moves: If 38 8f4 Ehl+ 39 &n E8h2+ 40 €e3
Exdl 41 Exdl Ee2 mate, or 38 Efi EAh5 and White has no defense
against 3 9 ... Eh 1 + 40 €f2 Ef5+. But after the last chance, 3 8 Ed2 Exd2

(38 ... Hhl+? 39 gn E8h2+ 40 €e3 Hxd2 4l E3xd2 needlessly
activates White's king) 39 E3xd2 Black, who might try 38 ... b5!?, is
better, but at least White is fighting.
38 ... Axd3 39 Exd3

If 39Hd2 Ehl+40€fz Efi+ 4t&g2Bf5 42 8xg4Ae4+43 €g1

Ehl

mate.

39... Hhl+ 40&f2 EghZ+ 41€e3 Eel+ 1-0
White will be mated on his weak light squares.
The King's Indian Defense has a characteristic pawn structure analogous
to that of the French. White's pawns on e4 and d5 are opposed by
Black s on e5 and d6, so according to classical theory Black's bishop on
97 is bad. But is this always true? Let's look at how the world champion
handled that bishop.

Kmsrv-lhspARov, Mruula (Orvnrno) 1992
KrNc's

honn Derrilse E88

t d4 af6 2 c4 963 Ac3

Ag7 a e4 d6

5B 0-0 6 Ae3 eS 7 d5

c6 8 Ed2 cxd5 9 cxd5 a6 10 Ad3 Ah5 l1 94
This is a new and interesting idea, probably prepared especially for
this game. White prevents Black's plan of obtaining counterplay with
the normal f5 push, since after multiple exchanges on f5 White would
have a significant advantage due to his strong knight outpost on e4 and
the weakness of Black's dark-squared bishop and light squares.

tt ... af412 Ac2
The second part of White's plan is to force Black to exchange his
knight on f4 for his own once it reaches e2. But Black has a plan of his
own: to force White to take the knight, allowing exf4
and the liberation of the bishop on g7.

t2 ...b513 gf2
I don't like this move,

since it takes the queen
worse one. White is preparing Agl-e2, which was impossible right away because of Ag2 +, but it was possible to reach the same
goal with 13 0-0-0, a move thatwill have to be played
eventually.
13 ... ad7 14 dge2 b4 t5 Ara4 a5 (D 8) 16

from

a

good square to

a

6xf4
Strategic triumph for Black! White could not
bear the pressure from the knight on f4 any longer.
Attempting to simplift with 16 Ab6 was not suf6-
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cient, as after 1 6 ... Ah3

U8

93

Axb6

1

8

8xh3 6c4 Blackwould have

strong initiative. And if 16 h4, Black could still force the exchange on
f4 with 16 ... Aa6l It is interesting to see in this variation a "good"
bishop on c8 (which is generally not a very active piece in the King's
Indian) help its "bad" compatriot improve its position.
16 ... exf417 Axf4 Ae5 18 0-0-0
The more careful method of casding, 18 0-0, would allow 18 ...
Aa6 19 Efcl 8f6 20 Sg3 95! 21 Axe5 Sxe5 and Black dominates on
the dark squares.
18... Ac4 19 Ae3 Axe3 20 8xe3 Eb8!
The knight on a4 has become, after the dark
a

squares, a second headache for White.

n

21 Ab3 AdZ zz €br $ea
ab6 Abs 24
Hdz a+ 25 Adl (D 9) Eb7!
A very beautiful solutionl Black could win the
trapped, lonely guy on b6 with 25 ... Af6 (threatening Ad8), when after 26 E c2b3 27 axb3 axb3 28Hc6

8e5! (the struggle would continue after 28... Axc6
29 dxc6 8xc6 30 ads) 29 Ec3 Exb6 30 Sxb6
Ad3+ mate is inevitable, but he prefers to exchange
the knight on b6 for the "good" but useless bishop on
b5 and then use all his remaining pieces, especially

9 tr

Kamsky-Kasparov, after 25 ,., Eb7
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the monster on 97, for the decisive attack. And it
provides us with a better illustration of our theme!
26 eS b3 27 axb3 axb3 28 Axb3 Bb8 29 Dc4
Axc4 30 Axc4 Axe5 (D 10)
Black preferred this position to the one with an
extra piece because here his advantage is more than
a piece: It is possession ofall the dark squares on the
board. Here we can safely repeat an old rule, that the
presence of opposite-color bishops is an advantage
for the attacking side. This is a clear example-the
bishop at d3 cannot protect tfie squares attacked by
the bishop at e5. Butwe can also intoduce anewrule:

A "bad" bishop is much better in attack than in

%H

defense. When defending, such a bishop can protect
only the same squares as its own pawns, leaving the
Kamsky-Kasparov, after 3O ... Axe5
other color squares weak. But in an attack, the bad
bishop controls the squares that are weakest in the
enemy's camp. Again, compare the bishops at d3 and e5 in this position.
The pawns on d5 and d6 make these bishops "bad" in the formal sense,

but if they were moved one rank down, to d5 and d4, Black's bishop
would become "good" but useless.
318e28a7 32 Ecl Ea8 33 b3 Af4 34@c2Ke7 35 8d3 8c5
36
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38 Eb2

8xd4

39 Hxd4 Hxb2+ 40

€xb2 Ae5 with a decisive

advantage.

38 ... HxB

The end of this game is quite cruel. Resignation about five moves
ago would have been the only merciful escape for White.
39 Sxf4 Exf4 40 Exa2 Bgl+ 4l &c2 Bxh2+ 0-1
In this game, Kamskyhad to open the diagonal for the bad blackbishop,
and the begirying of White's disaster was the push 1l g4!? But what are
the prospects of the 97 bishop if White makes a better effort to keep it
botded up? "Miserable," answers the following classic game.
Pernosnn-GuFEr-D, LENHGRAD (USSR

Gmunonstp) 1960

Krflc's lNDtAil Dsrrrse E92
I d4 af62 c4 963 Ac3 Ag7 a e4 d6 5 AB

O-O 6

Ae2

eS 7 dS

ahs

Not a very good idea. Black will be forced to retreat the knight
before he can get in the f5 break.
8 93! 6a6
Bad is 8 ... f5? 9 exf5 gxf5 10 6xe5.
9 ad2 Afo to h4! c6 11 6b3 D.c7 t2 Ag5 cxdS
I thinkthis move, though itclarifies the central situation, is a crucial
mistake. Now it becomes easy for White to undertake operations on the
queenside.

13 cxd5 h6 (D 11) 14 Axf6! 8xf6 15 Ag4!
White intends to bring about a position with no active possibilities
for the bishop on g7 ,and if he succeeds, he will effectively have an extra
piece for his attack on the queenside. Thus, he gets rid of his bad
squared bishop.

15 ... h5 16

Axc8 Eaxc8 17 8e2 Ah6

The bishop

has found an open diagonal, but

it

has no targets and

cannot participate in any active operations.
18 Aa5 Eb8 19 0-0 EfcS
A senseless move. Black is not following a reasonable plan. Itwas essential to create a struggle with
the immediate 1 9 ... 8e7, followed by 6e8-f6-g4 (or
Ae8-g7) and f5.
20 a4 Sd8 2l dc4 €.e8 22 Ha2 8c7 23 b3
The lastWhite pieces are leaving the dark squares.
23 ...Wd7 2+&92 Ec5 25 HblE5c8 26Hc2

dc7 27 E1b2 Hfll
At last Black has found a plan, but it is too late.
White's army has already prepared for the decisive

?H'e%
E%,A#,'%t',N
1f,f".ffi'lf,""ffitqft
%
% %frqfl ",,W''/N

% %fr%
%a:ffi % rfl,

M*'.,%,ffi,m

attack on the queenside and made the necessary
11 tr
prophylactic moves to protect the kingside.
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(D 12) 33

ab1!

This stops all black counterplay. Now, if 33 ...f434Hb3 stops the
black pawn, whereas if Black tries fxe4 White's knight at b1 will gain
access to the potentially important e4 square. The

%''%,8%,
%E?rus%
"ffi
vfr,
i%; ru %{N
%'T %nqf,,t%t
,"'ffi%fr% Vru
% %'/ffi,

game is heading toward a sad ending for Black on the

queenside.

33 ... gh7 34 Hb3 fxe4 35 8xe4 Ef5 36 tra3
B*b7 37 Ac3 EefS 38 Bc4 EA rg Exa6 Ae3 40

|,e4
fu

did Kasparov against Kamsky, Petrosian improves his position instead ofcapturing unnecessary
pieces.

40... Ah6 4lHxa7

l-o

D*ry'ry,*%

L2 E

Petrosian played this game very clearly and logically.
Did he, in effect, refute the King's Indian? It seemed
Petroslan-cufeld, after 32 ... EbeS so easy for White to exchange the unnecessary pieces
while keeping the inactive g7-bishop on the board,
after which his implicit extra piece brought automatic victory. But let's
look at the next game before drawing any hasty conclusions.

l. lvlnov-BenrArrN, hcxsorlrur (U.S. GrnmploNsHle) 1990
KrNG's lnonn Derense E92
t c4 962 e4 As7 3 d+ d6 4 E.c3 6f6 5 Ae2 (H) 6 AA e5 7 d5
a5 8 G-0 da69 Ae5 h6 10 Ah4 Se8 1l Ael Ac5 12 Axf6 Axf6
13

Aga
Ivanov is copying Petrosian's plan. With hindsight of 30 more

years of opening knowledge, Benjamin has reacted better than Gufeld

E% %:g2Y@ry,
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lvanov-Benlamln, after 14 Bxg4
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did. Still, what will he do about the fundamental
problem ofhis bad bishop?
13 ... Axg4 14 8xg4 (D 13) Ad8!
A very deep idea! Black transfers his bishop to
the queenside, where from a5 or b6 itwill emphasize
the weakness of the dark squares in White's position.
15 Be2 c6 16 Edl Ac7 17 h4?!
White continues to imitate Petrosian's scheme,
but 17 Ad3 or 17 b3 would have been more appropriate, with an unclear position in either case.
t7 ...8e7ls 93 €97 19 AA a4t2o h5 Aa5

Wd7 22 Efdl Hae8 23 &92 fsl
This push gives the advantage to Black. All ofhis
pieces are actively placed, with the "bad" bishop on
a5 playing a key role in the ensemble.
21

Ecl

AraenrcaN Cness JounNar

The

24 exfi
White sacrifices a pawn to gain control of the
light squares. The alternative 24 Ah4 Axc3 25 bxc3
fxe4 26hxg6 Hf6 would give Black a stong attack on
the f-fiIe.
24 ...HxfS 25 o,e4 dxe4 26 Sxe4 Hefr 27
Ed3 Hxh5 2S alf.4 (D 14) Exh4!
This shot ends White's chances for counterplay
on the light squares. Now 29 Sxh4 8f5 30 trddl (30
Hcdl e4!) Ad8 31 Bhl Sxfz+ 32 ghl 8f3+ 33
892 th5+ 3+&h28g435 dxc6Hf5 36cxb7€B+
37 & g2Hh5+ 38 €g1 Ab6+ results in mate, with the

Myxery of Bad
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lvanov-Benjamin, after
help of the "bad" bishop.
29 gxh4 Ef4 30 8e2 Bf5 31 c5
A desperate attempt to close the a7-g1 diagonal to the blackbishop.
In case of 3l Hg3 Ab6 f Z Efl cxd5 33 cxd5 e4 Blackwins easilybecause
his bishop is much stronger than either ofWhite's rooks, and if 31 dxc6
bxc6 32 Exd6 Eg4+ 3 3 €f1 Exh4 with a decisive advantage (34 Bc2

28 ah4

sga).
31

... cxd5 32 cxd6

ab6

33

Eft

e4 34Hg3 d4 3 5 I d2e3 36

SdS+ 37 €h3 Se6+
Of course, 37 ... Hxh4+ 38 €xh4
38 €92 8d5+ 39 B 8xd6 0-1

th5

Bel

mate was also very strong.

So what can we conclude from these games? There appears to be only
one corrrmon thread: Perhaps the solution to the mysteryof bad bishops
is that bishops keep the qualities of their owners, so stronger players have
better bishops than weaker players. But even this carurot always be true.

In

1989

I

gave a lecture at the Harvard Chess Club, where

I

discussed the game I won against Bent Larsen at F{astings 1 98 8-89 (see

Inforruant 47, game 609). In that game my bad bishop played an
important role in my attack. One listener told me afterwards, "Before
your lecture I thought I understood one element ofchess strategygood and bad bishops. Now I realize that I don't understand anything."
I was proud to have raised at least one player's understanding ofchess
strategy to a higher level. Have I done the same for you? ar
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I arived in Durango, Colorado for the U.S. Championship
in December I 992, I used my first few hours alone to write a list of things
I would do to earn more money from chess once I got back home. The
first 1 1 months of 1992 had not been successfirl as far as earning money
from tournament prizes was concerned. I had been reasonably well-paid
for playing in Wijk aan Zee rnJarntary when the appearance fee and the
second place money were counted together, but since that tournament I
had hit a dry spell. I was making much of my living as a writer and by
engaglng in other chess-related activities, not by wirudng prizes.
It may sound strange to the amateur, but many professional
chessplayers make the bulk of their money from other activities and use
it to supplement the "hobby'' of actually playng. I do not like to travel
through Europe for months at a time, nor do I enjoy competing in the
Grand Prix circuit of American opens. For me, t-he only worthwhile way
to play chess has been to play in good, top-quality international tournamens plus the strong American Swisses. That's fine and dandy if you
win enough money in those events, or if you are a Samford Fellow. But
during the year 1992 neither of those conditions had applied to me, so I
needed to search for new ideas to supplement my earnings.
The brainstorming list took me a couple of hours to finish. When I
put it down, I stood up to stand by the large picture window of my hotel
room. The view outside was beautifirl. It really is true that when you are
Patrick Wolf is the Technical Editor of Arneican ChessJoumal.
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brought close to nature, it can have a transcendental effect upon your
thoughs. I looked at the river flowing by -y room and the mountain
rising above on the other side and was awed. The beauty and seclusion of
the place seemed right for the setting of the U.S. Championship.
When I was four years old I was introduced to chess when I saw my
father playing over t}re moves of the Fischer-spassky match. When I was
five, my father taught me the moves. But it was at the age of eight that I
fell in love with the game. It was then that my parents gave me Bobby
Fischer's IWy Si*ry Memorable Games. That book made chess seem alive
and exciting to me. Each scoretable represented a secret and mlsterious
place. Every game was an adventure. And each game in sequence was

one more step in a journey that
would never finish.
Now I was at the U.S. Championship in a zonal year. Even for
Fischer, this would have been a
worthy enough event to mention

in his book. If someone had told
me when I first opened that book
that I would be here now ... how
improbable itwould have sounded!

it struck me how important
this toumament was. Never mind
how I would affange my finances
in the coming months-I had my

And

list of things to do when I got back
home. For the next three weeks I
would be fed and housed in Durango, and I was plrlrg in the most
important tournament so far in my life. There were 16 players competing for five interzonal spots. One of them, Ilya Gurevich, had already
qualified by winning the World Junior Championship; Gata Kamsky,
who did not play in Durango, had qualified by rating. That meant there
was a one out of three chance to make it to the next level. I had to get to
work to try to make it happen.

lnner Space
a tournament is going well, I feel like I am in a separate
world. I don't want to know how the other players are doing, and I don't
want to think about how many points separate me from the players near Thb nas tlrc
me. I just want to think about the game at hand. Mornings are spent in rrot impftnt
preparation, the game takes up the day, and then the evening affords
time to enter tlre game, along with notes from the post mortem, into my tounwnmt so hr
computer. Each day is sharply defined by the game played that round, in mylih.
and chess perneates the air. I breathe it, eat ig hear and see it constandy.
Which is not to say that I necessarily play it successfullyl In the first

I find that if
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lucky escape againstJohn Fedorowicz. They say that there
is no luck in chess. Baloney. What else can you call this game? Did I
escape my troubles because of a brilliant tactical maneuver or with tenaround I had

Ihe hbles
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tirp ad lwon tln
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cious defense? No. He offered me a drawin avirnrallywinningposition.
But at least I returned the favor in the next game, againstAlex Sherzer. I
failed to continue my attack in the correct and fairly obvious way, and he
was able to find a defensive resource in perpetual check. Not only is there
luck, but a weird sort of justice, I guess.
The next game was embarrassing. Kamran Shirazi had lost his first
two games. This was nothing special, but it got everyone joking about
the possibility that he would lose them all, as he nearly did in the 1984
championship. At another tournament I might have thought more about
this. I might have allowed myself to care about such extraneous stuff.
Here I didn't. I guess the only reason I can give is that I cared too much
about doing well to do anything but play chess. So I came to the board
and played. The opening was quite interesting, and in fact I got an
advantage with the black pieces after 20 moves. But Kamran played
excellendy to get counterplay, and I was the one who had to defend. I
found a good resource, but I followed it up badly, and suddenly I was
lost. Then Kamran showed the unfortunate form that was to mark his
entire performance in Durango, where he finished with only one point.
He missed a simple winning move and lost a piece in the process! The

tables had turned for the last time and I won the game. Of course,
everyone knows there is no such thing as luckin chess ...
My game against Roman Dzindzichashvili was a quick draw. Many
people tlink that all quick draws are "grandmaster draws," amicable
arrangements between friends who don't reallywant to play, or competitors splitting prize money instead of running the risk of earning nothing.
This is not always true. Sometimes you just get nothing from the opening. Ifthe position is objectively equal and there is no reason to take risks
to win, it makes perfect sense to agree to a draw. Still, I had played four
games now that didn't make me particularly proud.

Win Some...

My fifi:h-round game against Igor Ivanov was a good batde. I was lucky
here, too, in that Igor simply blundered at a critical moment, but the
opening was the Catalan, which I lnew nothing about. It was a tough
fight and a prettywell-played game.
I think this game made me bolder in the opening, because from this
point on I started playng openings that I had never used before in my
life. When I did play the openings that I knew, I would draw or lose! In
my next game I played 1 d4 against Stuart Rachels. For me, this was like
switching my college major from literature to physics. But as crazy ideas
go, this one was hatched in a sane way. I knew that Stuart was playing
only the Queen's Gambit Accepted, an opening I also play as Black. I
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knew that Stuart had a very narrow opening repertoire because he was
spending most of his time studying at Oxford. And I had an idea I wanted
to try against it. Stuart fell right into my preparation and I won my
easiest game of the tournament.

... lose Some

Why, then, did I have to lose the next game, where I played one of my
best novelties ever? After beating Stuart, I prepared for Ilya Gurevich
with relish. I knew that Ilya would play right into very important

^ when training
novelty in the Sicilian that I had prepared earlier that year
withViswanathanAnand in Spain (seeACJ,Number l, pp. G38). This
move changed a position thought of as better for White into one where
he is challenged to equalize. Ilya walked right into it and I quickly got a
big advantage. Then I blundered into a lost position. A few moves later f yon fuffillyorfi
he blundered back into a position that was clearly better for me, after
which I blundered again into a losing position, from which he put me own eryectatins,
away. It was the novelty of the year, and I lost the gamel
you tryillftd
Losses are tough to deal with, but some are more painfrrl than osbrug;"
wen il
others. Losing this game, which I knew I had played very badly, drained
my confidence. That sounds odd in a way, because you would think that yfl encomt€f a
it is the game you lose despite your best effors that would sap your
confidence. I mean, ifyou go in there and give ityour all, you work like a se{back.
demon and you lnow that you played well and even so you get beaten,
that is a very limiting experience. You can't lie to yourself and say that
you are really better than your performance, and it would seem that it
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would be that experience that would hurt more than being able to write
off a bad game due to crossed circuits in the brain. But when I lost to
Gulko a few rounds later in a game where I just got my butt whacked, I
did not feel nearly as drained as I did after this loss to Ilya. I think it is
because true strength or weakness comes from a feeling about yourself,
and not which games you win or lose. No one feels "weak" because he
can't lift a truck, because no one is expected to be able to lift a truck. If
you firlfill your own expectations, you will feel "strong," even if you
encounter a setback. In this game I had very high expectations. After all,
I was playing an opening which I felt ought to win on its own. Yet I lost
the game, so I felt weak and temporarily lost confidence.
Next I played White against Yasser Seirawan. Ironically, this was a
fornrnate pairing. I needed to "catch mybreath" in this game. The white
pieces gave me a good oppomrnity to do so, and my opponent seemed to
be playing it safe in this tournament. It was clear that Yasser wanted only
to score well enough to qualify, so if I got any kind of reasonable position
out of the opening, I could offer him a draw. I agonized over this decision before the game, because I do not like to chicken out, but sometimes
discretion really is the better part of valor. After the game with Yasser
there would be a rest day, and then I could come out swinging again. And
ifl had any doubts about this decision the day before, the fact that I only
slept about three hours that night certainly removed theml I offered a
draw in a position from the Caro-Kann Defense which was even, or
perhaps slighdy better for Blac( but Yasser had already taken a lot of
time, so he shook hands. M"yb" this was an appropriate way to resolve
this eighth and middle game of the U.S. Championship. This calm,
uneventfrrl game separated two very bloody halves of the tournament.

Inspiration?
Taken together, the next two games were bizarre. I had the "inspiration"
to play the Caro-Kann myself for the first and only time in my life
against Alexander Ivanov. My intention was to reach the same position
that Yasser had against me in the previous round. I figured that not only
would I thus know the position better than Alex, but it was also not bad
for Black. Plus, it would cenainly take him by surprise! I played it, and of
course AIex deviated from what I had hoped for on move three. By move
five, I had a position that I barely knew. I had spent the entire morning
preparing the Caro-Kann, so I had an idea against almost every possible
line, but of course Alex played one of the few lines that I had not prepared anything against. Great. If Alex had not had such chronic trouble
with the clock during the toumament, I could never have gotten away
with such a risky opening choice. He steadily outplayed me, getting a
large positional advantage. However, he also used an enorrnous amount
of time. I purposely steered the position to\ /ards a risky sacrifice. It could
not be sound, I ftnew, but it would give me a lot of play. Since by now he
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had about l0 minutes for 25 moves, that suited me just fine. I uncorked
the sac, and sure enough in his time pressure he drove a winning @ut
difificult) position into the ground. Fortune favors the brave, theysay, but
this was pretty damn fornrnate.

Why did I follow such a risky opening strategy? Pardy, I think,
I was still suffering the effects of losing the game to Ilya. I felt I
had to prove something to myself. This was stupid, of course. The only
thing I had to prove \Mas that I could win the game. In that respect, my
because

decision was based on recklessness. However, there was something else
at worlg a curious effect of the time I spent working with Anand. It would
seem on the surface that the most important thing I got out of that time
was a lot of new opening lnowledge, such as the novelty I played against
Ilya. But I think now that I got something else even more valuable. I so1
the confidence to play any type of position, even one that I knew nothing
about beforehand. Anand has an amazing talent for chess; he is able to
learn almost any opening quickly and understand the essence of it. When
we spoke about making pro$ess as a chess player, he told -. th"t hJ
thought his most important "leap" came when he decided to learn opening system after opening q/stem just for the benefit of learning more
about chess. This had the effect of challenging me both during and after
our work together to broaden my conception of the game. Even though
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it led me to do stupid things sometimes-like plalng this silly CaroKann game-even the silly things had beneficial effects on my ability to
play. Maybe it was because of this that I was able to weasel my way out of
my troubles against Alex.

Pop Goes the Weasel
Nothing, however, could help me weasel my way out of my game against
Boris Gulko. My biggest mistake was to play an opening that I thought I
ftnew. Gulko knew it better, and played an impressive novelty against
me. From that point on he outplayed me and overcame my resistance to
win a fine game. I was not happy after this game, but I also was not angry
with qrselfl or rvorried about my ability to play. I guess I understood
that I had simply been outplayed and that this happens sometimes.
So I had taken one step forward and one step back. Meanwhile, Alex
Sherzer was winning games at a breakneck pace: he had 8 points after
round 10! I was trying to play my games in my own separate world, as I
said before, butnow everyone was talking aboutAlex's performance and
it was impossible not to know that he was leading by a wide margin. I
knew also that I was in second place, or maybe third, with Gulko, and
that I had excellent chances to qualify if I continued to play well.
Mynext round game was againstJoel Benjamin. In marked conffast
how *impy I felt after losing to Ilya Gurevich, I was ready to fight
_to
hard after losing to Gulko.
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BennnupWoLFF, DURAI{@ (U.S. GtnmppnsHlP) 1992

Srcrum Derrrse B9O
1 e4 c5

2 afs d6 3 d4 cxd4 4 dxd4

6ff 5 6c3 a6

I had already played rwo different lines of the Rauzer,
Caro-Kann, so it was clearly time for

a

as

well

as

the

Najdorf!

6a4 6rc6
is a very good move in this position, because the inclusion of a4
and ... a6 precludes White from playing a Sozin or Rauzer effectively.

This

7 Ae2
Joel and I played a game in the last round of the 1992 World Open
thatwent 7 f4 e5 8 Ab3 d5? (8 ... Ae7 is a normal Najdorf) 9 exd5 Ab4
10 fxe5 Afxd5 11 6xd5 Sh++ tZ 93 Se4+ 13 gf2! and White was
clearly bener, although we eventually drew the game.

7 ... 96l?
7 ... e6 is a Classical Scheveningen, and 7 ... e5 is the "theoretical
equalizer." Both are quite good moves, but the text mixes it up the most'
From a theoretical standpoint it should be slighdy dubious, because we
reach a Classical Dragon where now the inclusion of a4 and '.. a6 should
help White. Still, Black has pretty fair chances, and variety is the spice of
life!

84e34979G40410f4
Joel was strugglingwith the clock in this event. Sometimes that can
be caused by bad "sporting form," but sometimes only nerves can explain
it. Why else wouldJoel have used more than half an hour by this point?

10... Eb8!?

,,8

aA'
?ru,

''#,

tt'%,
%t

r%
%6ru
''%.

This is an interesting attempt to make some use of the inclusion of
a4 and... a6. By the way, it is well ftnown that the move Black should play
without the two a-pawn moves-... 8b6-is a mistakehere: 10... gb6? 11 a5! Axa5 (11 ... Exb2 12
Aa4 8b4 13 c3 Bxa5 14 dxc6 bxc6 15 AbO +-; tZ
e5 Ae8 13 Af5 gd8 14 6xe7+ 8xe7 15 Ad5 gd8
16

,

Ab6 with a large plus for White. Black could just

retreat the queen, but this too gives White

a

big edge.

119d2

K,ry
%:"'E
t
%
""tTM,E'*

White
11 ...

can play other moves here, too.

Aga

P Ll t2 ghl?!

Joel burned up a lot more time thinking about

,fl
ru,'%
?ru

BenlamlF-Wolff, after 11 .,, Ag4

White) dxe5 (16

this passive move.I expected 12 Eadl Axe2 13 $xe2,
and now:
a) 13 .'6xd4?! 14 Axd4 is slighdy better for
White, and if Black tries to justiS' it with 14 ... b5,
then 15 axb5 axb5 16 e5 (also 16 Ad5!? is better for
...

Ae8

17

Axb5

t)

17

Aa7

is clearlybetter for White.

...8c8 (with the idea of 14 ... Ag4) and now:
bl) 14h3 Ee8l? or 14 ... EdSl? is unclear, but Black still cannot

b) 13
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free himself by taking on d4 and
playrng...b5: 14... Axd415 Axd4
b5 16 axb5 axbi 17 Axf6! Axf6
18

Ad5 r.

n

b4 AdS He8 is okay for
Black because White still has to do
something about his e-pawn.
b3) 14 f5!? lools a litde better for White. If Black tries to free
himself with 14 ... Ed8, then 15
Ad5! clamps down on that, although even here 15 ... Ee8 is unclear. Blackwants to play... e6, but
it has to help White that he has
gotten the tempo f5 in for free.

t)

13

.,Sa5!?

was suggested

it looks
quite reasonable. The obvious move is 14 ab3 (14 f5 is met strongly by
14 ... gb4), and Elliott here pointed out that 14 ... 8b4 can be met by 15
e5! dxe5 16 Ac5 +-. Black could meekly retrear rhe queen to c7 (when
White should have an advantage because the queen is in the way of a
future Ad5 hit), but I think that by 14 ... gh5! Black can solve most of
his problems. The possibility of ... Ag4 forces White to trade queens,
when Black should be fine.
by Elliott Winslow, and

12... Axe2 13 ddxe2
13 Sxe2? |ix414 Axc6 Axc3

''ru

+.

13 ... b5
Black has equalized. Or, to put it another way,lf
this position is not fine for Black, then the entire idea
with 10 ... trb8 cannot be good, because vrhat could
Black possibly be aiming for if not this position?
14 axbS axb5 15 Ag3 (D 2)
A sensible move, to protect the e-pawn against
the coming... b4. White could also have tried 15 Ea6

ScB (15 ... Ab+ t6 Ha7 alc6 t7 Ea6 Ab4 etc. is
equal) 16 Efal He8!? threatening 17 ...b+, although
after 17 Ag3 "the game goes on." The idea of dou-

,g.tEM,

%''%D7rf,.
%'mtMi
1Xt%
%i% % %-'

,ry,KNryK
'T

?ru
2a

,ftW ',%ft/fl,

%

%H%ffi

BenJamln-Wolff, after 15 flgi3

bling the rools on the a-file is certainly not as aggressive asJoel played in the game, but it does have the virnre of shoring up
the queenside. Notice that if instead of 16 ... He8 Black pl ays 16 ...b4 17
Ad5 Axe4? (17 ... Ee8 =) then instead of 18 Exc6? Axd2 (18 ... 8xc6
19 dxeT +) 19 Exc8 Efxc8 20 dxeT + €f8 2 1 Axc8 Ac4, White simply
plays 18 gd3! winning a piece because of the threat Exc6.

ls... ad7!?

After some thoughg
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anticipating the coming pawn sacrifice. Black had other ways to play,
however:
a) 15 .., b4 16 Ad5 (or else White is just passively worse) e6 (16 ...
Alg4 U Ag1 e6 [17 ... Axb2 18 Ea6! Ec8-forced, since if 18 ... 8c8??
19 Exc6!-19 Ab6 trb8 20 ads =l 18 Ea6 exd5 [18 ... Aa5!? is interesting, because 19 Ab6 can be met by 19 ... gh4! so White can play 19
Ab6 Axb2 20 Hxa5 Hxb6 2l Axb6 gxb6 and win the exchange, but
Black has compensation herel 19 Exc6 dxe4 20 oixe4 [20 trxd6 8e7 is
slighdy better for Blackl 8e7! [20 ... d5 21Ed0 EeZ 22 8xd5 and now
White's pieces coordinate well enough to give him an advantage]; the
idea of 20 ... 8e7! came from Ferdinand Hellers, who felt that Black
should be equal here) 17

Axff*

(17 Ea6l? exd5 18 Hxc6 Axe4

Axe4? dxe4 20 Hxd6 Ec7 should be slighdy
better for Black, since he has a much better
pawn structure, and White's control of the dfile is not enough to compensate; however, 19

19

,E! # '&e%

% % %t%t

%6%t"N{',ry,

8xd5l 6xg3+ 20 hxg3 Axb2 2 1 Hxd6 should %,N%'DK;ru%"ry,
be equal) Axf6 18 Eabl d5 (D 3) and now:
aI) 19 exdi Exd5 +.
7,ft,ftW '%nrp
a2) 19 e5?l Ae7 is a fantastic French-

%%"N'6

type position for Black.
a3) t9 Hfdt d4 20

Agl e5 +.
L9 f5 dxe4 (19 ... exf5 20

%H%

%H%@

3tr

gxd5
=)
20lxe6 Q0 6rxe4 exfi 2l Axf6+ 8xf6 +; 20 8xd8 Axd8 21 fxg6 Ql
fxe6 f5 +; 2t f6Ac7 +l hxg6 22 Axe4 Ae7 T) Sxd2 2l exfT + (2 1 Axd2
fxe6 T with the idea that 22 6ixe4 allows 22... Axb2!) fuf7 22 Axd2
aq

Ee8 T.
b) 15 ... oga rc Agl ba 17 ads! transposes to line (a).
c) 15 "..e6 16 f5 b4 t7 6ra4 d5!? 18 tue6 fxe6 (18 ... dxe4 19 exf/+
Exf/ is a mess, but I am inclined to think that White stands well after,
say,20 8e2) 19 Ac5 8e7 is probably a litde better for Black, but not l9
... d4? 20 6xe6 dxe3 21 Axd8 exd2 22 Axc6.
Keep in mind here, as throughout this article (and indeed, whenever
you work through a piece of chess analysis), that evaluation symbols like
T and t should be viewed as guidelines for examining positions, not as
the absolute proclamations they may seem to be. Independent judgment
and investigation are essential.

t6 f5
l6Ra6 Ec8 17 Efal Ee8 is comfortable for Black.
16...b/.17 adst
Joel understands that he has to play actively, even at the cost ofthe
b-pawn. For example, the passive L7 adl b3 (17 ... Af6!? with the idea
of ... d5 is also interesting) 18 c3 Ace5 gives Black easy play. The text
move starts an attack on the kingside to compensate for the loss of a
pawn. It gives Black the chance to go wrong, and even if Black defends
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well White should have enough play for the pawn to draw, so Joel's
decision was correct.
17 ... Axb2 18 Ea6 Ec8
18 ... 8c8?? 19 Exc6! Also interesting is the prospect of moving one
of the knights to e5, but in either case 19 Ah6 EeS 20 fxg6!? with the
idea of 21 Af5 lools dangerous for Black.
19 Ah6 (D a) Ee8!
Here it was possible to fall into a defish trap: 19

%E#,

?W.g%

% %a7rft,f'%t
H%47f, %t",.,N
%'T %h%ft%
,%fr% %

1zo ... gxhs 21 8g5 +-;
relativelybestis 20... Ac3 21 Axc3 bxc3 22$f4,but
White has a monstrous attack) 2l gxh6 gxhi 22 f6!
exf6 (22 ... Dxf6 23 Exf6! gives White a strong attack
with the idea of Ef5 and Exh5, since Black can't take
the rook on f6) 23 Ef5l and Black cannot defend, e.g.
23 ... Ee8 24 Exh5 Aft 25 bxf6+ gh8 26 SxhT+
DxhT 27 ExhT mate.
20 ahs
Does White have a stronger move?
20 ... at6l,
4 tr
Not 20 ... gxh5 21 8g5+ €hg Zz f6 mating.

... Ag7? 20 Ah5!

Axh6

%%%"'ffi
''Nfr',N

%ft"rffi,

% % %H%e

BenlamlrFwolfr, after 19 Ah6

216hxft+ exf622 Ab6?!
With this move White had less than five minutes to reach move
forty. White no longer has an attack, but he can bail out into a slighdy
worse endgamewith22 Axb4 Axb4 23 8xb4 WC (23... Ae5 +) 24
8xd6l (but 24 Exd6 Ea8! looks more uncomfortable for White) The
text move is not yet a mistake, but it makes life more difficult for White.

22... Ac3 23 gdl Ebs

23 ...Hc7 24 adl Ec8 25 Ab6.
24 Ac4 Ec8 25 Ha2&c7 26 Af4
Not 26 Axd6? Eed8 -+, but even after 26 8xd6 Blackis better: 26
...8xd6 27 dxd6Ked8 28 Af4 (28 Edt? Ae5 29 Ha6 Ebc8 -+;28 o.c4
Hd429 Ae3 Exe4 30 Ad5 [30 fxg6 hxg6 31 Ad5 f5 +] g5!?) Ae5 (28 ...
Ae5 29 Ha6 [2.9 Axe5? Axe5 30 Ac4 Ac3 is clearly better for Blaclq
with the strong bishop and White's weak pawns, and 29 Edl? Eb6 30
Ah6 6ga just losesl €g7 +) 29 Axe5 orxei Q9... fxeS?! 30 Edl Eb6
31 Eaal =) 30 Ea6 €fS I t Edl (31 fxg6 hxg6
32 Exf6+ €e7 -+; trd7! (31 ... Ac4?! 32 Hd3
Eb6? 33 Ea8+! [33 Axc4? Exa6!] &e7 34
Axc4 +-) 32HdS (32Ha5 6c4! 33 Ead5 Ae3)
,ft,i%
%H.xft%
Ebd8 + (D 5) 33 Eb6 €e7; White's knight on
d6 is in jeopardy and will escape only at the

%2HEi,%
% %B%t%i
H% 't
%

cost ofa pawn:

'm.'e,m%D%D%

a) 33 34 Ab5 (also 34 6ib7 Exd5 [34 ...
Eb8 35 ExdT AxdT 36 Ebsl 35 exd5 Exd5 36
5
h3 Ed4 +) Exd5 35 exd5 ExdS +.

%fr% %frvffi,
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b) 35 DxbT Hxds 36 exd5 Ac4 37 fxg6!
(37 Arc5 6e3 +) fxg6 38 d6+l (38 Ac5 Ae3)
gd7 (38 ... Axd6 39 orci intending40 Ad3) "ryr%',r2"%'rrz.%rK

.%%gn%i,%7ft,,D%
Ac3 Ae3 41 6xb4 €c5
(D 6) and Black will win the c-pawn. F{ow'"m16"ry%rN%D%
ever, \,Vhite still has good drawing chances in
39 Ac5+

Sxdf

the endgame.
26 ... N,e5

+O

27 |.e3 ac4t 28 Ad5 8c5

,,rz%D%.,m%D&

2ewd3 (D 7) gd4t
6tr
It is obvious that one's own time trouble
makes it difficult to think clearly, but sometimes even your opponent's
time trouble can get to youl This is what happened to me here, as I

?ru'%H%t%

% %,m.%i'%f
%''#'h%fr%
,fti%
%
''%
vru.a%,fr7,,w
''%i''NW%

%

ryffi,,%,,,ffiffi
gd3

,ru
Benjamln-Wolff, after 29

,m.ry,2rry%
'%

,ft ''tfl,r%

moved too quicklyand gave White the chance to equalize. The best move here is 29 ... 6,b2! 30
(30

gB

Bg3 Hxe4 31 Axd6 8c4 +; 30 Exb2? Axb2 31 fxg6
Wg632 Axd0 SxaO T dxl6+ 8xf6 -+; 30 Se2??
8xd5 -+) 8c4 and Black keeps some pressure.
30 h3?

Not

30 6<96

hxg63l Axf0+ 8xf0 32 gxc4 Ebc8
35 Hxd6 Ag7! and Black

33 gd3 8e634Ra6 Bxe4

still keeps a large advantage as White's c-pawn is wealg
but White should play right away 30 bxf6+! 8xf6 3 I
Bxc4 gxf5 (31 ... trbc8 32 gd3 and now Black does
not have e6 at his disposal) 32 exfi gxf5 33 Axd6
trbc8 34 Exf5 Exc4 35 h3 with a probable draw.
30...8xe4 31 Axc3 bxc3 32 8xc3 Ae5
Black has a clear edge here, because he has consolidated his extra pawn. True, it is doubled, but in
addition White's pieces are badly placed and he has
lots ofweaknesses in his position.
33 Ag3 Ebc8 34 Wd2 ac4 3s 8D, Ae3 36

EelBc4!(D

8)

ForcingWhite to improve Black's pawns.
37 txg6tliig6
It is messy to take the rook on a2, but this also

8xa2 38 gxhT+ €g7 (3 S ... €>ctrZ
Sf5+l forces a perpetual check by
checking on 94 and h4 since if the king goes to f8,
8xc8+ is good for White) 39 Hxe3 Exe3 40 Bxe3
Benjamin-Wolff, after 36 ... Bc4 8xc2 with a large advantage to Blaclq particularly
since 41 Axd6 is met by 41 ... Bdl+. Still, Black's
open king and shattered pawns give White some ciruse to hope. The

ryffi.%^y'%

seems to win : 37 ...

39 Exe3 Exe3 40

move played is cleaner.
38 Eaal
39 ExeS+ Hxe8,10 Ah2 Ee2
The time scramble is over and Black is easily winning.

afi
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41 gA Hxc2 42 Edf Ecl! 43 Excl &xcl+ 44
Asl Sc44s Af2
45 94 Drh4 -+.

45... d5!
This had to be calculated carefirlly.

46944d647 Wxt6
Ah4 g5!? 48 Ael (48 Sxf6 Ae4 49 8d8+
€g7 50 Axg5 8fl+ -+;48 Ag3 Ae4 -+) 8e4 49
8xe4 dxe4 50 €g2 €g7 51 h4 gxh4 52 Axh4 €96
47

with the idea of ... f5 and Blackwins.
47 ... ke4 48 Sd8+
48

Sh4

a8 ...

95

€s7

%'Nt % %

..r,%%

%%%

9tr

Ab6

If the bishop moves to most other

ip

%

-+.
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Benlamln-Wolff, after +8 ...

€g?

it gets

picked off.If 49 Ah4 then 49 ... 95 wins, and if 49 Ag1 then 49 ... gfl
50 Sxd5 Sxh3+ 51Ah2 dg3+ 52 €gl Sfl matel

49...8f1+

50

€h2 Ef4+ 51 €g2 Sg3+ 52 gfl Sxhl+ St

€el 8g3+ 54 gfi *dl+

O-t
White resigned, since after 55 €g1 Edt+

S0

€hZ 8eZ+

57 gh1
pawns

&B+ 58 €hZ Sgl+ 59 ghl th3+ 60 €g1 8xg4+ he is tlree
down and has still not escaped the checks.

"One By One I Mowed Them Down
After this victory I scored three and a half points in my last four games. I
wish that I could say that I was inspired, or that I was playing the best
chess of my life, but I don't think it's true. Cerainly I didn't feel this way.
I just kept doing the only thing I knew how to do at a chess tournament:
I played the best chess I could. It was a combination of some pretry good
chess plus some luck plus keeping my nerves a litde better than my
competitors' that enabled me to win.
For example, take my next round game against Walter Browne.
This was an interesting, hard-fought game where I was in some trouble,
then I was okay, and then I was slighdy better in an endgame that should
have been drawn. Luck came to my aid, however, and Walter gave back a
paum to enter an endgame thatwe both erroneously thoughtwas drawn.
This comedy of errors continued witl both of us allowing and eschewing
the correct drawingand winningideas before the adjournment. Although
I had smoother games, this one was a real fighg and featured some
fascinating positions.
Yasser Seirawan published an interesting story on the U.S. Championship in Insidc Cless (volume 6, number l). He annotated my game
against Browne (pp. 3 7-3 9) and said that it demonstrated the quality that
he felt I showed most in winning the championship: determination.-I was
latteled byhis assessment. Later, I annoated the game mlrself, in greater
deail and from a different perspective. My original noies appeared in
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Chess Horizons, MarcVApril1993, pp. 16-23. The version below has
been significandy revised and expanded, based on subsequent work by
me and others, as well as on a letter from Seirawan to Chess Horizons
Suly/August 1993, pp. 3-4) commenting on my original annotations.

WoueBnowne, Dumreo (U.S. Grnmponslrn) 1992
Srcunr Derrrse 854
1 e4 c5 2 aB d6 3 d4 cxd4 4 6xd4 Atr 5 A!? (D 10)
This move needs some explanation. Walter and I have had two
topical fights in the main line of the Najdorf Variation (5 Nrc3 a6 6
Ag5). I would have gladly continued this tradition, except that I think
these lines are good for Blackl Before this game, I agonized over my
opening choice. I wanted to try for some advantage while hopefirlly
avoiding the stuffhe knewwell.

E:"ffi"eN'g'N
,/,ft.r'%
'T

%

2ru

,tqfl,t^
qf,,""ffi %

'%'l''%"'%'

%:t^%"'%

,/ffi.

E
Woltf-Browne, after 5 f3

During the last six months, I have been experimentingwith 5 B. It is not, of course, a real challenge
to the theoretical soundness of the Sicilian, but it does
have the advantage that it is better than it looks. Black
must still play well to equalize. In addition, there are
many transpositional tricls for a Najdorf player to
deal with. Given that I had some ideas about the finer
points of this move, and also given that Walter is
notorious for getting into time trouble, I thought that
this would be the right moment to use my knowledge
and essay this line.
5... e5!
This is the critical positional test of 5 B. Fifry
years ago, people hit upon the idea of playing, after 5
Ac3, 5 ... e5. The problem is that
this move turns out to be a mistake
because 6 Ab5+t gives White a
clear advanage. So Miguel Najdorf
reahzed that if Black played 5 ... a6

first, then he could play a usefirl
positional move and also prepare 6
... e5. This is the underlying positional idea of the Najdorf Variation. Since 5 B is much slower than
5 Dc3,it follows that 5 ... e5 should
at least be a critical test of dris line,
if not in fact the best response by
Black. Some other moves are:
a) 5 ... a6 6 c4! is White's basic

idea, to set up a Marcczy bind. It
turns out that 5 ... a6 is a bit slow,
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and also now if Black plays 6 ... e5, then White can retreat the lnight to
the better square c2.
b) 5 ...E'c6 6 Ac3l? was my idea for Walter. The consistent response would be 6 c4,but the problem is that Black can free himself by a
quick ... d5: 6 ... e6 7 6rc3 Ae7 8 Ae3 0-0 9 aC d5l went the famous
game Lombardy-Fischer, U.S. Championship l9604L,as quoted inMy
Sixty Memorabh Garues. After 6 Ac3, however, Black faces a difficult
decision, especially for a Najdorf player. He can play 6 ... 96, but of
course this is just a main line Dragon. He can play 6 ... e6, but this leads
to a position which is more of a Scheveningen than a Najdorf. True,
against the 6 Ae3 Najdorf Black can play this way, but it is not as good as
the ... AbdT lines, and anyway I knew that Walter didn't like these lines.
Finally, Black can play 6 ... e5 , and from a "tlteoretical" standpoint, this is
why this position should not be good for White, but still, a Najdorf
player would much rather have the knight on d7!
) 5 ... e6 forces White to be even trickier: 6 Ae3!? Now if 6 ... Ae7
or 6 ... Ac6, White can play 7 oc3, again transposing to lines that a
Najdorf player would rather avoid. By the way, there is an interesting
line here that deserves to be anallzed: 6 ... Ac6 (6 ... gb6 7 8c1) 7 Ac3

gb6?

8

Bd2 8xd2

9 Eb1!

8a3

10

Acb5! 8xa2

11

Edl

and White has

too strong an attack. This may seem simple, but to my knowledge no one
has ever analyzed this position before, and this is the only way to punish
7 ...Eb6 that I could see, so it has some theoretical importance. At any
rate, if Black still tries to play a Najdorf with 6 ... a6, then White can play
7 c4!? andget a more favorable Najdorf. Perhaps 6 ... AbdTl? is the way
for Black to try to get the position he wants.
So these were my ideas when playrng 5 f3, but they never got used in
this game!

6 Ab3 Ae7!
is 6 ... d5, but after 7 Ag5 it is not clear how
Black equalizes, and some recent practice has suggested that White can
play for an advantage. Before the game, my basic idea
was that if Walter did not push 6 ... d5, then I would

The obvious move here

play 7 c4 and just play the game. What I was not
counting on was that he would outplay me in the
opening afterward!

7c4
Compare this position to similar ones in the Najdorf, and I think it is clear that White must play this
move to be able to claim any advantage.

7...0-0 8 Ac3 a5!(D a1)
Very nice chess, and also a novelty by the way.
Black can use his lead in development to gain space on
the queenside. Apositional move of the highest order.
9 Ae3
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9 a4 &b6l is strong, whereas last move S ... gb6 could have been
met by 9 gd3 with the idea of 10 Ae3.
9 ... a410 Ad2 8a5 I I a3
I thought about 1 1 Ec 1 , but it gives Black the extra option of ... a3 at
some point, and I didn't see what White gained by having the rook on
cl. Gregory Kaidanov later made the reasonable suggestion that White
also could have played 11 Ebll? to meet LI ... a3 with 12 b4.
11 ... ad7
Seirawan in his notes suggests 11 ... 6c6, with the idea of ... ad4.
This is interesting, e.g.12 Ad3 (12 M!? axb3 13 Axb3 Bxc3+ [13 ...
gd8 14 Ae2 14 Ad2 gb2 15 Acl and either the game is a draw or
-tl
Black plays 15 ... 8xa1 with unclear play) Ada 13 0-0 Ae6 14 Axd4!?
exd4 15 Ab5 with a mess for both sides. Yasser thought that Walter was
playing it safe, and if he was I can't fault him for it!

12 Ae2Dra6
More ambitious is 12 ... Ad8, but White has two interesting responses to that 13 b4 (13 c5l? dxc5 14 Arc4 8c7 15 Ad5 6xd5 16
8xd5 gets back the pawn with counterplay) axb3 l+ 8xb3 is unclear.
13

0'{ Ac5

Again 13 ... AdS is interesting, especially since now 14 c5 dxc5

6c4 8c7

15

Ad5 6xd5 17 8xd5 Af6 is just clearly better for Black.
White could play 14tA axb315 €xb3, with unclear play, or even 15
6xb3 8xc3 16 Ad2 etc. again. Also, White now has time to shunt the
king out of th e a7 -gl diagonal with 14 ghl so that 14 ... Ab6 15 Ag5 is
16

possible. All in all, Walter's move is more consistent, and just better.
14
John Nunn calls this move "chess laziness" in the
majority of cases, and he is right, but nevertheless I
think that it is a reasonable move here. I didn't ftnow
what I wanted to do yet, but I was pretty sure that this
move would be usefrrl no matter what.

€hl

14... Efc8 (D

Pl

Better than 14 ... Ac6, which allows 15 Ad5 under better circurnstances for White, e.g. 15 ... Axd5
16 cxd5 Ab5 17 Axc5l Axe2 (17 ... dxc5 18 Axb5

Sxb5

19

8c2)

18

Sxe2 8xc5

19

Hfcl

etc.

Now, however, after the text move, if White plaln
15 Ad5 then 15 ... Axd5 16 cxd5 AnStl (the simple
Wolfi-Browne, after 14 ,.. EfcS
16 ... b5 is also possible) 17 Ecl (17 Axc5 Exc5 gives
Blackaverystronginitiative down the c-file) Ab3! 18
Axb3 axb3 19 Axb5 Sxb5 20 Ef2 flll&ite must fight for the c-file and
stop ... Ec2 !) 8a4! gives Black all the play on the queenside.
At this poinq I faced a dilemma. While it is true that my position is
not in any immediate danger of assaulg it is also clear that it is much
easier for Black to undertake action than White. I didn't want to play
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lisdessly, so I searched for an active idea and came up with the text move.
The move I played does in fact activate my pieces, and it even opens lines
against the king that has just been deserted by the rook going to c8, but it
also wrecks the structure of my game, so that if my active play doesn't
compensate, I'm doomed. I still can't say whether what I did was right,
but it worked. A calmer person rnight have played 15 Ecl, which is a
move that legitimately improves my position, although it does not initiate any kind of plan for the middlegame.
15 ft Ac6
Seirawan suggests that 15 ... exf4 would have given Black an easy
game after 16

Axf4 Ac6

17

Ad5 Axd5 l8 exd5 Dfe419 dxe4 dxe4,
as I had intended. White

but White would do better to play 16 Exlll

might well be better in this position. Another idea is 15 ... Ae6, but then,
among other ideas, White could play 16 *e5 dxe5 17 Ad5 Axd5 18
exd5 Ac5 (18 ... Ad4 19 Axd4 exd420 AB) 19 Aga! with active play.
16 fxe5
16

Ec2l?

16... dxe5 17 bd5 Axd5
The right move, but also part of my idea: at least I am getting the
light-squared bishop for my troubles. If 17 ... Axds? there follows 18
cxds Ab5 (18 ... Ad7 P Ac019 Axb5 Bxb5 20 ghslAf6 Q0 ...f6
2l HR gives White a good attack on the kingside) 2 1 Hxf6 gxf6 22 Ah6

th4 and White wins.
18 exd5 Ae8!l
If Black can set up a position with his knight on d6 and pawn on f5,
he will be strategically winning, so this is the most principled move.
However, I had a much stronger alternative to the reply I made.
Wd7 23

t9b/.?
Averycommittal decision, based on the idea thatWhite mustachieve
active play at all coss. Seirawan points out that 19 Ag4 Ed8 Q think that
19 ...Hc7t is even better) 20 Axc5 8xc5? 2lBxf7 &xf/ 22 Ae6+ €f8

23 gh5 leads to checkmate, but also that 20 ... Axc5l is befter, to clear
the e7 square for the king.
Several months later, I did some analysis with GregoryKaidanov as
part of a mutual training session. We gave each other games and positions thatwe had analyzed and pushed each otler to solve them. Kaidanov
suggested that White might play 19 8e1! here, and together we anallzed this move out to advantage for White. The point is that 19 ... bdOl
fails to 20 Axc5l (but 20 8g3 can be met by 20 ... Ee8l? and after 21.
Sxe5 Af6! Black stands well, e.g. 22 8xd6 Hxe3 and White has trvo
pieces en prise and the queen is also in danger of being rapped, or 22
8g3 Axb2 23 Eabl Ae5 24 gCI b6) Sxc5 21 b4! and White has a
strong initiative. If Black does not continue with 19 ... Ad6, though,
White lifu the queen to the kingside and.carries out an attack

19... axb3 20 6xb3 (D 13)
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Wolff-Browne, after 2o Axb3

This is a critical position. Black s game is "prettier," because his pawn strucfure is so much better,
but he must play very precisely. White has nvo bishops and strong c- and d-pawns, and if they ever play in
the game, Blackwill have difficulties. What should he
play here?

20...Pc71
Two alternatives:
a) 20 ...6xb3?! 21

8xb3 Ac5 (21 ...8c77

22

d6! is a good example of the danger in the position for
Black; no matter how he takes the pawn, 23 c5 will be
strong for White, hitting f/) and after either 22 Axc5

Sxc5 23 SxbT Ad6 2+ Wb+ or 22 8xb7 ad6 23
*b3, the game is messy, butWhite's pawn should be
worth Black s blockade.

b) 20

...8a4 is even more ambitious than the text move. White

has

two choices:

bl)2l6rxc5? 8xd1(21 ...Axc5 228xa4Bxa423 Ag4Hc7 24
Axc5 Exc5 25 Ad7 Ea8 +) 22 Hfxdl and Black maintains an iron
blockade after 22... Sxc5, e.g.23 Ag4 Hc7 24 Axc5 Hxc5 25 d6 Ed8
26 d7 af6. White needs to keep more tension.
b2) Better is 21 Ebl

l-

8xa3 22 d6! Axd6 (22 ... dxb3 23 dxeT x;22 ...
dxd623 Axc5 Exc5 24Ralt) 23 gd5 Af6 (forced) 248xd6Dixb3 25
8xe5 and White has good compensation for the pawn.
b22) 2l ...b622 Axc5l? SVhite could also find another move to
keep the tension) Axc5 (22 ... bxc5 23 Hb7) 23 Axc5 bxc5 24 d6 with a
b21) 21...

I don't believe that White should be worse.
Walter's choice in the game looks best. In addition, either 20 ...
8a6!? or 20 ... gd8l?, both suggested by Kaidanov, would have been

mess, but

sensible.

2l

gbl

Still keeping

as

much tension as possible, and simultaneously hitting

b7 andh7.

21...b6
To protect b7, and not believing there is any threat on the kingside.
22 6cl
Chickening out on the kingside, and trying to use the newly weak c6
square as a home for the knighr About that kingside attack:22 Hxfl?
&xf7 (22... Axb3? 23 ExeT 8xe7 24 8xb3 gives White firll compensation for the exchange) 23 8zJ17 Af6! (23 ... Af6 24Hfl is a real attack)

24 dxc5 bxci 25 Ah5* €e7 26 Pg8 and now 26 ... 8d7l (D 13)
should win for Black.

lf 22 Ag4, then not 22 ... Dxb3?
is strong,
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8xb3 8xc4

8d1!
Exfll, e.g.

because 24

andwherever Blackmoves the roolg White plays 25
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2sHxfr!&xt7 Q5... Exds 26 gBl)
26 Ae6+&f827 gh5 ad6 28 8xh7 af629
Ec1 and Black will have to give up the queen
for the rook However, Black can play simply
22 ... Hd8, and the sacrifice is still not sound:
24... Ed8

23 HxfT &xf7 24 gxhT Af6l 25 Ah5+ ge7
26 dxcibxci 27 8g8 Ad6 28 Se6+ €fg -+.

22 ... ad6?
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This is too lackadaisical; 22 ... Aa4l is 13tr
I don't see any real compensation
after 23 ha2 Axa3, and 23 Sb3 Ac5 | is clearly better for Black
23 Ag1(D 14)
Another move like 14 €hl, just to improve the position, mainly
with the point that now a future ... Exa3 will not hit tlle bishop on e3.
23 ...4la4
Here Seirawan suggests 23 ... g6,with the idea of
... f5 and ... e4. This is certainly a logical plan, and
probably better than the text, but White could fight
on with 24 6a2! Hxa3 25 Ab4 trb3 26 I et.White is
down a pawn, but he has significandy activated his
game and Black's rookis stuckbehind enemylines. Of
course Black could have played 25 ... Exal 26 &xal
or25 ... EcaS 26 Hxa3 Hxa3 27 dc6,butin both cases
stronger.

''%e%
E%E%
% ''#,''Nt'/ffit

'T'""ffi%%
% ,ffifrvfl %

White still has a lot of active play.

24Dre.2!8d7
The point is that 24 ... dxc4 25 Hcl 4rab2 26
Ag4! snags the exchange, albeit in very weird circumstances after 26...

Axa3 27 AxcS Exc8. Tactics domi-

nate and predominatel

,,,A7,'%,,2,'2,
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Wolff-Browne, after 23 -Ag1

2s ab/.!
Seirawan seems to think that this was a desperation shot. In truth it
pardy inspired by my opponent's time trouble, but I also tlrink that it
is a good movel Seirawan suggests an alternative 25 gb3 f5 26 Ab4 Af6
27 Arc6 e4 as being clearly better for Black, but I think that even here 28
Eacl minimizes the damage. Black is better, but White is not without
counterplay.
was

25 ... orc3
25 ... dxc426 €rc6 Ec} Q6 ... o,aZ n W{51is a vitallyimportant
tactic tlrat makes 25 Ab4 possible) 27 8c2 (now 27 gf5 gxf5 28
DxeT + BfA Zq Axf5 6xe2 is just winning for BlacQ 6xd5 28 DxeT +
8:xe7 29 Axc4 Sc7 (29 ... b5? 30 gd2 +-) 30 Sf5 8xc4 31 8xf/+
gh8 32 Eael and I don't believe that White should be in any trouble
here, as Black is very exposed, and his extra pawn very weak

26Wc2 dxe227 8xe2 6xc4
This is better than 27 ... Hxc4 for two reasons. First, White can play
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29 Axb6 with an interesting position; second, he can play 28
Sxe5 with the point that 28 ... Af6? 29Hxf6 is verystrong.
28 Ac6 b5?
Betterwas 28 ... Exc6! 29 dxc6 8xc6 30 Efcl Ea4! (30 ... b5? 31
a4!)31Axb6! Ee6! (31 ... Axa3? 32Hxfl) and Blackhas firll compenZA 6lc6 f6

sation for the exchange.
29 a4

29 Erxei 6xe5 30 Sxe5 Exa3 +, e.g. 31 Exa3 Axa3 32 Ad4f6.
29 ... Af6 30 axbS
30 Efdl e4l 3l Ha2 t^bZt lZ trxb2 Axb2 33 8xb2 bxa4 is clearly
better for Blaclq 3 3 ... Hxc6 34 dxc6 Sxd l 3 5 axb5 Ea l may be winning
but it is verymurky.
30... Exal 31Exal Sxd5 32 Edl
At this point I had about five minutes, and Walter had about three,
to reach move 40.

32...8e6
8e4! works out for White.
ga2!
White has sacrificed a pawn to activate everything and create
32 ... 8xb5? 33 ola7 Wb2 3+

33

a

monster on b5. Of course if White had a pawn on R, White would be
strategically winning, but since he does not, Black will always have the
threat of pushing the e-pawn. So probably Black should have some way
to use the extra pawn, but from a practical point of view I was very h"ppy.
33 ... e4
Yasser suggests 33 ... Ag5 as better, giving 3a Edlt 1to go to c3) e4
35 Ec3 (?) Ad6 36 Sxe6 fxe6 and Black has put his pieces on betrer
squares than in the game, e.g.37 b6 gh8! No doubt he remembered
these lines from watching the post mortem, but later Walter and I found
the simple 3 5 Hd4! which obviously makes the whole 3 3 ... Ag5 idea fail.
It's not so easy to play Black's game, even with the extra pawn!
34 Ecl Ad6 rS 8xe6 f<e6 36 b6 (D 15) E"g
I still find it amazing that this move does not lose,
especially as Walter had maybe rwo minutes leftl
White's threathere is 37 Ae7+l AxeT 38 Exc8+ Axc8
39 b7 winning. Black should not play 36 ... €f8, as 3 7
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Ac5 will beverystrong, buteither

36 ... €h8 37 Ae3
or 36 ... &f7!? 37 b7 @ut not 37 6e5+?? Axe5 38
HxcS AxcB 39 b7 as the bishop covers b8!) AxbT 38
be5+ Axe5 39 Exc8 holds Black's disadvantage to a

minimum. The textleaves Blackwith a fewmore problems, but should still lead to a draw.
37 Edl Ab7 38 Ed7 Eal! 39Bxb7 e3 40Ha7
Did I say that I was arnazed that Black is not
losing? Walter was amazed that White was not losing! It was eaqy to go wrong on this final move of the
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time control, as 40 Eb8+? &fl 4I b7 e2 42 Hf8+ €96l in fact wins for
Black, as 43 b8/W Exgl+! a4 €xgl e1l8 is mate!

40... Hbl {ltra2l
Not 41 Ea3? Exb6 42 6la5
41 ... Hxb6 42

h$

e2

43 He3 Hbt 44 Exe2 Ad+ -+.

I agonized over this move for a long time, because I saw the drawn
endgame that was approaching, I wanted to play for the win, and I didn't
see a direct refutation to 42 Aa7. Finatly, after fifteen minutes of thought,
I just didn't trust the move.
fu it turns out, it would also have led to rough equ alny: 42 Aa7 Ad4
43 He2 (43 Ac8 e2 ! -+) €f7 4a
Axe3 or44 Exe3 is retuted by ,14
... Ebl, and44 Ac8 Ec6 is also winning) Hb3 (44 ... e5 45 Axe3 +-) +5
orc6 (45 Ac8 Ac5 cuts the knight offand eventuallywins it, as 46 Ec2?
e2! 47 Hcl Ed3 is -+) e5 46 Ara5 (46 Axe5+ Axe5 47 Axe3 =; 46&g2
&e6 47 €f3 gd5 giv_es Black either equality or enough compensatiJn
for the piec9 Hc3 47 €g2 €e6 48 gf3 Ab6 49 ab7 (+9 EaZ ez+; €dS
50 Axe3 €c6 51 €e4 €xb7 (51 ... Axe3? 52 6a5+! €b5 53 Hxe3
Exe3+ 54 9xe3 9xa5 55 €e4 +-) 52 Axb6 S<b6 53 Sxe5 is a little
better for White, but should be drawn.

* (4

42...Ha6
Now of course 42 ... Ad4? 43 He2 wins for White because the
knight comes back to take the e-pawn.
43 Axe3 Ac3 44 Ea3
There was no reason to refrain from44 Ec2, which forces the issue.
44 ... Ab4 45 Ha4 Ac3 46 Ec4 Axa5 47 Ha4
This is the point. Black will be forced to glve the exchange up
because of the pin.

47 ...&f7?
erplain below in detail, Black should

fu I will

make the endgame a dead draw by playrng +7 ... h5!

immediately.
48 g3P
And here 48 94!was best. Again, this will become
clear below.

48... ab6
Notwaiting for me

to win the exchange, but there
was no reason to wait, except that as before, 48 ... h5
was best.

49Hxa6 Axe3 50 €g2? (D 16)

ru
,ffi,,ry,,*KAK

,ffi.,ry.,r,ry%T

16 I
Wolff-Brcwne, after 50 €82
You Must Remember This
Immediately after the game I consulted existing endgame theory on this
type of position, and the notes from here to the end of the game were
originally written based on that information. But theory turns out to be
wrong! I suggest that the reader play through these notes and try to
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ascertain what the mistake is. (Flint It has been assumed in the past that
a cert:rin endgame formation is drawn when in fact it is winning for
White.) Other commentators worked under the same assumptions and
made the same mistakes. After looking at how the game went we will
return to the critical position and see what's wrong with the conventional
wisdom (and these notes).
If Black did not have the e-pawn, then this would be a book Ett
versus Att endgame. (For example, see pp. 255-256 ofBasic End.games
by Balashov and Prandstetter.) The correct drawing procedure is to put
the pawns on 96 and h5. Thatway, Black can always maintain the pawn
on 96. When White plays 94, Black must take it. Regardless of how
White recaptures, Black keeps the pawn on 96 and uses the bishop to
patrol the a1-h8 and c1-h6 diagonals, keeping the White king out of 95
and f6. White will get the rook to the seventh rank, restricting the Black
king, and try to break through, but if Black defends well, White cannot
succeed. At the right moment Black may even bring the bishop to 95 to
patrol the hrt-d8 diagonal as a way of keeping the White king at bay.
One way or another, Black constructs a fortress that cannot be broken.
It is best to play ... h5 right away, because

%%

%s%. if White succeeds in getting the rook to the

%H% % %t

seventh and the pawns on 94 and h4, Black
can no longer hold the position. For example,
consider the position in Diagram 17.
If it is Black's move, he carurot stop White
from pushing h5 because 1 ... h5 2 gxh5 gxh5
3 €f5 just loses the h-pawn. (fou may have
heard that even this endgame is difficult to
L7 D/.
win, but that only applies when the bishop is
the opposite color to the square of the relevant corner. In otler words, if Black had a light squared bishop then the
endgame of EtO) versus A would be extremely difficult to win, but
against an h-pawn the dark-squared bishop cannot put up a fight. Try it
if you don't believe it.)
White to move plap t h5l and then brings
the king to e6. Black must then take the pawn
%r.
onh5, because ifWhiteplays h6 then he checkmates the king, and if Black puts the bishop on
the c1-h6 diagonal to stop it, then White plays '"ry".%'"',,w%'"m%'r%
hxg6 and €f0 and takes the g-pawn. So Black
takes the pawn and White akes backwith the

"QrLru7,eK

ffirDr%"%,

%%%s%
%
%%e%%

%H"ry

%%%"ry^

%%%%
%%%%

g-pawn. That leads to the type of position
18r
shoum in Diagram 18.
It is Black to move. White threatens to
play t h6 and give checknate. Black can try to stop this in two ways.
a)Blackcanplay I ... h6 himself. This endgame is losg although the
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winning procedure is uery long. Let's play a few moves: 2 €f5 Ad2 3
€96 €f8. Now White has to figure out a way to take the h-pawn
without letting the Black king get back to the corner in time. The procedure is too long to go through here, but it can be done, essentially by
driving the king over to the a-file (!) and kicking the bishop around to
worse and worse squares. You can look this one up in a good endgame
book if you are curious, as bulletin editor Alex Fishbein and I were the
night after the game was played.
b) Black can try to cover the h6 square with the bishop, but this loses
much more easily: 1 ... AdZ 2 €f5 Ae3 (2 ... Acl 3 Ed7 Ae3 4 Ec7 is
thesamething 1 ... Ah6 2&f6and 1 ... €h8 2&f6areeasy) 3 Ec7 Ad4
(any other bishop move along the g1-a7 diagonal allows 4 Hd7 when
Black will have no hope of stopping both €f6 and h6, either one of
which, if Black cannot immediately attack from behind the king or pawn
that penetrates, will checknate Blaclg e.g., 3 ... Ab6 4 Ed7 and now 4 ...
Ae3 5 €f6 +-, while 4 ... AfZ S €f4! Ac5 6 h6 Aa3 7 Edl ! [the normal
method is7 Hg7+ gh8 8 Hc7, but here that allows 8 ... Ad6+l Ac5 [the
best tryl 8 EdSl and White dominates the bishop sufficiendy to penetrate with the hng) 4Hc4l Ab6 (4... AbZ S
h6 +-;4... Af2 5 €f0 +-; 4 ... Ag7 5 €e6
Ah6 t5 ... AUz 6h6 +-; s ... Af8 6 Eg4+ €h8 %%%.%%D#,0
I &fl +-16 Ec8+ &g7 7 Ec7+ €g8 8 €f0 +-;
5 Eg4+lgf8 (5 ... €ns 6 €f0 +-; s ...&f7 6
h6 +- with the idea of Eg7+) 6 Eg3 Aa5 (other
,n%',,ry.K,rn"%rt%
moves lose more quickly, e.g.6...4c7 7 trd3l
intendingh6) 7 Ed3! €g7 8 €g5l (D 19) and '",24n74,2%r%
with the bishop relegated to the sidelines White
19r
can penetrate and win.

%%%%

N%%€'r

If you have had the patience to work
through all this analysis, you now have enough background information
to understand what is really going on in this endgame. Now, the fact that
Black has an extra e-pawn should make life much easier for him, and the
sooner he plays ... h5 and ... 96 together with ... €f6, the sooner he
assures himself of the draw.

Now Back To Our Show

I were under a curious delusion: we thought the
position was drawn no mafter what, even with the pawns on 96 and h7.
So Walter just casually jettisoned the pawn on e6 to achieve the "easy
draw," and my main strategy was to play as quickly as possible so that he
could not adjourn, since I thought that my only chance to win this "easy
draw" was to deny him the oppornrnity to look at it during the adjournment! These mutual misconceptions explain the misakes we made in the
But both Walter and

next dozen moves.

s0... Ad4 sl
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Of course Black should be going for ... h5 as soon as possible in any
but with the e-pawn on the board the best idea is to play ... h5 and
put the hng on f6 while keeping the pawn on 97. The e-pawn is an
excellent paum and should not be lighdy tossed away!
52&e4 Aft 53 Ea7+ €g8 54 g4t
Now the e-pawr is becoming a liability, because White can force it
case,

to e5 where it gets in the way of the bishop.
s+... Acl 55 He7 Af0 s0 Exe6 €f7 57 Ea6 Ac3?
Black has one more defensive resource left in the position. He can
transfer the bishop to the h,l-d8 diagonal to stop White from playing h4.
I wanted to do a detailed analysis of this endgame, but I have discovered
that it is too difficult to do in just one dayl
After spending several hours at it though, I
,ru.%,ry%,,,wK'"ru% tlink that it is more probably
drawn than won.
Black can also put his h-pawn on h6, which
might be an even more solid fortress. The
problem is thatWhite notonlyhas to kickthe
bishop out to play h4, but he has to restrict
the king at the same time, because a position
like Diagram 2O is drawn.
2o E/l
Anatvsts In other words, Black can bring his king
up, wait for White to play h4, and then play .
h5 himself. White still has enorrnous practical chances to win the endgame, but my bet is that it is theoretically drawn.
58 Ea7+ ggg 59 trd7t

ry%ryTZBry

. .

59 h4l

s9...

+-.

aft

60

gf4 Atzl or Ec7? af6 62 95?

This makes Black's life easier. Now the game is clearly drawn.
62 ... ad4
The sealed move. More precise is 62 ... Ab2, but this is good enough.
White's only try is to play h4 and h5.
63 h4 Ab2! 6a&sa(D 21)
64Ha7!? keeps the game going but Black should
just play 64 ... Ac3.

%

2La
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64... Ae5?t
Would you have guessed that this is the losing
move? The pointis this: White can onlymake progress
by rying to play h5. When he does so, Black must be

able to take the pawn and then have his bishop on a
good square on the a3-f8 diagonal so that if White
penetrates with the king to h6, Black can chase it out

with AE+. But also, Black must be carefirl that if
White plays 96, Black can take the pawn and get the
king out of any mating nes by ... gf8. So Black should
after 64 gg4
play 64... Aa3l right away, e.g. 65 h5 gxh5+ 66 €><h5
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gh8?? 67
96 +-) 67 Ha7 Ac5 68 Ea6
€g7 etc. Black has a fortress that cannot be breached. The problem with
the text move is that it puts the bishop on a bad square, so that the only
square through which it will be able to transfer to the right diagonal will
leave it vulnerable to a tactical trick.

At+

100 ...

65

Af8?? 67 96 +-;66

...

Ec6!Ab2

65 ... Ag7 66 h5 gxh5+ 67 €xh5 Af8 (67 ... Ae5 68 96;67...
68 EcS+ &g7 69 Ec7+ €g8 70 €h6 +-) 68 96 +-.

Atz

66 Ea6 Ac3
66 ...

Ad4 67 Ha5 Ac3

67 Ea4! Ae5
67 ... Ag7 68 Ea8+

Ad4 7 2 Ec7
Whitewins.
68 h5!Ac3
(7 1 ...

68 Ea4 is the same thing.

&fl

69 Ha7+ €g8 70 h5 gxh5+ 71 Srh5 Af8
and 96 wins; 7 1 ... €f8 7 2 trb7 €g8 73 96) 7 2 96l and

Loses, but also 68 ... gxh5+ 69

gxh5 Ad6

70 Ea8+

&g7 (70...Afe

7I 96+-) 7l Ha7 + &g8 72 96 hxg6+ 73 &xg6 €f8 74 €f6 €g8
€e8 75 €e6 threatens mate and his the bishop!) 75 Hg7+ gh8
gA 76 Hd7) 76 €96 and checkrnate very soon.

(7a ...

(75 ...

69}116

Now Black cannot stop White from winning the h-pawn.
6e ...&f7 7oRc4Ae5 71€A Ad6 72Hc8 €e6 73 Hh8!
This is whyit is so faal to allow the pawn to get to h6, because Black
needs the 97 square to protect the h-pawn.

73 ...

gf5

74 ExhT

9xg5

74 ... Ae5 75 He7.

7sHd7

t4

Black resigned, because 75 ... Ae5 (75 ... Aa3 76 h7 +-) 76 Hd5
wins. Not a perfect game by any means, nor a pretry one, but definitely a
hard and rich fight!

Just For the Record
After the game \ /as over, we all published annotations
critical of White's 62nd and BlacPs 64th moves based
upon a faulty premise. Take a look again at the position after Black s 61st move (Diagram 22).
I played 62 95, amovethat was afterward thought
to have thrown away what winning chances White
has. In fact, though, it is probably the easiest way to
win! After the furrher moves 62 ... Ad4 63 h4 Ab2 6+
Bg1, B.o*ne's 64... Ae5 was universallycondemned,
including byme in the notes above. The conventional
wisdom was that Black could have drawn wirh 64 ...
Aa3, thereby shifting the bishop to the correct diagonal. Indeed, this has been "known" endgame theory
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for over fifiyyears. (See Keres' Praaical Cbess Endings, algebraic edition,
p. I 8 5 : "It is diffi cult to see how White can make any progress." Also, the
relevant section of rhe Enrydopedia of Chas End.ings shows a fragment of
Ljubojevic-Keene, Palma de Mallorca 1972 lBlackwas the strong sidel,
evaluating the position as a draw.)
Three months after this game lras played, I got a phone call from
Noam Elkies, an endgame composer of considerable repute (and the
author of this issue's "Chess Art In the Computer Age'). The assessment
of this endgame as a draw seemed suspect to
him. Sure enough, he was able to work out a
%D%'"ry,%%%D clear win for. White, even if Black gets the
bishop to the correct diagonal immediately.
Consider Diagram 23, a standard position of a
type that Black cannot avoid, even after the

%%%s%

,>ry%ry%ryQ%

"correct" 64... Aa3.
White wins as follows:
...

238

Ac5, butnot

1 ...

I Hb3 Ad6 (or 1
Af8 2 Eb8 €g7 3 Eb7+

€g8 4 96! h6 5 Eb8 and 6 trxf8l)

2

&g4

nd

on any move that does not hang the bishop, 3
Hb5! "White's move order prevented Black from answering this with ".
Acl," explained Noam, "andno otherbishop placementis good enough."
The proof is in the variations:
a) 3 ... Ah2(c7) 4 trdsl follorred by €h5 and €h6.
b) 3 ... Aft(a3) 4 €f5 and:

As7 5 s6th6 6 Eb8+ AS 7 &fe +-.
b2) 4 ...h6 5 96 [5 gxh6? ghTl 6 €f6 Sxh6 =] Ad6 [5 ... Ae7 6
Eb8+ €g7 7 trb7 €f8 8 g7+16 €fo and 7 97 +-.
b3) 4 ... Ae7 5 Eb8+ €f/ 6 Eb7 and because Black's bishop and
bt) 4

...

king are so badly tied to the h-pawn, White can leisurely bring his king
to h6 and win.
c) 3 ... Ada(c3) 4 gh5 Ag7 (or else Eb8+, Eb7+, €h0) 5 g6!h6 6
Hb8+ Af8 7 Hxf8+ 9r<fs 8 €xho +-.
d) 3 ... Ad6 4 €f5 Ac7 5 Ed5! Ab6 (5 ...As3 6 €f6 Ac7 is the
same thing) 6 €f6 Ac7 7 Hd7 Aa5 8 Hg7+! €hS q €f/ and wins.
Noam suggests that Black has one last defense, but it also tails: 2
€ga Af8l? sets rhe trap that if 3 Eb5, then 3 ... h6! 4 96 Ad6 5 gf5
Ag3! sets up a tough defense (e.g., 6 Ea5 Att+ Z Ea8+ €g7 8 Ea7+ €g8
9 97 &h7 10 €e6 €g8 =). White wins, though, by playing instead 3
€f5! Ac5 4 Ed3! Ab4 (4 ... Ae7 5 trc3! Ab4 6 Ec8+ €fz z Ec7+ €gs
[7 ... Ae7 8 €ga etc.] 8 €f6 and Black has no bishop check to drive the
king away, so White
5 €f6 Aa5. Black has set up a last ditch
defense by covering the d8 and c3 squares, but not surprisingly, the
bishop is awkwardly placed on a5 and White can win: 6 Eb3 AdS+ 7
€f5 Aa5 (7 ... Ac7 8 Eb5, orif6... Ac7 7 Eb5 Adg+ g €e6! +-) 8 €ga
Ac7 @lack must swing the bishop around q"ickly enough to be able to

*int
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check the White king offof h6) 9 Eb5! and depending upon where Black
moves the bishop, he loses, as shoum above.
So I was doubly lucky. Not only did Walter defend badly, but my
bad decision on move 62 turned out to be coffect after alll

Much To My Surprise
Thus it went ttroughout the remaining games. In my next game, against
Alex Yermolinsky, I equalized quickly out of the opening and then got
outplayed. ButAlex failed to find the killer on move 40, and should have
been content with a draw. He was nog and went ro considerable trouble
to stretch his position to the losing point, whereupon I collected the
point. Then, against Dmitry Gurevich, I played an imporant novelty to S0m$0w | fund
garn a large advantage out of_ the opening. As yo_u might expect, this

my'df tid fut
turned out to be a mistake, and I could only draw this game.
And somehow, I found myself tied for second place with Gulko, just SeCm phCe tlih
a half point behind Alex Sherzer going into the last round. Gulko's
Gdkq flrt a hdf
nerves gave out, and he was unable to win a position thar was comfortably better for him. Sherzer's neryes gave out, and he failed to find a ptlitttt bdittd lrlex

winning shot in time pressure in a crazed batde against Fedorowicz.

Shfg g'6 inb

When the pieces setded onto their squares after the time pressure was
over, Sherzer was busted, and quickly resigned. And somehow I man- the let rund.
aged to squeeze victory out of an equal endgame against Boris Men to
win the tournament. Much to my surprise, I was the U.S. Champion,
and alongwith Sherzer, Gulko, Seirawan, and DmitryGurevich, a qualifier for the 1993 rrop interzonal.

Middle€laes At tast
The immediate effect of this victory was that I would acnrally have to
report normal, middle-class earnings for 1992 on my tax returns. It was

very nice to have my immediate financial crunch alleviated. ( think that
the people forwhoml did mylast-minute Christrnas shoppingwere also

very happyl) This meant also that my original brainstorming list had to
be completely revamped since the tide of U.S. Champion makes it possible to do many more chess-related projecs.
From an emotional perspective, the fact that I had climbed literally
to tlle top ofAmerican chess was a strange and awesome fact. I still don't
believe tlrat the litde boy who first opened My Sixty Mnnorabte Games at
the age of eight has grown op to be th"
-an *ho b"."me U.S. Cham((grandmaster
pion. From a
point of view," the tide is nothing special. It
is a very good result, but that is all-a 2650 performance in a cate gory 12
torunament. And that is all that I expect any chess player to think of it.
Yet to me it is something more. It is a justification, an achievement that I
can take out of the chess world and show to people who know nothing of
chess to explain what I've been spending myyears working for.
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I said,

fu fte frst

time in my llh, "l
am Urc US. Ches

CNnnfim." lt is a
time to take sbck

dwhat lwant to
do in the future.

Several days after the tournament was over, I was eating Christrnas
dinner at the home of my girlfriend's boss, Stephen Breyer. He is the
chief judge of the U.S. First Circuit and gained fame as a "finalist" when
President Clinton was choosing a new Supreme CourtJustice earlier this
year. Seated immediately to my left was Charles Fried, the former Solicitor General in the Reagan Administration. We were exchanging pleasantries, when he asked me what I "do." What I "do," of course, is play
chess. Just like, say, Dee Brown plays basketball. But if I try to explain
this to someone I find that his eyes will glaze over.I had come to falling
back on what I "2p"-f121 is, a chess grandmaster. This time, I responded, for the first time in my [ife, "I am the U.S. Chess Champion."
Ah, of course. To merely "play" chess is silly. But if you are the U.S.
Champion, then it all makes sense. Never mind what your rating is or
what category tournaments you play in. The world turns on credentials
to all but the initiated few, and in this highly credentialed atrnosphere my
explanation made perfect sense.
For me, it is a stopping place. Not to say that I intend to stop playing
chess! It is merely a place to stop and look around, to know that I have
actually accomplished something that I am really proud of, and a time to
take stock of what I want to do in the future.

laeinglUp

fu it turned out, two months after the U.S. Championship

ended the
schism occurred between nron and the new Professional Chess fusociation (rca). The New York Times may be right in saying that chess has
adopted the "anarchyand attitude of boxing." Now, duelingworld championship matches are underway in England (where I am serving as a
cornmentator and bulletin editor for Kasparov-Short) and The Netherlands/Oman, and the entire future of professional chess is up in the air.
The rrpn interzonal took place as scheduled in Biel, Swizerland in
July. Although I played well at the beginning of the tournament, I finished with a +1 score, not enough to qualiS' for the candidates matches.
(Gata Kamskywas the onlyAmerican player to make it through) So my
chess future now consists of the next U.S. Championship and the pca
rycle qualification tournament, both scheduled for December. Naturally, I hope to succeed in both events.
The chances of repeating as U.S. Champion and of becoming a
candidate for the pc.c. world championship are not large. If the chance of
qualifying for the interzonal was one out of three, plus some weight in
my favor because I was rated in the top half of the field, then the chance
of advancing from the pcA tournament is at best more like one in seven.
So all I can do is work hard before the event and work hard during the
event and hope things go my way. As a professional chessplayer, I'm
ready to put on the gloves. er
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The Education of a
Chess Anthologist
Burt Hochbe4l

tr
I

br centuries writers great and small have found in chess a rich source
of narrative, dramatic, metaphoric, and psychological possibilities. Yet
the best of this literature, especially that produced in the second half of
this century, has remained virginally unanthologized
and virnrally unlnown to those readers who would
most appreciate it.
The best "modern" chess anthology, Jerome
Salzmann's The Chex Readcr, was published way back
1949; Salzmann can hardly be blamed for not including what was yet to be written. But despite his
book s considerable virtues, it is burdened by numbing stretches of ancient poetry and too many snippes
of litde or no significance. Marcell o Truzzi'sexcellent

in

1975 anthology Cbess in Literatwe, though more con-

temporary is limited to short stories.
The compilers of two collections published in
England-Clers Pzeces by Norman Knight (1949, sec-

ond edition 1968), and King, Quem and l{night by
Norman Knight and Will Guy---+cratched tentatively
at the jewels buried in firllJength works of literature,
but they relied too heavily on very short excerprs and second-rate writers
and not at all on the services of a competent editor. flI4rile scouring
these books for leads, I was elated to discover in King, Queen md l{nigbt a
Bart Hocbberg is a Smior Eilinr of Ctames Magazine. Fram 1966 to 1979 he was
Edinr in Cbief of Chess Llfe, and. he has written and edited sneral books, including
Winning With Chess Psychol ogy (uith Pal Bmko). He liues in Nat York City. -
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terrific chess scene in one of the major works of Russian literature,
Gogol's Dead Souls. But why didn't I remember it? Checking my copy of
I found out why: the scene is about checkersl) The much
more recent 1991 collection by the Englishman Richard Peyton, Sinister
Gambix, contains only shon stories that deal with murder or mystery all
of which, I believe, have been anthologized before.
So to my knowledge, there has never been a collection of chess
literature consisting of stories and entire scenes drawn from the work of
the best modern writers. And while preparing a new anthology of chess
belles lettres, The 64-Square Looking G/ass (published earlier this year by
Times Books), I found out why: money. My publisher and I had agreed
thatThe 64-Square Looking Glasswould be a serious effiort to do justice to
the literature, and I was paid a relatively serious advance. But by the time
I knew what I wanted in my boolg I lnew also that I would have to dig
deep into my own pockets to pay for it.
Currendy, copgight law protects works published in the previous
7 5 years, and places anything older in the public domain. Excerpts from
more recent works may generally be freely reprinted if they do not
exceed 250 words, though there are significant exceptions. For everything else you have to pay. The fees thatwriters and their publishers and
Dead Souls

llmew$at

I

woild have to dig
deep into my own

pckets.

WtsE

er__ sg:

7lltz
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The 64-Square Looking G/ars (limes Books,

New York, 1993, $25.00 hardcover) blends
classic and modern writing, skiJfirlly mixing
fiction, poetry, aud nonfiction.
It opens with a zurprise, an essay on "The
Romance of Chess" by qmdicated columnist
Charles Krauthammer, who takes a hard look
at the popular psychology-not to say psychqpathotrogy-::of the game. Other surprising
but excellent inclusions include Nobel prizewinner Sinclair Lewis and younger novelists

'r,

Gusq lnspe Axo (xrr

eccentric grandmasterwho goes crazy during
a key game; and as one of Nabokods earlier
works, it is often compared unfavorably to later
achievements like Lolita and PaIe Fire.
Walter Tevis's The Queen's Garnbit tells
an obliquely prophetic story oFa young woman
who rises to world-class heights, although her
career resembles that of Bobby Fischer more
thanJudit Polgar. Also relevant to current issues is Brad Leithatser's Hewe , about a funrre
match between a powerfirl computer and the
world champion. Both are excerpted, along

,:,.
Julian Barncs and Martin Arnis.
The standards are well-represented, beginning with Vladirnir Nabokov (excelpts from
Tbe Defrnse and Speak, Memory) and Stefan
Zweig. "The Royal Game" has a repuation as
the'ultimaie chess novCl, but factoii'othei than

with familiar writers like Lewis Carroll, Ian
Fleming, Kurt Vonnegut, Jr., and Woody

intrinsic merit may be at work. It was Zweig's

Joy Luck Ckb), a contemporary story that resonates with Chinese Americans but has chess
aspects consistent only with fable or ftntasy.

las!,,work; conrpletedr.before his suicidg and
its protagonisc uses chess to survive imprisonment by the Nazis---a positive image for the
game. The Defewe, by contrasg presents an
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Allen. Less is more: the book benefits from
omittingJefteyArcher's "Checlcnate," as well
as Amy Tan's much-anthologizgd "Rules of
the Game" (part of the book and movie lle

I

am sure that

I will return

to Btrt

Hochberg's fine anthology again and again.
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agents ask for permission to reprint their work are often substantial.

not complaining-most of them deserve every penny of

it-but

I'm

when

you add up all those fees it's easy to see why previous anthologists filled
their bools with musty old poetry and one-paragraph bites.
But books like this aren't expected to make money, I told myself.
What's really imporunt is to create something good, something to be
proud of. But pride is a very expensive commodity. In the end, the rights
to all the material in my book, plus various incidental fees, travel expenses, phone bills, etc., came to almost fifry percent more than my
advance. And in many cases I was given permission to use the material
only in a single edition of my book, which means that for a second
edition or a paperback reprint, I'll have to repeat the whole process and
reach into my pockets again.
Money was only one of several hurdles. Although I am pleased with
the way my book turned out, its creation was an ordeal I don't think I
would ever underuke again. (Well, hardly ever.) Maybe my experiences
as detailed here will save another chess-loving fool
from spending pots of his own money and a year and a
half of his life dealing with literary agents and other
disagreeable and/or incompetent people in order to
create a book that pitifrrlly few people will buy, that
may never see a reprint or paperback edition, and that
places itself and its editor at the merry of reviewers
who know litde about chess and nothing at all about
its great literature.
The Greatest Of Them All?

If you've seen my book and wondered why your favorite story isn't in it, the reason may be that your
favorite story is not my favorite story. For example,
one reviewer was surprised that I had omitted "the
greatest chess story of them all," Dunsany's "The
Three Sailors Gambit." I omitted it, of course, because I had a different opinion ofit.

Theoretically, an anthology reflects the personal
taste of its compiler, since it is he who decides what to include and what
to leave out. I say "theoretically" because, in the event, some decisions
are taken out of his hands. I wanted to include Agatha Christie's story "A

Chess Problem," starring Hercule Poirot. But although it had already
appeared in at least two anthologies (Truzzi and Peyton), Christie's
daughter (and literary executor) refirsed permission to reprint it. I was
told that all of Christie's Poirot material had been placed under a print
embargo. No reason was given, but I suspect her literary heirs want to
avoid diluting the Poirot franchise, which has much greater commercial
potential in filrn and television.
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FaxinglSweden
That was only a minor disappointrnent. Much more stressfirl was the
episode concerning Ingmar Bergman's 1957 film masterpiece The Sn-
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chess.

mtb Seal.In the film, Antonius Block returns from the Crusades to find
his country ravaged by the Black Plague. When Death comes for him in
the person of a cloaked and hooded old man, Block offers to forfeit his
life only if Death is able to defeat him at chess. The game, which takes
place outdoors, is split into several scenes that are inserted at strategic
poins in the film. At one point, Death disguises himself as a priest and
inveigles Block, during confession, to reveal his game plan, and thus
armed achieves a vrhning position. In the final scene, Bloclq seeing that a
nearbyyoung couple and their child are in danger ofbeing noticed by
Death, distracts Death long enough for the innocent family to escape.
I wanted to end my book with that final scene. I asked the American
publisher of the screenplay for the usual world English-language reprint
rights to a couple of excerpts, but I was granted only U.S. rights; those
for the rest of the world were held by Svensk Filmindustri in Stockholm.
This is a conmon situation-to obain world rights it is often necessary
to get permission from publishers or agents in several countries. I duly
wrote to Stockholm expecting a conftact in return.
Instead I was told that Bergman had denied my request. fusuming
some misunderstanding, I called his agent. If I knew the reasons for
Bergman's decision, I coaxed, maybe I could persuade him to change his
mind. I asked to speak with him personally. I was told that Mr. Bergman
lives on a remote Scandinavian island and communicates only through
his representatives; that his birthday was coming up that weelg he hates
his birthdap, he is being visited by all his children, he is quite depressed
about the whole thing, it would a very bad time to ask for anything; and
that he is weary of seeing The Snenth Seal always associated with chess.
I wanted to appeal to Bergman in my own words. If I faxed a letter to
his Swedish representative, would she be good enough to see that Bergman
himself read it? She agreed, and I spent an entire evening composing an
impassioned plea.
Six days later my fax machine dispensed the bad news: "Apart from
his [Bergman's] personal wish not to include the requested passages, he
also feels his publishers might react. So I am afraid that there is nothing
more to be done." Since I had already received U.S. righs, which Bergman
did not control, his concern for his publishers was baftling. Butwhen the
game is clearly lost, you have to resign. Since my book was to be distributed throughout the English-speaking world, it would have to do without Bergman. I was profoundly disappointed.

Aclents and Othq Grcaturqs
Anthony Saidy kindly sent me a story by the Soviet emigr6 writer Vasily
Aksyonov. Aksyonov's 196l novelA Ticket to the Stars, which dealt with
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such taboo subjecs as teenage sex, made him one of the leading and most
controversial writers of his generation in rhe Soviet Union. In 1979 he
tried to create an uncensored literary anthology entdLed Metropol, andin
1980, after resigning from the Writers' Union following the expulsion of

two fellow editors, he left the Soviet Union and eventually setded in the

United States.

His story concerns a young grandmaster who, recognized by

a

stranger on a train, is persuaded to play a game of chess with him, which
he intentionally loses. Originally published in the Soviet Union n 1965,
it subsequendy appeared in two different English translations. The first

translator was unfamiliar with English idiom, the second was unfamiliar
chess, and neither appreciated the irony of the story which the
author had loudly proclaimed with his use of quotation marks around the l conld bd tln
second word of the tide: "The 'Victoqy'-A Story With Exaggerations." ulcets ffiniry;
The firsttranslator omitted the quotation marks; the second changed the
dd not
tide to the insipid "The Grand Master."
Despite its inadequate translations, the story intrigued me, and I mdntain a
resolved to use it. But I would need a tnrer translation and, need I
pdesslmd cdm.
mention iq the permission of the author.
AksFonov teaches at an American university, and I eventually managed to obtain his home phone number. He was delighted with the
prospect of reaching a new audience and promised to send me the Russian original of his story at once. He gave me the number of his agent and
asked me to contact her to take care of the formal arrangements.
His agent and I agreed on a fee, and I awaited the contract. When
Aksyonov's Russian manuscript arrived a day or two later, I decided to
have a go at translating it myself. My knowledge of Russian is limited,
but with the aid of three Russian/English dictionaries, dre two previous
translations, and Russianlanguage experts Hanon W. Russell and Emanuel Sztein, I succeeded after many hours of enjoyable labor in producing
a good version. I submitted it to Aksyonov and later called him to clear
up a couple of small poins.
Weeks passed and still no contract from Aksyonov's agent. My ircreasingly urgent phone calls to her had no effect except to raise my
blood pressure. Feeling the hot breath of my deadline, I called her to
plead for the contract right away: the book could not be published until

with

il

all contracts were signed.
"Mr. Aksyonov is unavailable," she blithely replied. "He's in Moscow for tlre summer and I can't get him to approve the contract until he
gets back."

I could feel the ulcers forming, and I did not maintain a professional
calm. "I've got a goddam deadline coming up!" I shouted. "There's no
time to revise the whole book. What the hell am I supposed to donmu?"
"Maybe you should drop the story" she suggested.
seemed to me that a literary agent's job does not include saboag-

It
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ing the client. I imagined putting my hands around her neck and squeezing; instead, I called Aksyonov's home and spoke to his son, who gave me
his father's number in Moscow. When I reached him and told him the
story, he was silent for a moment. "She said 'drop it'?" he asked, incredulous. I said I could no longer work with his agent and now needed his
personal permission. A few days later he cabled his assent.
And a few days after that, mirabile dicm,with Aksyonov still "unavailable" in Moscow, I received the contract from his agent.

Sorting the Men Out From the Boys
The 64-Square Looking G/ass consists of 44 items by 43 authors (nvo are
by the incomparable Vladimir Nabokov), so a few glitches in its preparation were to be expected. I was prepared for some inefficienry on the part
of clerical personnel at the biggest publishing houses, but not for casual
unconcern and gross incompetence.
Although publishers receive thousands of permission requests every

"Yur think yur
hare a
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time.

llnvetodotrb
fu
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year, their rights and permissions departrnents are often inadequately
staffed to handle the volume. One harried young woman at a major
publisher complained to me: "They make an incredible amount of money
from selling righa, but they don't give a damn about us."
It can take six to eight weeks, even longer, to get a response to a
permission request. The long delap are bad enough, but what can you
say when you've waited a couple of months only to be told that foreign
righs are held by some other publisher and you realize you have another
two-month delay in store? Or that the righs to the work you are interested in have reverted to the author, present address unlcrown?
Or when finally a contract arrives and it's for something you didn't
request? I wrote to Faber and Faber in London for permission to use a
poem by Ezra Pound that had appeared nltts Colleaed Shorter Pomts.
They sent me a contract for a poem by W.H. Auden, whose own collection of poems had the same tide and was also published by Faber. A
careless but understandable mistake. I wrote back to ask for a corrected
contract, which I soon received alongwith a humble apolory. More than
a year has now passed, and every few months I get a dunning letter from
Faber insisting that I pay for the Auden poem even though the mistaken
contract had been voided long ago.
After a particularly galting experience with an incompetent clerk, I
aired my frustrations in a letter to Howard Watson, a friendly and particularlyhelpful permissions director for a publishing Soup in England.
Mr. Watson replied, in part 'You thinkyou have a bad time. I have to do
this for a living! Yes, it is indeed a bit of a bummer, this permissions lark.
lfowever, it does sort the men out from the boys."
As I said before, I wouldn't want to go through it all again. But when
I look at my book sitting so handsomely on my shelf, I'm glad I didn't
know what I was getting into. ar
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A Great Chess Movie
Rank Brady
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er

Directed by Steven Zullian;wrinen by Steven Znlllan based on
the book by Fred Waizkin; starringJoe Mantegna, Laurence
Fishburne,Joan Allen, Max Pomeranc, and Ben Kingsley
Paramount Pictures, 1993, 110 minutes, rated PG

V"*t,

a film is like having a dream. We're in the dark, passively
reclining. The roles and situations of the characters, exhibited to us in
firll panorama, are virhrally limidess in number and type: abstract and
real, joyous and horrific, existential and delusory. Dreams and films can
both produce deep emotional reactions, and sometimes we assume the
personalities of their leading characters.
Searcbing for Bobby Fbcher, a film based on the book of the same
name by Fred Waitzkin, is the rue story of his sonJosh's initiation into
the ancient cabals of chessplayers. This epic ramble through the world of
chess shows realistically how the game can elicit our fascination and love,
and sometimes our bifterness and frustration. It is a pleasant but intense
dream, much more than a treatise on the game's immense appeal: the
film examines the anxiousness and desperation lurking in the labyrinthine path to excellence, and probes the sacred relationships of father to
son, student to teacher, and prodigy to himself.
Josh Waiukin, a New York chess wunderkindwho is now 16 years
old and has recendy completed the requirements for the International
Master tide, started playing the game when he was six, after learning the
moves-like Capablanca-simply by watching others play. Genius, or
Frank Brady founded Chesnaorld magazine, edited Cless Life, and wrote the
bestsellng Profile of a Prodig: The Life and Games of Bobby Fischer. He is a film
scholar and a professor at St.John's University in New York.
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the gift of prodigy, sometimes comes from God, or the head of Zeus, the
filro"reerrN tt *y. But the second necessity for the development of a
great chesspl"y"i it a lifelong study of the gJ{e. We watch Josh as he
Iorrfro.rt this daunting regimen. The movie follows the basic plot of the
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book, which describedosh's rise from chess beginner to challenger for
the national primary school championship, while omitting chapt€rs concerning trips to Moscow, Bimini, and Pasadena, and other side issues
thatwould have impeded the film's narrative flow'
The eight-year-old who portraysJosh in the film (Max Pomeranc,
also a New"Yorker) is perfectly qpecast. He not only looks remarkably
like Josh did at the same age' but is currendy among the top.100
groop in the country. Flis manner of hancheslphyers of his own
"g"
dlingthe chess pieces and clock is completely authentic, right dorvn to
the iay he or", ."p*ed piece to hit the button. Best of all, his perfor"
mance is more than an irrrpersonation. He becam.esJosh waitzkin, and
ge1, inside him as only a piecocious chessplayer who has shared similar
Fo.-"tirre experiences .onld. Hit body language illustrates some of the
angst and range offeelings that chess creates in its devotees: he bites his
[p! when he i"s tense, staies offinto space when bored, and looks proud,
defiant-but not arrogant-after making a sffong move'
"l-ott
He wears dirry sneakers,ieminiscent of the once sartorially slipshod
Bobby Fischer, whom the youngJosh tak99 as his idol' Sporadically, we
actually see and hear the real Bobby
in this film-in footage taken for
t-he most part from old television
news and talk shows. This glimPse
of the "old" Bobby just before and
after Reykjavik has a ghosdY feel.

One of the most piquant

as-

pects of Searching for Bobhy Fischer
is the way it elevates the game. It is
a homage to difficulty mastered'
perseverance rewarded. Other films
about chess, such as the Swiss-made
Dangerous Moaes and the recent

American rhnller l(ni gh t M oa e s (r ewew ed n A CJ # l, pp. 1 0 5 107), tend to banalize the game and turn chess into nothing
more than a backdrop for a psychological drama or torrid
romance. In Searchingfor Bobby Fischer' though, we actually see
the Latvian Gambit being played and a Rubinstein ending being studied.
All the moves are t""1, nLi screen concoctions. Look fast and hard and

you'll notice the famous R6ti-Tartakower 1l-move grandmaster checkagainst the
-"te. Wh"n Josh is plalog in the national championship
characterJonathan Poe @ased on the odd canadian prodigyJeff sarwer
from the book), he is a tempo behind in a pawn race; although his
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opponent queens first, Josh is able
to checlq forcing his opponent to
move his king, which letsJosh pick
up the queen.
Similarly, there are also discussions of chess theory, almost unheard of in other films that touch
upon chess. Like manyyoungplayers,Josh enjoys bringing his queen

out early in the game. llis

chess

coach Bruce Pandolfini, brilliandy
played almost like a Zen master by

Ben Kingsley (Oscar winner for Gandb), tries to teach Josh
the reasons why such maneuvers are unsound. fu he and legions of others have written, Pandolfini erplains to Josh that
early queen moves can waste time and hand the initiative to
the opponent, who can develop new pieces while attacking the
queen at the same time. Elementary of course, but probably enlightening to most of the film's audience. Probing more complex chess issues,
during one meditative lesson Pandolfini asks Josh to explain why Black
stands better in a position they are examining. Josh responds categorically, "Black has the advantage because White has more islands. If you
have more pawn islands, you have weaknesses."
The relationship betweenJosh and his teacher is explored deeply in
the film, with the result that neither character is a one-dimensional
caricature; they are both revealed to have strengths and weaknesses, on
and offthe board. The coach agrees to acceptJosh as a student primarily
because he, Pandolfini, is searching for another Bobby Fischer in his
orrn life. "Your son creates like Fischer," Pandolfini tells Josh's father
during an intimate moment. "He sees like him. I rvant backwhat Bobby
Fischer tookwith himwhen he disappeared."Josh wants to excel but also
intermittendy feels trapped and bullied into study and memorization.
Pandolfini wansJosh to take the game more seriously, to concentrate, to
visualize. In one dramatic moment, he sweeps the pieces to the floor and
demands that Josh solve the problem at hand by staring at the empty
board. At times, Josh wants nothing more than a quick vacation to play
with his adult friends, the chess husders in Washington Square Park
(one of whom, Vinnie, is played by Laurence Fishburne).
In a particularly brutal scene, Pandolfini tries to convinceJosh that it
is wrong to judge a move on the basis of how it affects us emotionally. He
makes light of the "Master Chess Certificate" he has devised for excellent students, so coveted by Josh. He wants the boy to play the next
move, rather than waste time talking of future rewards. He tells the boy
that the certificate is wordrless. On the verge of tears, and without empty
bravura,Josh demands his accolade.Josh and his teacher are hardly stick
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figures. They are flesh and blood
characters, true to themselves and
to the dialectic of their relationship.

Josh's father Fred, played by
JoeMantegna in a less world-weary
interpretation than most ofhis previous acting performances, is a man
at odds with himself. He is proud
of his son, hoping that the boy will
someday become world champion.
Buthe is torn because he wantsJosh
to lead a happy life, and he is unsure ofhimself as a guide and mentor. In this sense, the film departs from
the book, inwhich Fred's mixof emotions mns to greater extremes: love
and pride alternate with rage and near-hatred as the father struggles to
accept his son's superior dent.
The look, or mise-en-scine, of Searching for Bobby Fischer is one of
verisimilitude. The chess clubs and tournaments, the players themselves

(one can spot such real-life stars as Joel Benjamin and Roman
Dzindzichashvili), and the smoke and din of the chess world are so

wtu

accurately created that one can almost smell and taste the hallowed and
combative places where serious chess is played. The ambient sound is
enhanced and echoed as the chess clock is hammered and the pieces
banged onto the board, louder and louder, like so many gunshots: the
result is striking and unforgettable. Extreme closeups ofJosh in concentration, filmed in shadowy lighting, lend an expressionistic feeling to the
film. At one point, Pandolfini's voice is heard over closeups of the pieces,
suggesting that each pawn and lcright and rook is charged with a life of

BW

its own in

Frr/Et

a

world in miniature.

for Bobby Fischer cleanly captures tie essence of a litde
boy's struggle to become a champion. The episodic narrative of his life
and times has a faster pace than in the book, giving the story more impact
and believability. Even though the film relied on a few fictive additions
to achieve points of drama, it deserves praise for its heroic theme and for
so handsomely apprehending the reality and persona ofJosh Waitzkin.
Searching

deanly capfurcs
the essence of a
litUe by's

strugle to
become a

clnmpion.
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Indeed, the film is most powerfirl when depicting tlle expressive
sparls in Josh as he engages in combat on and off the board with his
father, his teacher, and his opponents. But the boy is a decent and loving
child, disturbed by Pandolfini's edict that in order to succeed, he must
have contempt for his opponent. "Bobby Fischer shows contempt," the
teacher intones. "I'm not him,"Josh retorts bravely. ThroughJosh's life,
Searching for Bobhy Fiscber for the first time brings the true world of the
chess struggle triumphandy to tlre screen. ar
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K"rparov Revealed
Ghristopher Ghabris
Mortal Games: Tbe Turbulent Grniru
Fred Waitzkin

of Garry Knsparoa

G.P. Pumam's Sons, NewYork, 1993
302 pp., hardcover, 524.95

(:
\Jarry

Kasparov may be the strongest chessplayer of all time, but he

is certainly the most overexposed. The 13th world champion writes
constandy about his life, his politics, and his games, appears on television
wherever he goes, readily grans interviews, and mees his fans with an
eager public face. He is no Arnold Schwarzenegger, but compared to
Anatoly K"tpor., who for years answered only prescreened questions with the caution of a born bureaucrat, or BobbyFischer, who limits his accessibilityand
offers insults or absurdities whenever he does meet
the press, Kasparov is a traditional celebrity, a virrually open book in his professional life.

So what can we expect to learn from Fred
Waitzlcin's new book? Surpris ngly , alot. Mortal Games
contains no chess moves, no diagrams, no annotations, no charts listing tournament or match results,
not even any photographs (except the stylized cover
image of Kasparov seemingly praying to the reader).

Nevertheless

it

contains more insight into the man

than any previous work in English, including
Kasparov's several autobiographies.
Christopher Chabris is the Editor in Chief of American
Chess

Journal.
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In fact, Mortal Games (he nrJe
is apparendy a word play on the
"immortal game") is not a biography at all, but a portrait, or PerhaPs
an e{ended profile, that could easily have appeared as a series of New

,64

4

Yorker aricles rather than a book.
A portrait is more appropriate than
a biography for a 3O-year-old subject whose career is still moving forward, far from ready to be summed
up and dissected. The narrative is
essentially structured as a look at
Kasparov's peripatetic, globetrot-

ting life during the period from
few detours into the past, *d P epilogue
1993 ' (The first news of the "breakaway"
early
through
events
opdrtitrg
Thus, the material does not overlap
footnote.)
in
a
uin
appears
from
early 1990 to mid-1991, with

a

significantll with the periods covered in Kasparov's own popular

ac-

.orrrrt , Child of Change (published in 1987) and Unliruited Challcnge (1190)
Like Waitzkin'sprevious all-prose book on chess, Searchingfor Bobby
Fischer(now tnprint as a Penguin paperback),Mortal Gameshas an active
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and he would do it without question.

Garryafter

''the aitsweri:., Ctgr{y seemed
".didnt:',have
physicallv diminished. FIis shoulders were
itooped.'His body felt soft. He was like a
:' puppy. You could tell'him to sit or'itand' sug-

itself-the sixty-four
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years spent memorizing variations, planning

.lrbo.rt. trick-feels idiotic,

absurd, useless.

Panicularly when a player has been feeling
immorat, is if he cannot lose, defeat can throw
him into a state ofchaos and blackness.
I must admit that there was something

:r,.'he

g'eiCt'rming on the television or taking

He had

broken trust with his sense of timing. "I feel
shattered," he said. Chess masters lnow that
life tips on edge after a crucial loss' The game

of game"7 [in New York]. I had heard
frorn lhis wife] and members of the coaching
",,,,"1sxrtil'i:}ral:rii was.befter not to be around him
while Kasparov was digesting defeat. I had
anorhet night' but he
,,,i called to suggest'visiting
'' asked me t6 come. C'any was so pleased to be
,. visited; he walked quickly across the room to
shake my hand. He looked at me with the
guilry smirk of a little boy: What can I do? I
D'o you'still $ink *rings wjll tum out
, was
'6ad.
okayl I rubbed the back ofhis head, as drough
he were [my sonl Josh. "Yesterday was a bad
r' time for me. It *as the woist blunder of my
r career." He shook his head'slowly. "Fred, I
''l'wasin a trlack hole. A'black hole." Ele was still
in a black hole. Things had gone wrong and
s

'

wonderfirl about seeing Kasparov cut back this
way. He was entirely without pomp or pretense arrd not at all embarrassed about his condition; this was part of him, as well, like a
gimpy leg. In his body English and bedraggled
expression, Garry said, I am shit' Kasparov
hated losing more than anyone I had ever
known, but"when he lost he'wanted to feel it
all through him, to embrace it-perhaps this
was the only way he had learned to get defeat
out of his system. But also, it seemed to me
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narrator who participates in the events he is describing and continually
ruminates on his own role and relationship to his subject. We learn of
the difficulties and fi:ustrations Waitzlcin found in covering Kasparov,
such as the champion's tendencies to arrive late to every m.ltirrg *d to The dmmdm's
put offtime-critical conversations for apparendy arbitrary reasons. gtppllg acq)llnt
-Chess

d
Powerftil Opening!
The book opens just before the 1990 world championship match, at afd

Traini$

Genggide,

Kasparov's secluded training camp in Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts.
Waitzkin tells us that he hjped io ,"1".t the particular Lonse K"sp"rov makes rc marud
used, that soon after meeting Kasparov he became the champion's friend ilfat lfe Wm abb
and confidant, and that Kasparov played a large role in shaping Waizkin's
view of chess and its *orld. Th"r.
,drrrirrior,, by the to day dess at

"r" "piropri"te
author that help readers to place his view
of Kasparov in perspective. dl
Chapter 2, "Chess Training and Genocide," is easily the most powerfirl. Waitzkin temporarily suppresses his own presence and lets Kasparov
take over for an extended quotation in which the champion describes
what happened to himself and his extended family early in 1990. The
news that reached the West was generally abbreviated to "Kasparov
charters plane to save his family from ethnic fighting in Azerbaijan," but
the champion's gripping, l2-page account makes us marvel that he was
able to play chess at all for the rest of the year.

faii for the champ to'take his turn on the mat.
He'had crushed so many egos over the board,
and I found myself thinkingofinstances when
I had seen him wither men with a remark or a
disgusted expression. When I suggested that
there was something just about his having a
taste of this sjde of life, Garry seemed to
glimpse !g for 4 momeoq but then he sighed
and'said, { hate losing." (W. 171-172)
/-T1

lhe posunortem is a venerable tradition. It
is an oppomrnity for players who have been
guarding tle most exquisitely-crafted secres
to share them, to learn how closely the opposing mind had shadowed the decisive plan and
the scores of other plans that had been rejected. It is a tiiie to learn,from mistakes, and
for the loser of a game it is a form of catharsis.
Wo-rkinE throggh intepsting ideas begins to
make the loser feel whole again.
Butfor Karpov4qd Kasparov, [when they
analyzed their draw at Linares in 1991,1 it was
a larger oqcasion. Di*lectically, each had shut
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the other out of his life. The number one and
two in the world could never be friends, but
the posrnortemwas a singular oppornrnityto
e4plore one another, apartfom the satements
they had made in anger and for political effect, and apart &om the hype of jotrnalisa.
Garry was a virtuoso in this hour-long analysis session. He pointed his forefinger ata thousand squares, dismissed deep possibilities with
a raised eyebrow. But occasionally Karpov
demonstrated a powerfi:l move and Garry nodded without argument. I said to one of the
grandmasters that Garr5r seemed to see much

more than krpov, and the man answered,
"Yes, but it is Garry'l manner to tell everyt}ing drat he sees. Karpovwill only tell a litde."

Although twentypeople surrounded them, the
two world champions acted as though they
were alone. During one stretch, Grandmaster
Ljubomir Ljubojevic,'a loquacious man and a
bold atacking player, kept intemrpting with
plans that he couldn't keep to himself. FinallR
Karpov said, "Yes, we know," in his most imperial and dismissive voice. (p.263)

{L

Christopher Chahris

In Chapters 3 and 4 we follow Kasparov and Waizkin through
France on an exhibition tour in April 1990, culminating in the Immopar
Troph6e rapid tournament in Paris. Here chess gradually takes over
from politics, and we read fascinating descriptions of several key games.
fu a chessplayer, during these sections I often wished that game scores,
or at least a few diagrams, were included. But if I really wanted to replay
the games, I could probably have found the scores elsewhere, perhaps in
back issues of Inidc Cbess, and certainly their incorporation would have
scared away readers with a more casual interest in chess.
Unfornrnately, after beginning so strongly, Waitzkin pauses for all

of Chapter 5 to tell the story of Gata and Rustam Kamsky. It is surely an
interesting story, skillfully told, of two bizane characters-and by
Waitzkin's account, dangerous ones-but it does litde to illuminate
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Kasparov's life. The champion appears only briefly in this chapter, to
crush Kamsky in their 1989 wo-game match at the New York Public
Library. The chapter does cast Kasparov's subsequent antics into relief,
making him look entirely normal by comparison to the Kamskys.
At any rate, by Chapter 6 the book gets back on traclg describing
Kasparov's training regimen for the 1990 championship match and in-

vestigating Karpov's side of the rivalry. Waitzkin accurately describes
the ex-champion's projection of "sincerity and charm" when you meet
him in person, and he admits difficulty in accepting all the bad things
people say about Karpov.
I experienced the same surprise at the variance between Karpov's
public and private images earlier that same year when he visited Harvard
University. (Waizkin erroneously calls Harvard "Howard lJniversity,"
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and describes a press conference Karpov gave there as a "speech.") Dur-

ing our lunch at Harvard, Karpov spoke enthusiastically about rwo subjects: his own political activities in the "peace movement" and alleged
flaws in Kasparoy's character. In particular, he claimed that Kasparoy's
bookThe Test of Tirne, often hailed as a modern classic, is riddled with Kanor dainfd
errors. Supposedly a Candidate Master in the Soviet Union had sent to
Kalpov a iob-prg. -**cript picking aparr Kasparoy's opus. "Of course, tut Kmparov's
we didn't have time to check it all, but we picked 10 of his claims and hgk [p IeSt d

found that he was right in six cases," said

Karpov.

Just Look At the Picturcs

firrrc, Often

Mld

6 a mdfil

Ironically, Karpovhad come to Harvard hot on the heels of his nemesis,
dassicr b iltrd
-hose oinm visit took place in late 1989 (around the time of Waitzkin's
first meetingwith Kasparov, too early to be included in the book). At the wih enOrS.
time, Kasparov was taking a lot of heat from the media regarding his
views on female chessplayers' abilities, or inherent lack thereof, which he
stated in his controversial Playboy interview and repeated in a questionand-answer session at Harvard. Just before his last public appearance

during that trip to the United Sates, Kasparov collared me as I was
escorting him into the room where he rvas to speak. In front of a hundred
or so spectators, he blamed me personally for his difEculties with the
local press. Tbe Boston Ghbehad highlighted dre "women issue" in its
otherwise positive coverage, and the campus newspaper reporters were
asking what he perceived as inane and repetitive questions. I had already
experienced his moodiness and unpredicability, qualities Waitzkin por-

traysvividly, butnothis temper. Naturallylwas taken aback, and did not
manage to offer any coherent defense to Kasparov's complaints, which
were punctuated with piercing stares of disgust. According to him, it was
my job as assistant organizer to make sure that the press was properly
managed and that his time was not wasted. Perhaps our disributing
copies of the Plnybry arricle as background material was not what he had
in mind. Fortunately, Kasparoy's British agent Andrew Page quickly
smoothed things over, and the show went on more or less as planned.
Page, as well as members of Kasparoy's family and his chess team
during the early 1990s, appear as supporting characters in Chapters 7
and 8 of Morul Games, tided "New York' and "Lyon," which together
comprise over one-third of the book. These chapters provide wonderfrrl
background and perspective on the fascinating chess produced in the
fifth Kasparov-Karpov match, but they are marred by digressions about
a New York newspaper reporter who is interesting but peripheral to the
action. The final two chapters, "The Traveling Chess Salesman" and
"Linares," cover the public-relations and tournament-circuit sides of
Kasparov's life, and the epilogue ties everything together nicely.
Throughout the book, we see in Waizkin's closeup lens a different
Kasparov from the media version: a Kasparov who can sympathize at
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times with his archrival Karpov, a Kasparovwho can step back occasionally from the day-to-day chess wars to look at the larger context, a

Kasparov who can confide that Rustam Kamsky "is a character. The
chess world is better for him being there." We also see the dark side of
Kasparov. While the book's extremely favorable portrayal hardly makes
Kasparov out to be the "criminal" or "pathological liar" described by
Bobby Fischer, it gives some credence to Ngel Short's milder description of an "unpleasant" person. Waitzkin's account acknowledges
Kasparov's moodiness, his voluble personality, and his considerable temper from the subtide on, and does not shrink from pointing out some
inconsistencies in Kasparov's positions and attitudes over the years.
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Eat Like a Supe4Fandmastel
Mortal Games also presents some revelations. Kasparov told Waitzkin in
January 1993 that he had plarured to break with rIon, but in 1996 rather
than just one month later. Waizkin notes that Kasparov's wife regularly
packs a pistol when walking the streets of Moscow, and repors (on the
lighter side) that Kasparov practiced jokes in advance for his "Late Nght
with David Letterman" appearances. But the book's greatest strength is

in describing afresh people and events with which we think we are alreadyfamiliar, andnot justKasparov, Karpov, and the 1990world championship match. Some of the most memorable passages show how the
changrng fornrnes of the players at Linares 1991 were reflected in their
appearances at dinner after each round, descriptions of the kind that
rarely appear in magazine coverage of tournamena and will never make
itrnto Inforuwnr sy'rnbols or ChessBase data files:
Following the Anand game, Kasparov picked at his food and wouldn't
answer when I spoke to him ... Beliavsky sat, holding his head between
his hands ... the Kamslcy-Karpov table radiated loathing, although
Ivanchuk existed apart from it ... [after a devastating loss, Gelfand] hid
behind a local newspaper, with one shoulder slung six inches below
the other, his neck bent uncomfonably ... he poured scalding tea all
over himself.

What is missing ftom Morul

Games?

Not much, though it

does

not

have an index, or even a table of contents. It is written to be read as a
single narrative, like a novel. But with ia wealth of unique information
and quotations, it is bound to do considerable extra duty as a reference
work, and should have been designed to serve that function. Beyond
adding these elements and further sharpening the focus on Kasparov by
eliminating the detours to Kamsky and other side-issues, not much more
could be done to improve this excellent book. Except writing a sequel. ar
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Bobby Fischeras. Boris Spass@: Tbe 1992 Rematch

Jack Peters
Los Angeles Times, Los Angeles, 1992
AN, 72 pp., $6.00 paperback
Fiscber-Spassky

1

9 92

: World. Cb ess Charnpianship Rematch

Leonid Shamkovich andJan R. Cartier, edited byLou Hays
Hays Publishin g, D allas, 1992

AN, 334 pp., $19.95 paperback
The

Art

of War Rnisited-Robut J. Fischer us. Boris V. Spassky 1992

Mitchell R. White

ChessCennal Publications, Midland, M| L993
AN, viii + 208 pp. (oversized), $17.95 paperback
Bobby Fiscber: Tlte $5,000,000 Caneback

Nigel Davies, Malcolm Pein, andJonathan Levin
Cadogan, London, 1992

FAN, 131pp., $16.95 paperback
Fischer-Spassky

II:

The Return of a Legend

Ra)rmond Keene

HenryHolt, NewYork, 1993 @asford, London,
FAN, 130 pp., $t+.lS paperback

1992)

No Regrex
Yasser Seirawan and George Stefanovic
International Chess Enterprises, Seatde, 1992
FAN, 3 1 3 pp., $24.9 5 paperback, $3 4.95 hardcover

T

lttrt"rrt books on imporant chess events are not a new development,
but today's technology allows authors to gather and emit information at
record speeds. As soon as it was confirmed that Fischer was indeed
returning to the center stage after 20years in the wings (or even outside
the theater), a number of writers set to work. Their task was relatively
difficult, given the short time available to prepare background material,
and the almost inaccessible, not to say proscribed, venues of Sveti Stefan
and Belgrade.
Edward Wnter is a noted
column "Chess Notes" and
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The six books being considered were published during the four
months or so following the match, the first of them (the Cadogan volume) about two days after Fischer won game 30. Although no perfect
correlation is detectable between the books' merits and their order of
publication, the best one was among the last to appear. (A seventh book
in English, the 4l-page Fischer-Spassky I 992, pt'rvartely published by F.E.
Condon in NewJersey, arrived much later than the others, and is anyway notable only for its cumbersome structure, with games presented by
opening rather than chronologically.)
Tlte 1992 RematcbbyJackPeters (a bookhenceforth called "Peters")
is the smallest of the works and the most modest in production values.
The games are given with a smattering of information and gossip, other
brief textual matter, and three photographs.
Fbcber-Spassky 1992: World, Chess Champiansbip Renwxb by Leonid
Shamkovich andJan R. Carrier ("Shamkovich and Cartier") has a roomy,
single column format. All the previous Fischer-Spassky games are given,
with very brief notes, followed by general background information, and
then the 30 match games, each introduced by a page of quotes from
chess personalities and others. The notes are clear and fairly detailed.
Most games are followed by a set of "Supplemental Games" with the
same opening. The book, which has 19 contemporary fuIl-page photographs, ends with transcripts of the first mro press conferences.
The Art of War Rnisited-Robert J. Fischer as. Boris V. Spassky 1992
R. White ("White") is oversized and unillustrated.Itfeatures
68 pages of unannotated "Supplementary Games," a much more extensive selection than the comparable material in Shamkovich and Cartier.
Bobby Fiscber: Tlte $J,000,000 Curneback by Mgel Davies, Malcolm
Pein, and Jonatlan Levitt ("Davies et al.") has 48 pages on Fischer,
Spassky, and their rivalry, plus four pages of background on the match
itself. Pages 53-125 give the 30 annotated games, and the book ends with
notes about the Fischer clock and extracts from the first press conference. The onlyillustration is the cover photograph of Fischer and Spassky
at the board.
Fischer-Spassky II: Tlte Retarfl. of a Legend by Ral.rnond Keene

byMitchell

("Keene") has brief background material, including the scores of earlier
encounters, and then 99 pages on the 1992 games. Is only illustration is
a caricature dating from rhe 1972 Reykjavik match on the front cover.
No Regrex by Yasser Seirawan and George Stefanovic ("Seirawan
and Stefanovic') has 12 pages of introduction,2T0 pages on the match
games, 19 pages of Seirawan's thoughts on Fischer, and a six-page glossary of terms and individuals. The middle section combines into a single
sequence arurotations, substantial background information, the text of all
nine press conferences and the players'post-game comments, and short
interviews with over 30 leading figures, such as Anand, Botvinnik, Geller,
Gligoric, Zsuzsa Polgar, Schmid, Shorg Sqnlov, Timman, and Torre.
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Page 1 specifies that Stefanovic's contribution was to write "the color
conrmentary for games 12-30." The book has a dozen illustrations.
A number of the books have unwelcome frills. Keene, at the end of
each game, moves the players' Elo ratings up or down, but since the
starting point for Fischer is tns 1972 rating and for Spassky his 1992 one,
the exercise is of even less interest than the Shamkovich and Cartier
computation of Fischer and Spassky's "hourly pay to sit at board."
Examining the game annotations offered by each book reveals immense variety. Consider game 30 as an example. Seirawan and Stefanovic
give it some 190 lines of notes, about six times as many as Keene (32

lines), even though the latter claims to have concentrated on analyzng
decisive games. Of course, simple word counts may be misleading; White,
for example, may take a paragraph where other writers would prefer a
sentence or silence. There is also considerable difference of opinion on
which moves should be criticized and praised.
The bools generally avoid analytical dogmatism, but not all of them
make use of the players'own comments on the games. Although Spasslqy
said at the concluding interview (quoted on p. 272 of Seirawan and
Stefanovic) that in game 30 his lnight was bad on b3, only Shamkovich
and Cartier speak against is move there, calling it "dubious." After
describing 13 94 as "probably positionally a losing move," Fischer pointed
out 16 ... ore5 17 h6, a line given only by Seirawan and Stefanovic.
Naturally there are contradictory views about the players' overall
performance. Peters @. aD writes, regarding game 20: "Whenever it
appeared that Fischer had regained his old form, he would throw in a
game like this one. Inaccurate openinp, inferior middlegame strategy,
tactical oversights-how can gre t player commit so many mistakes?
Thants to Fischer's own chess^ clock, he cannot use time pressure as an
excuse." But despite these severe words, Peters' own annotations to game
20 c*incize litde in Fischer's play. Davies et al. provide even less indication as to why Black lost the game.
None of the books gives the individual time aken for each move.
Comment on Fischer's clock is broadly favorable, with Davies et al.
remarking that "It solves the problem of adjournments and desperate
time trouble, but cannot remedy human exhaustion" (p. 103). According Comment m
to Shamkovich and Cartier, "It will without a doubt eventually become
ftche/s dod( b
the accepted method of timing chess games," and pages 28-29 of their
book also declare: "It is most significant that not one mention of time brcady fa,orde.
trouble has found is way into the coverage of tlle Fischer-Spassky 1992
match ... The new clock has great merit."
The quality of language and general presenation varies gready.
Peters' inconspicuous book affords litde cause for complaint or enthusiasm. It opens with a two-page explanation of notation, yet by p. 12 (in
the notes to game 2) jargon is being used: "Black has an extra passer ..."
Many sentences in the sparse notes lack a finite verb, yet they retain a
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certain attractive dryness. The general texnral matter tends to have a
sharper edge; on pages 7l-72 Peters says that "Two factors prevented
this match from bringing unanimously favorable attention to chess. First
was Fischer's nasty temperament, as shov.n by his vicious accusations
and conspirary theories. Second was his decision to start his comeback in
an oudaw nation.tt

The back-cover blurb of the Shamkovich and Cartier book
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unconvincingly congratulates itself on being "TFIE complete account of
the richest and most talked about match in the history of chess." The
book suffers generally from a poor prose style, and despite emphasis on
proofreading in the publisher's note, it has the most typographical errors, particularlyin the closingpages. (fhe runner-up is probablyWhire's
book, which is marred by a typographical defect whereby many foreign
names have spaces instead of letters.) More than any other worlg this one
is engrossed by gossip, a sort of "hear and print" style ofjournalism, as on
p. 107: "There aremmors circulatingaboutfuture Fischermatches. One
undocumented repon claims thatnineteen million dollars has been raised
for future matches by Fischer."
The White book is larded less with rumors than with ruminations;
e.9., sententious quotations from ancient Oriental philosophers such as
Sun Tzu ("Thus, what is of supreme importance is to attack the enemy's
strategy"-p. 15). Alongside is White's own writing, a painfirl amalgam
of coarseness and pretension. For example: "White has been forced to
'pack 'em in' like sardines on the kingside" (p. 25), and "If this game
included a studio soundtraclg then Black's move would sound like a
freight train hittirg a buffalo" (p. 128). The chess pieces are often called
ttCleric," ttHopper,tt
"Buttonr" "Padrer" and "Cardinalr" etc. There is a
juvenile overuse of exclamation points, and when nothing is to be said,
White is the man to say it. In Cbess LifellyaGurevich u'rote of a move in
game 28, "If I did not lnow any better I would say t]rat this game is
fixed." After quoting dris, White (p. 121) adds the following even more
trite comment: "Eh? Fixed, you say?? Marvelousl Suffice it to say that
young Master Gurevich's impetuosity is no match for his perceptivity.,'
White himself has a perceptivity and logic all of his own, as in his com((Spasslry
menq
h* never played this position before, and conseqamtly
blunders" (p. 109, emphasis added). Most of White's annotations are
notably dependent on the comments of others, and no other book has
less background material.
The notes in Davies et al., which are byMalcolm Pein andJonathan
Levitt, are quite well written, and the authors concede that they do not
always agree (as in game 12 on pp. 9V94). A central contention of this
book is that for Spassky "fighting Fischer on his 1960s and 1970s territory is a bad idea" (p. 82). Lack of time shows in the presentation of
background material on Fischer and Spassky, which has a dishearteninglyunimaginative selection of information and games. Once again,the
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reader is served up Fischer's brilliancy against Donald Byrne, who is
poindessly accused of playing on in a hopeless position: "perhaps he
thought that by lengtlening the game in this way he could make it less
publishable" (p. 5). It is a pity, and this criticism applies to all but one of
the works being reviewed, that so litde use is made of the large quantity
of Fischer facts available; apaft from his writings, both known and neglected, over a period of more than 30 years, drere are, after all, his
extensive comments at the surprisingly frequent press conferences during the 1992 match. Davies, whom the introduction credits with writing
the background sections, is nonetheless a sufficiendy astute commentator to discern more in Fischer than the barren clich6s of old. He suspecrs
that "the rough exterior may conceal a man of warmth, sensitivity and
integrity for whom the world has never been a very eaqF place to live" (p.
29). Not knowing for sure, Davies makes a virtue of simply acknowledging the problem: "It is certainly nor easy to sift through the morass of
rumour and speculation. Many of the stories have emanared from journalists looking to make a quick buck on a'crazy chess champ' article and
happy to sacrifice accwacy to achieve the desired effecr" (p. 25). He
might have added that so-called specialized chess writers have been only
slighdy less guilty in this respect than journalists without a background
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in the game.
Next on the list is a book whose first introductory page (p. 7) describes Fischer as "the greatest mind-warrior in the history of the planet "
whose last two pages (pp. 129-130) call Fischer "the most extraordinary
chess player ever to have walked the planet," and whose final sentence
sals that a Kasparov-Fischer match will establish "who is the supreme
mental gladiator on Planet Earth." The prose is unmisakably that of
Raymond Keene in firll cry. Frantic over$mphasis pervadesFischer-Spassfo
II: Tlte Refi,tm of a Legend. Spassky's king is not just cornered, it is "utterly
cornered, with no hope of escape;" in other games Fischer has to "acquiesce in a completely hopeless endgame" and Spass\y's "atracking pros-

pecs had utterly vanished." Similarly, the background commentary
comprises histrionics rather than history. In a typical example, the second paragraph of the Introduction (p. 7) avers that the 1992 match
"blasted the chess world, as well as those fascinated by the mind-bending
eccentricity of the game's most superb practioner (szc), into frenzies of
excitement and anticipation." Page 15 sap that earlier games caused
"unprecedented levels of anticipation and excitement." But such flummery cannot disguise the author's insufEcient familiarity with Fischer's
life. On page 8 the reader is informed that Fischer "began to distribute
scurrilous pamphlets whenever the oppornrnity arose." Did he? When?
What "opportunities" arose? What were the scurrilities? How many
such pamphlets has Keene himself seen? How many h as anyane seen?
The slapdash prose, replete with misused vocabulary and grammar,
cheapens whatever it touches. In game 25, as so often elsewhere, Keene
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has the bombast while others (Seirawan and Stefanovic in panicular)
have the analysis. At move 18, the Keene bookhas nine lines, beginning
"Spassky has been so shell-shocked by 15 Nb6ll that he has been ren-

dered widess and cannot gather his thoughts." We learn that "Black
must strike back quicklywith either ... e5 or ... d5:'but no variations are
offered. Seirawan and Stefanovic, in contrast, glve several possible lines.
Seirawan's No Regrets is of outstanding quality, and probably even

better than his monograph, highly praised by Fischer, on the last
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Kasparov-Karpov match. The annotations are magnificendy detailed,
and Seirawan is the only writer to cover Fischer's declarations firlly. He
publishes the complete transcrips of all nine press conferences, whereas
Shamkovich and Cartier give onlytwo and Keene provides a summaryof
just the first, labeling it "The Press Conference" as if the other eight
never existed. Fischer's insistence on selecting press conference questions stifled discussion, but the issues raised are of enthralling interest,
even to historians. For example, Fischer said (as quoted on p. 116 of
Seirawan and Stefanovic), "Morphy, I think everyone agrees, was probably the greatest genius of them all ..." llis honesty is exemplified by the
now-familiar quotation, "That's chess, you know. One day you give a
lesson, the next day your opponent gives you a lesson" (p. 52).
The transcrips n No Regretr highlight Fischer's aversion to Kasparov,
who is described as a "pathological liar" (p. 55) and "an outright crook"
(p. 151). After stating that Kasparov wrote a lefter to him signed "your

co-champion," Fischer remarked, "He is not my co-champion, he is a
criminal and should be in jail" (p.282). Having announced (p. 212) that
he will write a book to justifz his allegations of prearranged world championship games, Fischer can hardly now do otherwise, but whatever
supponing "prooP'he may have should in any case have been presented
concurrendy with the accusations.
The bools, all written before the Kasparov-Short world championship controversy arose, show a surprising willingness to entertain Fischer's

claims to the world championship. Shamkovich and Cartier indicate (p.
131) thatKasparovis "rrorWorld Champion," and theirbookhas "World
Chess Championship Rematch" on the front cover and tide page. Davies

et al. too (p. 23) call Kasparov the "reigning rron champion," adding (p.
24), "... Fischer's anger at the tlree ICs becomes altogether reasonable

when you start out from the premise that rror had no right to ake
Fischer's tide away." Seirawan sa)'s (p. 5), "To Fischer, Kasparov is
merely rror champion. It is a compelling argument. Until the wondrous
day when they play a match, the chess world has room for two World
Champions." On page 84 he adds, "I completely recognize and support
Bobby Fischer as a World Champion. I also completely recognize and
support Kasparov as FrDE Champion." Nonetheless, on page 26 of his
1992 bookWinning Chess Tactics Setrawan referred to "America's former
World Champion, Robert Fischer."
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The match books naturally accord Fischer far more esteem than do
the media in general. One reason for Fischer's bad press is his tendenry
to keep reporters off balance with statements which, without warning,
switch from perspicacity to absurdity and back again. Clich6Joving journalists can be at ease in covering Fischer only ifthey ignore the perspicacity, emphasize the absurdity, and add a dose of invention. "A lot of
these quotes about me are not correct," protests Fischer on page II7 of
Seirawan and Stefanovic's book. Seirawan is doubdess right to say (p.
290) that "Bobby is a pare person in the sense that he goes straight to the
heart of a topic, no beating around the bush." In other words, Fischer is
neither diplomatic nor hypocritical, and, right or wrong, he has kept his
beliefs and principles intact for 30 years. Kasparov has trouble not contradicting himself over what he said last Tuesday.
Among the 10 authors, only Seirawan and Stefanovic went to the
match. Seirawan spent time with the players, and his book is able to
demolish mrmerous myths. On page 29l,he writes, "After September
2hd, I threw most of what I'd ever read about Bobby out of my head.
Sheer garbage. Bobby is the most misunderstood, misquoted celebrity
walking the face of the earth." Hyperbole aside, it is hard to resist the
force of this argument. We learn that Fischer is not camera shy (p. 85),
that "He smiles and laughs easily" (p. 96), and that "... Bobby is a wholly
enjoyable conversationalist. A fine wig he is a very furmy man" (p. 303).
On page 293 Brad Darrach's savage book Bobhy Fischer as. the Rex of the
World (Sten and Day, New Yorlg 1974) is identified as rhe coup dc grkce
for Fischer's reputation. He fought Darrach and his publishers in the
courts and lost. It is regrettable that apart from some sketchy newspaper
accounts, few deails are available about Fischer's litigation activities
since the Reykjavik match. Peters claims (p. 9) that "Fischer filed frivolous lawsuits, seeking tens of millions of dollars, then blamed the U.S.
government when they were thrown out of court," but here, as elsewhere, the reader's thirst for hard facts is not slaked.
The preface to No Regrex by the editor, Jonathan Bery', wams that
readers will not find "a politically correct, blanket condemnation of Bobby
Fischer" but will be left to make up their own minds on the basis of the
exhaustive accounts of Fischer's views. Seirawan qualifies as an objective
chronicler of Fischer, though he is certainly-to borrow from Tom
Stoppard-"objective-for" rather than "objective-against." An important component that helps No Regrex to remain balanced is the series of
mini-interviews with leading players; diametrically opposed views abound.
Seirawan and Stefanovic have produced the inside story and their
book's superiority over the other five is such that even the best ofthem
look shallow and almost irrelevant by comparison. No Regrets should
serve as a model for future world championship match books, whoever
the champion and challenger may be. ar,
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BRIEF REVIEWS

Kirg a Pawn Endings, by Atex
Fishbein, American Chess Promotions, Macon, GA, 1993, FAN, vii +
137 pp., paperback, $16.95. Acomplete course in pawn endings, includ-

Variation, but also many more con-

ing multiple illustrations of important
ideas and a set of exercises. The material was published previously in software format, and could have been
better served by the translation pro-

tion is not addressed. Nevertheless, and
despite whatever analytical errors will
inevitably turn up in a work this ambitious, Lutes has produced a superb

ventional lines that can arise through
its move order, such as the Kan and
Taimanov variations. Flowever, t}re
transposition into the Najdorf Varia-

trove of material on many aspects of

(For example, the exclusive use of the Sicilian Defense.
bold type is harsh.) But Fishbein is a
lmpact of Genius: 50O Years of
welcome new member of the ranks of
Grandmaster Chess, by R.E. Fauber,
top chess writers.
cess.

lnternational Chess Enterprises, Se-

The Chessplayer's Laboratory, Vol-

ume 7: Pol ugayevsl<y-Nyezhmetdinov,

Sochi, 7958, by Eric Schiller, Hays
Publishing, Dallas, TX, L992, 4N, 47
pp., paperback, $8,95. This book
treats a single, fascinating game in exhaustive detail, examining hundreds of

htes

has

prodrcd a supab
trcw of rntelial

variations that never happened in the
J3 moves that were actually played.
The game is arurotated twice, firstwith
70 questions for the reader to work on,
then with the answers, including new
analysis by Gar4zKasparov. While the
pedagogical value of Schiller's method
is unknown (and likely to depend
gready on the student's will to grind
through all the analysis), the entertainment value of Polugayevsky-Nyezhmetdinov is not. This is the definitive
work on one ofthe greatest games ever
played.

of the Slcilhn

Deftme,

players to present the history ofchess
theory-a good idea-but punctuates
them with abrupt conclusions and sharp

opinions on debatable issues. His
clich6-ridden style is more appropriate

for light entertainment than

serious

history, and his notes are weak despite
their low ambitions. Discussing one of
the 1974 Bi.rne-Spassky match games,

he comments, "The strength of
fBlack's] sacrifice lies in the lack of an
immediate Black threat," adding later,
"B1'rne decides instead to go direcdy
for a losing ending." Games and openings are indexed, but no photographs,
citations, or reference lists are included.

Kelly Variation,

Bobby Fischer: Complete Games

by W. John Lutes, Chess Enterprises,

of the American World Chess Champlon, compiled and edited by Lou
Hays, Hays Publishing, Dallas, TX,
1992, AN, 346 pp., paperback,
$19.95. Collecting every available

Sicilian Defense:
on many epecb

attle, WA, 1992, AN, viii + 390 pp.,
paperback, $19.95 (hardcover,
$29.95). A book that tries to paint a
large picture but has trouble with the
details. Fauber uses portraits of great

O'

Coraopolis, PA, 1993, AN, xvi + 238
pp., paperback, $14.95. Lutes's
mistided opus contains much more
than an analysis of the position after 1
e4 c5 2 dR a6. It opens with an exhaustive history of the Sicilian Defense,
covering 76 pages with 434 footnotes.

game of a single player is a useful activity, but diminishing returns may set
in once too many l0-move crushes start
showing up. Fomrnately, Lou Hays's

The quotations from 18th- and l9thcentury literature are fascinating. The compilation on Fischer, the most
rest ofthe book covers not only what "complete" so far, does not zuffer much
is traditionally lnown as the O'Kelly in tiis respect. The serious games are
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Ar.rrnrcer Cnnss JounNar,

Brief Rninus

given witl-r dates, events, locations,

it

openings, Eco codes, endgame classifications, aery kght notes, and at least
one diagram each. The offhand games
are of course lesswell-documented, but

games against Drewitt and Potemkin
(pp. 4445) were played after they died.

include some humorous comments.
Tables of results and numerous indexes
round out a valuable reference work.

The Chess Games of David Lees,
by David Lees, Chess Enterprises,
Coraopolis, PA, AN, xxxviii + L26 pp.
(oversized), paperback, $9.95. Biographies of regional celebrities are rare
but often reflect greater care in their
creation than run-of-the-mill productions on international stars. This wellwritten book is no exception.
The Black Knights Tango, by Georgi
Orlov, lntemational Chess Enterprises,

Seattle, WA, AN, 22 pp. (oversized),
paperback, $5.95. Inventive and necessarily tentative analysis on the opening t ia orc6 2 c4 €ria.

Chess for the Rank and File, by
Tony Rubin and John Emms, Tournament Chess, Brighton, England, 1992,
figurine AN, 182 pp., paperback. Entertaining chess autobiography of a
British pazer, with game notes by ru
Emms. In "Earliest Recollections,"
Rubin recalls his first game, when he
answered 1 e2-e4 with I ... a7 -b6, "an
opening you will not find in any recognized chess Iiterature." Ilntil now.

is involuntarily claimed that the

Alexander Alekhine, by Dimitrije

Bjelica, Zugarlo Ediciones, S.A.,
Madrid, Spain, 1993, 205 pp. (in
Spanish). This book contains 203
games (some annotated) and shapeless
biographicaVanecdotal material. It cites
few sources for its assertions and is very
careless. For instance, the person identified as Lasker in a photograph on p.
31 is Bernhard Kagan, and Borochow's
name is spelled "Bodohov."

Alekhine in Europe and Asia, by
John Donaldson, Nikolay Minev, and
Yasser Seirawan, lnternational Chess
Enterprises, Seattle, WA, 1993, AN,

118 pp. (oversized),

$15.95. An excellendy researched
book offering marvelous entertainment
and instruction. There are 619 nontournament games, many annoated,
together with much historical background information. The first 96 games
are a supplement to Alekbine in
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Alexander AIekhine, by Y.N.
Shaburov, Golos, Moscow, 1-992,

254

pp. (in Russian). A deailed biography
that includes 30 games and, more im-

portantly, fresh material from the

A familiar selection, but nothing more.

concems the many errors. For example,

op€[$r€ yor

tbe

Kramnik is only the latest superstar to
credit this classic (modernized with algebraic notation and more diagrams in
this edition) as a key influence.

Kombinationen, by Walter K.F. Haas,
Rochade Europa, Maintal, Germany,
1993, 79 pp. (in German). This book
gives 120 familiar short games, virtually unannotated. Its only originality

a7{6,

...

uat

Americas.The earliervolume was a fine
worlq but this one is bigger and better
in nearly all respects.

author's examination of Soviet archives.

More on Alekhine
Alexander Aljechin, Genius der

1e2€4 with 1

paperback,

My System: 27st Century Edition,
by Aron Nimzowitsch, Hays Publishing, Dallas, TX, 1991, AN, xii + 260

pp., paperback, $17.50. Madimir

Ruiln mvercd

226 Short Games of Alexander Ale

khine, by V. Charushin, Nizhny
Novgorod,

4992,I44

pp. (in Russian).

Alekhine: My Struggle, by V.D.
Chashchikhin, Moscow, 1992, 96 pp.
An examination of Alekhine's alleged
anti-Semitism, with Russian and English text on alternate pages. The inadequary of the argumentation and the
English prose is almost toal.
World Chess Championship 7937,

Ittrns sent to

by Alexander Alekhine, Trafalgar

American Chess

Square, North Pomfret, W, 1993 (8.T.
Batsford Ltd., London, 1993), DN, xi
+ 203 pp., paperlcack, $24.95.

Jownalwill

be

rniewed or listed
in

a

future

issue.
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M.CHESS PROFESSIONAL
HIGHEST-RATED CHESS SOFTWARE IN THE WORLD
ACTIVE-CHESS NATIONAL CHAMPION OF ITALY, 1992
SECOND.PLACE WNNER, VILLA BALLESTER OPEN, 1993
It's true! M4hess Professional, for |BM-compatible personal computers, has
the highest rating of any chess software-FIDE 2303-from the Swedish
Computer Rating Association! The equivalent USCF ratinq is over 2500!

M4hess Professional is more-much more-than a topnotch chess
program. This outstanding sofhruare was specifically developed to serve YOU as
your personal chess trainer and assistant. From Overnioht Annotation of YOUR
But

triumphs and failures, to Unlimited User-Edited Openinq Books, this combination
of state-of-the-art features and superior chess power is a dramatic breakthrough
in chess computer technology!
M.CHESS PROFESSIONAL FEATURES:
* The highest-rated chess software in the world!

* Huge built-in Opening Book-over 200,000 positions!
" Displays name of Opening and Variation; recognizes transpositions!
* Uses hash-tables up to 10 Megabytes in extended memory!
* Full-color graphics in VGA (640 x 480) resolution.
* Supports both mouse- and keyboard-based operation.
* Supports position set-up, adjoumment, thinking on yourtime, hints, etc.
* On-screen language selection-choose English, Spanish, French, German,
Italian, Dutch, or Swedish at any time.
* Alphabetically sorted directory window for instant recall of saved games.
* Displays last twenty moves played, analysis, depth of search, and more.
" Preset, sudden death, fixed depth, time controls, mate-solving and
correspondence levels.
* Analysis can be recorded to disk or printer.
* Plain-text printout of game listing, with evaluation of each move if desired.
'Automatic, ovemight analysis (annotations) of any game, to disk or printer!
* tntegrated data-base operations-create, edit, and print your own chess
opening library!

M4hess Professional comes with a detailed, 27-page Users' Manual, plus free
technical support!
CALL NOW forthe affodable World-Class Chess Trainer--jusl $149.50 plus s/h.

TO ORDER,call the M-Chess Hot Line al1-7075424377, or
call PBM lnt'l TOLL FREE at 1{00-726.f685.
Visa/MC welcome. Satisfaction fully guaranteed within thirty days!

Trv M-Ghess Professional-vou'll be olad vou didt

What's On Your Screen?
"If BOOKUPisn't
on your screen,

you're probably
Imking at one
gme at a time."

You might be surprised to know that more coPies
of BOOKUP have been sold than of all other
chess databases combined.

Or that data from ChessBaserM and NICBaserM
is much more instructional in BOOKUP format.
Or that BOOKUP is the oldest, most
sophisticated, Zarkov-integrated, fully
positional, tree-based software tool available for
tournament training and publishing.
Or that BOOKUP is guaranteed to raise your
playing strength or we'll buy it back.
We knew you'd be surprised.
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LBAYITT & PEIRCE
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The Fourth Harvard Cup

Human Versus Computer Chess Challehge
America's Leading Grandmasters Battle the World's Best
Chessplaying Computers and Programs

Coming to The Computer Museum
Boston, Massachusetts
Saturday, 6 November 1993
For informatiur abut the Fourth Harvard Cup:
HCC Associates, Post Office Box 2967, Haward, Square Station, Cambridge, MA 02238 USA
617-876-5759 | f.ax 617-49t-957O I email: cfc@isr.harvard.edu
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Use the Linares TrueTyperM chess

font and any Windows 3.1 or
Macintosh word processor to
create beautiful chess diagrams
and figurine notation!

The Linares chess font: I is the
font Ameican Chess lournaluses;
I is scalable to any size; N has
two chess diagram borders; I has
all Informant annotation symbols;
I works with many chess playing
or chess database programs; h is

easy to use; I includes
PostScript@ version;
to create this ad.
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23.... $g3!!, Lewitzky-Marshall
Spectators showered Marshall
with gold coins after this move!

stock.

your name and address to us at Chess Chow,
St. Sta, P.O. Box 3348, New York, NY
. All checks payable to Chess Chow. Tlrarrks!
creditcards yet, sorry. Ceneral info: call (212)

32-6546. E-Mail: MCinsbur@Stern.NYU.Edu.

offer!

1992 Annual Set: all 6 1992 issues
300+ pages of chess lore for only $251

Only $29! postpaid
Money-back guarfrntee!
Specify Macintosh or PC and send

check to:
525 West

Alpine

Electronics,

7th, Powell, WY 82435

Sieilian l)efensee
OeI(elIy Yariation
by W. John

l-,,utes

Another brilliant research effort by author W. John Lutes
fieats the 1 . e4 c5 2. Nf3 a6 variation of the evergreen
Sicilian. 390 columns of games and analysis by masters
follow a historical survey of the development of the
Sicilian to provide the reader with a solid foundation
for play.
254 pages. $14.95 postpaid.

Chess Enterprises, 107 Crosstree Road, Coraopolis, PA 15108
(412) 262-2138 voice or fax. No credit cards please.

Chess,

Schachantiquariat Manuel Fruth
Truderingersn.2

Gamblirg
& Gamirg

D-82008 Unterhaching

GERMAT{Y
Telephone/Fax: Intemational. 89-6115203

.

Auction

4,000 different chess books in stock,
from all over the world, modem to old

November 16 . Tuesday.

. Artificial chess pieces and boards
. Chess stamps, cancels, vignettes
. Chess post cards, posters, artworts
. Send want lists: I will make an offer
. Chess magazine subscriptions
. About 15 lists free upon requesl

Cfu.ss Seis . Bomd Games

Gmfiling Malerial . Magic
tuhilt.d Boohs et Ail,

-

Fully Illustnted Caalogue

newest list has 2,415 items!

{
Recent books include BLOCH,1200
Combinations, $15; and SHIROV et at.,
58rlt USSR C hmnpio ns hip-M o s c ow
1991 (ncltdes all games with
over 20 annotated), $9.80.

lpm

View & InspectNovember 13, 14, 15

Available $15

NEarnoPoLrrAN

Arts & Antiques Pavilion

I

l0 West lgrh street. Just West of 6th Avenue
New York, NY

l00ll

.

NYCDCA#86?203

Phone (212) 463-0200 . Fax (212) 463-7099

The World's Best Ghess

Trainer-A Profile of Mark
Dvoretsky
Noam Elkies: Ghess Art in
the Gomputer Agle

Boris Gulko: The Mystery

of Bad Bishops
Patrick Wolff: Reflections
on Winning the U,S.
Ghampionship

Articles by Frank Brady, Burt
Hochberg, and Edward Winter
plus a review of Fred
Waitzkin's Mortal Games

